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Acorn
TM

www@kineticspeed
The new Kinetic RiscPC and Oregano Web browser from Castle

Technology enable you to harness the full potential of the Internet.

KIN5TIC RiscPC

The Kinetic RiscPC is the first

of a new generation of
faster, more powerful RISC
OS computers. Incorporating
the latest SDRAM takes the

RiscPC's already enviable
performance to new, unrivalled levels.
Pre-installed with the acclaimed Oregano
Web browser, makes all Kinetic RiscPCs the
perfect Internet companion. Available in
various specifications.

From £999 + VAT

Oregano from Castle Technology has
received universal praise from both users
and magazines and has quickly established
itself as the premier RISC OS Web browser.
Speed, ease-of-use, compatibility and
configurability make Oregano the Web
browser of choice for the Internet

connoisseur. Download a free demo

version from www.castle.org.uk/oregano

only£49 + VAT

ICASTLE
Co inpincrs lor lulu cat ion
Business and Home

Castle Technology Limited
Ore Trading Estate
Woodbridge Road
Framlingham
Suffolk IP13 9LL

Email: sales@castle.org.uk
www.castle.org.uk E&OE

Acorn & the Acorn nut device are trademarks

ORDERS AND ENQUIRIES:

Tel: 01728 723200 • FREE fax: 0800 783 9638 • Email: sales@castle.org.uk
For your FREE RiscPC poster ring 01728 723200
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22nd February 2001

This month it's all coming together again
just like we would all like it to in real life —
in this case I'm talking about the magazine
which is quite a way from real life.

We're had the review of the Olympus
camera planned for sometime and (hen
along comes Neil Farnham-Smith with his
CompactFlash reader software and we've
got seven pages on portable electronics.

And then we've had the new series on
getting connected for beginners ready fora
while awaiting it's slot and then, don't you
know il, bul Richard Roberts pops up with
his comparison on the Internet on RISCOS
with Internet on the PC. It's quite
satisfying when it all comes together.

Did you make any New Year
Resolutions? I make it a general rule not to,
then you can't let yourself down. However
if there's one that you could make it might
be to proselytise less and promote more.

Nobody likesa computer bore and if
there's one thing that will put someone off
a new system is the character who spends
his time gloating over how much better his
machine is than yours.

It's the successes of RISC OS, and the
more auspicious the better, that make il
valued anil important. The fact that a very
large percentage of TVgraphics are
generated from RISC OS is a good one and
there are others. Let 'em know (hat RISC

OS is in use in industry as well as in the
home. Industry Standard? Which industry
is that then?

As a final note here's a thought for you:
Much is made of the ability of RISC OS in
the schools and there's nothing wrong with
that. But "most people" own PCs. That's
also fine because after they've learned how
to use a computer on those boring old
Model T Fords - perhaps they should go
out and buy a Lamborghini.

RISC OS, the professional's computer.

W

www.acornuser.com February 2001
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0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or
LOW cost finance or leasing on all systems (from £5.30/\veek)
inc. peripherals, software & 2/3 vr optional warranties (min. deposit 10%)

MicroDigtal Omega

Taking orders NOW for
the new RISCOS desktop

From only £999.00 + VAT
(£1173.83 inc.)

287Mhz StrongAnn, ATX Tower case
Full spec, on release
Free software pack

Above prices do not include monitors please sec
separatepricelist

Kinetic RPC

Latest Acorn StrongArm
series machine

from £999 + VAT

70MB, 10GB HD,

40xCD (£38.39 /month)

Internet £1,199 + VAT
138MB, 30GB HD, 40xCD

(£38.39 /month)
(includes internet pack)

Acorn A7000 series

Classic R03.7/no CD £449.00 (£527.58) (£17.24)

Classic RO.3.724.xCD £499.00 (£586.33) (£19.16)

Odyssey Net R03.7 £499.00 (£468.82) (£19.16)

Odyssey Net RO4.0 £449.00 (£527.58) (£17.24)

Odyssey CD £549.00 (£645.08) (£21.07)

Odyssey Primary £599.00 (£703.83) (£22.99)

Odyssey Secondary £599.00 (£703.83) (£22.99)

Odyssey Surf £599.00 (£703.83) (£22.99)
Aboveprices»/"not include monitorspiease see

separateprice list

Scorcher base from

£769 +Vat (£903.58) £29 month
Scorcher Twindeck base from

£799 +Vat (£938.82) £30.67 month
The R7500 Scorcher from RiscStation

arrives with a quality CD ROM
Reader/ReWriter and media, providing

a brilliant CD mastering platform for
home /business users.

RiscStation R7500

From £499 +Vat (£586.33) Over
£500 worth ofFREE SOFTWARE

R7500 with 16MB memory & 4CiHard Dnvi
R750Q base only £499 +Vat (£586.33) (£19.16)1
15" monitor system £599 + Vnt (£703.83) (£22.99)
17" monitor system £649 + Vat (£762.58) (£24.91)
19" monitorsystem £749 + Vat (£880.08) (£28.75)

Also available the LitcPlus witli 64MB710.2G11T)

Plus Base only £579 + Vat (£680.33) (£22.23)
Plus 15" system £679 + Vat (£797.83) (£26.06)
Plus 17" system £729 + Vat (£856.58) (£27.98)
Plus 19"system £829+ Vat (£974.08) (£31.82)

HD"worn ofTw©5^

base from only XJjJ + Val
(£468.83) L.C.F. £15.32 / month

HD base only £449 +Vat
(£527.57) L.C.F. £ 17.24 / month

50 mip Ann7500 system with 8Mb memory. (Ill)
version 4GB HD) . built in ZIP drive support.
Midi support, 3D sound, & sampler. KlbascT port
as standard. RISCOS 4 as standard. High speed
serial . High speed parallel, expandable to 256Mb
memory & hard drive / CD-ROM etc.

Internet Packs from £85 + VAT (£99.88)
available for all machines include Internet software, ISP setup and 56K modem

RISC 05 compatible products for the new Millennium

RiscStation Portable

Taking orders NOW for
the new RISCOS portable

Only £1249.00 +VAT
(£1467.58 inc.)

includes; 12.1" colour Screen internal

Hard drive , floppy drive, CD-ROM ,
and Speakers. Full peripheral Support
Free software pack, Free carry case.

3.5" IDE Hard Drives

210Mb

4.3GB"

10.2GB'

20.1GB*

30.5GB '

40.0GB *

60.0GB

Ex VAT

£25.00

£59.00

£79.00

£89.00

£99.00

£109.00

£170.00

Inc VAT

£29.37

£69.33

£92.83

£104.57

£116.32

£128.08

£199.75

75.8GB(7200) £299.00 £351.32

# requires RISCOS 3.6 /3.7 • requires RISCOS4
or Partitioning s/w for only £25.00 + vat

SCSI HARD DRIVES
1.0 Gb £42.00 E49.35

2.0 Gb £79.00 £92.83

4.3Gb (5400 or 7200) £109.00 £128.08
9.1Gb (7200 rpm) £149.00 £175.08

18.6Gb (7200 rpm) £255.00 £299.62

36.4Gb (7200 rpm) £439.00 £515.83
ForEXT. SCSI I case £40.00+ VAT (inc.cable)

For EXT. Dual SCSI 1 ease £60.00 + VAT (inc. cable)
For EXT. SCSI II case £50.00 •> VAT (inc. cable)

Removable Drives

LSl20IDEint U £55.00 £64.62

Zip 100 IDE int # £55.00 £64.62

Zip 250 IDE int # £85.00 £99.87

Zip 250 parallel ext. # £129.00 £151.58

Zip 250 SCSI ext. tt £105.00 £123.37

Nomai 750 SCSI ex.# £149.00 £175.08

JAZ 2GB SCSI ext. £235.00 £276.12

JAZ 2GB Parallel exl. £299.00 £351.32

Orb2.2GBIDE £165.00 £193.87

Orb2.2GBParrallel £199.00 £233.83

4GB IDE Pullman £79.00 £92.83

4GB Parrallel Pullman £139.00 £163.33

4GB P'llel Datasale £119.00 £139.83

10GB IDE Pullman £95.00 £111.62

10GB P.llel Pullman £155.00 £182.12

lOGBP'llelDatasafe £135.00 £158.62

20GB IDE Pullman £105.00 £123.37

20GB P'llel Pullman £165.00 £193.87

20GB P'llel Datasafe £145.00 £170.37

Removable IDE drives may require s/w
drivers or hardware support i.e. RiscStation

or Simlec.

Parallel Drives include RISCOS Software

RiscStation PalmTop

From only £143.83+VAT
(£169.00 inc. VAT)

Basic Model £143.83 £169.00

With Plus Pack £169.36 £199.00

ClassRoom Pack (5) £725.00 £851.88

8 MB Machine with 1/2 VGA Screen

Built in WP, SS, Diary, Sketch, Jotter,
Spellcheck and Internet WWW and E-
mail s/w. Psion © Compatable.

Psion PalmTops

Series 5 Revo

£240 + VAT

(£282.00)
* 8MB memory
WP. SS. Diary.
Sketch. Jotter.

Spcllcheck

Series 5 MX

£340 + VAT

(£399.50)
•16MB memory
WP.SS, Diary.
Sketch, Jotter,

Spellcheck

Series 7

£595 + VAT

(£699.13)
116MB memory
WP, SS. Diary.
Sketch, Jotter.

Spellcheck

CD-ROMS

SCSI 8x

4way Autochanger
£75.00 +vat (£88.13)

52xlDE £39.00 £45.83 40x SCSI £65.00 £76.37

48xlDE £34.00 £39.95 32x SCSI £59.00 £69.33

External CD ROMs
40x IDE (with cable) £85 + VAT
40x SCSI [(with cable) £115 + VAT
40x SCSI II(witb cable) £120 + VAT
6x 40x CD Tower ,.ni. ,|u„i £449 + VAT

CD-ROM WRITERS

~.. Prices Start

i rom

£149.00

^ + VAT

"Scorch/T" CD Writer Pack

Upgrade yourAcorn or RiscStalion 7500 with
a home CI) uuthoriiiKpackage as found in the

RiscStation SCORCHER machine. This package
contains the latest version of CD Hum. Writable

and ReWritable merlin to net you started .mil one
powerful]

8x8x32x CD ROM Writer/Rewriter.

only £199, Vat (£233.83)

IDE 8x8x32x CDR/W £149.00 £163.33

IDE12x10x32xCDR/W £199.00 £233.83

SCSI CDR/W from £169.00 £198.58

CD-BURN £49.00 £57.58

CD-SCRIBE 2 £45.00 £52.87

External versions Available



3 yr Warranty on ALL Acorn MEMORY & Upgrades
RISCOS MEMORY

prices are a pain please
check for latest prices

EDO memory Suitable for
RPC. Rise-Station & Mico

NETWORKING
Upgrade

1-2MB

1-4MB

4-8MB

RISCOS

Carrier

RISCOS

3.1

£25

MEMCla £20

Arm3(33) '
Arm3(25)
&FPA10

FPA10

VIDC or

IOC

E45

£25 £25

£20

A3000

£55 •#

£25 £25 £25

£20 £20

ETHERNET INTERFACES

Ex. VAT Inc VAT

A3000 Int. 10base2 or T. Access* £89.00 £104.58

A400/A5000 10base2 or T Access* £89.00 £104.58

A400/A500010base2 8 T Access. £99.00 £116.33

A3020 10baso2 Access./exi.MAU £94.00 £110.45

A3020 10basoTAccess./etx. MAU £94.00 £110.45

RiscPC/A7000t0base2 8TAcc. £99.00 £116.33

Rise PCA7000 I ObasoT Access. £94 00 £92 83

Ant Access . ROM upgrade £10.00 £11.75

Network Hubs (more available)

Cables

£2.35

£3.53

£5.87

£10.58

£17.62

State l0base2orCat5UTP

any size made to order

2M £2.00

3M £3.00

5M £5.00

10M £9.00

20M £15.00

We supply and / or install all
network components please
ring for your requirements

Re-work it" required £25 (£29.38) # not applicable to 33MHz A5000

Also A7000

8Mb SIMM EDOFPM

16MbSIMMEDOFPM

32Mb SIMM EDO

32Mb SIMM FPM

64Mb SIMMEDCVFPM

128Mb SIMM from

1Mb VRAM

2Mb VRAM

1-2Mb(exchange)

Ex VAT

£8.51

£29.00

£55.00

£55.00

£65.00

£170.00

£25.00

£75.00

£6500

Inc VAT

£10.00

£34.08

£64.62

£64.62

£76.37

£199.75

£29.37

£88.12

£76.37

8 Port 10bT+1 10b2

8 Port 100 •special"

8 Port 100/10 Auto

18 Port 10 16T+2BNC

16 Port 100/10 Auto

16 Port 100/10 Auto

(inc 3 port switch)

24 Port 100/10 Auto

24 Port 100 "special*

Ex VAT

£35.00

£89.00

£99.00

£75.00

£229.00

£269.00

£299.00

£249.00

Inc VAT

£41.12

£104.57

£116.32

£88.12

£269.07

£316.07

£351.32

£292.57

NETWORKING SOI'I WAKE

Topcat site licence C489.00 (CSS7.50)

NTtilor sue licence £97.00 (C113 98)

Omniciiem site licence £489.00 (£S87 50)
Replacement Floppy Drives

A3000/400/500 £25.00 + vat (£29.38)

A30X0/4000/5000 floppy allows cross - formatting
Of HD and DD discs £25.00 + vat (£29.38)

TOPCAT Site licence 6425 (£499.38)
!Browse Site Licence £170 (£199.75)

(Offers available whileipedal Bocki last1

ARCSHARE
Acorn networking for PCs

MICE & KEYBOARDS

High Quality
Acorn ERGO

Mouse £12.00

(£14.10)

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

Acorn Trackerball/Mouse MKII £29.78 £34.99

Acorn Original Mouse £20.00 £23.50

Acorn ERGO Mouse NEW £12.00 £14.10

A7000 I RiscStation Mouse NEW £10.00 £11.75

RiscStation tntra-red Mouse NEW £21 27 £24.99

Riscstation Ergo Trackball NEW £2127 £24.99

Riscstation Intra-red Keyboard £34 00 £39.95

Ergo (std) Rise PC Keyboard £21 28 £25.00

Ergo curved Rise PC Keyboard £29.78 £34.99
Lower CASE Keyboard (PS2) £29.78 £34.99

A400/A5000 replacement Kbrd £59.00 £69.33

A400/A5000 Ergo Keyboard £69.00 £81.08

A4 replacement keyboard £49.00 £57.58

A4000 Koyguard (special needs) £25.00 £29.37

A3000 /A300,400,500 Keyguard £25.00 £29.37

Cooling Fans

Fan tor A310/400

Fan tor RPC/A7000

Fan lor PC-Co processor

7200 RPM HD Ian kit

Ex VAT

£15.00

£15.00

£4.00

£15.00

Inc VAT

£17.62

£17.62

E4.70

£17.62

'Accent" Midi upgrades

Midi Breakout cable with dri

Yamaha DB51 XG Wavetable Card.
Midi cable & drivers

Yamaha 1)1351 XG Wavetable Card,

Midi cable, drivers &
Evolution MK149 keyboard £199 +VAT

£92.83Podule "MidiMax Card £79.00

MiniPodule Midi card (A3x00) £69 00

Refurbished Midi card A3x00 £29.79

Cgtoie-Free

Mouse for RiscStation & A7000/Mica £19.95 inc.
Mouse for Rise PC / A5000 /A4(X) etc. £37.95 inc

Keyboard for RiscStation. RPC /A7000 £39.95 inc.

Trackball for RiscStation

£24.95 inc

Trackball for RPC

£42.95 inc

HARD DRIVES / SUB-SYSTEMS
A 3020

Ex VAT Inc VAT

170MB £39.00 £45.83

340MB £49.00 £57.58

500MB £59.00 £69.33

810MB # £89.00 £104.57

1.0Gb » £99.00 £116.32

2.1GB # £109.00 £128.08

4.3GB U £130.00 £152.75

A30X0 & 1/F

Ex VAT Inc VAT

£89.00 £104.57

£99.00 £116.32

£109.00 £128.08

£119.00 £139.83

£129.00 £151.58

£139.00 £163.33

£160.00 £188.00

A30X0 version includes CD ROM i/l" which can be

used in A3020 or A4000. For external A3000 i/f add
£20.00 +VAT # includes partitioning software

COLOUR SCSI SCANNERS

P'llel Mustek 600dpi £99.00 £116.32

Mustek A4 600dpi £119.00 £139.83

Mustek A4 1200dpi £149.00 £175.08

Epson Perfection £212.00 £249.10

Epson Perf'n Photo £275.00 £323.12

Epson Photo unit £85.00 £99.87

ImageM & Twain also available separately

Kinetic (64MB) upgrades
New SA upgrade using SDRAM

Processor card (inc R()4I £399.011 (£4(8.82)
Trade-Up 1 (from SA & R04) £299.00 (£351.32)
Trade-Up 2 (from R04 only) £349.00 (£410.07)
Trade-Up 2 (from SA & RO3.7)£349.00 (£410.07)

128MB version extra£69.00 (£81.08)

StrongARM
Rev "T"

with RISC OS 4

only £299
inc VAT

— ' _ -o =" "•

- t ~ •

•• __„_—

Bare Phoebe cases

(no electronics sorry)
Only £25.00 (£29.38 inc)

MONITORS
Ex VAT

£599.00

£1744.00

£95.00

£119.00

£135.00

£215.00

£540.00

£125.00

£165.00

E239.00

£225.00

£340.00

C630.00

£149.00

£45.00

£49.00

£99.00

£59.00

£8.50

ty unless spc

15" LCD (3yr on-site)

18" LCD (3yr on-site)

15" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)

15" SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media

17- SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)

19" SVGA 0.26 (3yron-sito)

21" SVGA 0.25 (3yr on-site)

15" llyama Vision Master 350

17" llyama Vision 700JT1

17" llyama Dlamondtron

19" llyama SM900MT1

19"liyama Pro450

22" llyama Pro Dlamondtron

AKF52 Multisync14" 1yrRTB
SVGA 14" relurb 90 days wly

AKFI2 PAL 14- roluru90 days

AKF52/53 Msync relurb90 days

AKF60SVGA f-Trelurb 90clays

Multisync A300/A3000 cable

All monitors inc 3 yrs W

Inc VAT

£703.83

£2049.20

£111.62

£139.83

£158.62

£252.62

£634.50

£146.87

£193.87

£280.82

£264.37

£399.50

£740.25

£175.08

£52.87

£57.58

£116.32

£69.33

£9.99

Red

BEST PRINTER PRICES

Ex VAT Inc VAT

Postscript colour Inkjet from A4 £199.00 £233.83

Postscript colour Laser from A4 £1025 00 £1204.37

Postscript aw Laser from A4 £449.00 £527.58

Canon BJC1000 colour A4 £55.00 £64.62

Canon BJC 6200 colour #€ A4 £155.00 £182.12

Canon BJC 7100 colour »€ A4 CI 99.00 £233.83

Epson Stylus 480 colour A4 £60.00 £70.50

Epson Stylus 860 colour A4 £165.00 £193.87

Epson Stylus 1520 colour A3 £340.00 £399.50

HP 610C colour A4 E59.00 £69.33

HP 640C colour A4 £68.00 £79.90

HP 895CXI colour A4 £161.00 £189.18

HP LASERJET 1100 £265.00 £311.37

HP LASERJET 2100 PCL £449.00 £527.58

HP LASERJET 2100 PS £514.00 £603.95

Photo drivers tor # £58.72 £69.00

Scanner drivers tor I £29.79 £35.00

Includes Enhanced Drivers £29.79 £35.00

•••FREEAcorn driver by request***
refurb dot matrix from £10.00 inc VAT

Interface Adapters

EESOX SCSI 32-blt DMA £109.00 £128.08

Storm SCSI 8-bit (A30x9 inl) £88.00 £103.40

Storm SCSI 16-bit (podule) £96.00 £112.80

Storm SCSI 32-bit DMA(podulo) £128.00 £150.40

Simtec 8-bit (A3000/A3010) £55.00 £64.62

Simtec 16-bit (AX00/A5000/RPC) £45.00 £52.87

APDL 16-bit DMA £45.00 £52.87

APDL BlitZ 32-bit DMA £99.00 £116.32

Removable IDE or SCSI housing £20.00 £23.50

High speed serial cards dual £89.00 £104.57

High speed serial cards triple £99.00 £116.32

Desktop FAX MODEMS
56k x2/V90 3Com USR

56k Flex/V90 (Rockwell)

56k V90 Internal lor RS

ISDN modem (external)

'Dialler

Oregano

Webster XL

Messenger Pro

ArcFax Fax soltware

£99.00

£49.00

£49.00

£79 00

£17.02

£49.00

£21.28

£25.53

£26.38

£116.32

£57.58

£57.58

£92.83

£20.00

£57.58

£25.00

£30.00

£31.00

Lanman98 single user

Win95FS single user

Lanman or Win95FS

10 user sile licence

Lanman or Win95FS

20 user silo iiconco

£35 00

£35.00

CIIO 00

(£41 13)

(£41 13)

£129 25

£156.00 CI0330

We stock Printer Ribbons, Inkjet
Cartridges New & Recycled Laser

Toner Carts all at low prices
Please ring for any Item

Consumables
Premier Quality Ink Refills

Single refills (1x22ml) £5.10 £5.99

Twin refills (2x22ml) £8.50 £9.99

Triple refills (3x22ml) £11.91 £13.99

Tri- Colour (C.M.Y) £12.76 £14.99

Quad-Colour (C.M.Y.K) £17.01 £19.99

125 ml £17.86 £20.99

250ml £32.33 £37.99

500ml £42.55 £50.00

1 litre £59.57 £69.99

All sizes available in CM.

FLOPPY DISKS @
Y.K

15p!!
Inc VAT

£2.00

£15.00

£2.00

£15.00

£2.35

£20.00

£3.53

£2.00

£2.98

£3.50

£5.86

£2.94

£4.99

£4.99

£7.64

£5.99

£3.98

£4.99

£0.75

DD Re-label Acorn fmt 10

DD Re-label Acorn fmt 100

HD Re-label Ac'n or PC 10

HD Re-label Ac or PC 100

HD bulk Acorn or PC 10's

HD bulk Acorn or PC 100

HD Branded 10 pack

20 cap Disk Box

40 cap Disk Box

100 cap Disk Box

Mouse cleaner

3.5" Floppy head cleaners

CD-ROM cleaner

CD-ROM Lens cleaner

15 cap CD-ROM box

24 cap CD-ROM wallet

20 cap CD-ROM wallet

20 cap CD-ROM tower

Mouse Mats From

Ex VAT

£1.70

£12.77

£1 70

£12.77

£2.00

£17.02

£3.00

£1.69

£2.54

£2.98

£4.99

£2.50

£4.25

£4.25

£6.50

£5.10

£3.39

£4.25

£0.64

We have a large collection of Budget
PC software suitable for RPC Pc

Emulators and PC clones inc.

Education, Home, games an utilities
please ring for list

Refurbished PC Systems
i.e. P166fromonly £249.00 rinyfor prices.
New Systems from £499 inc. VAT

HOW TO ORDER
BY MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.s should be
made payable to 'CTA DIRECT.
CREDIT-CARD/SWITCH please give name,
address, lei. no, card no, expiry dale, issue no.
BY EMAIL: salcs@cla.u-nct.com

OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAIL or PAX please
Carriage charges inc. ins. & packaging charged at cost
Small items (under 2Kg) no more than £b + vat
One box of items totalling upto 25kg...£6.50+ vat
Computer systems £13 + vat
All prices are correct going to press. E&OE
All goods are fully guaranteed but nol supplied on
approval.
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Goin faster
and faster,

fastest?
Forty percent speed upgrades for
RiscStations and other R7500

motherboards there has been some

very interesting news trickling out of
the RiscStation camp recently. For a
long time there has been a rumour
that the R7500 motherboard is being
run below its true potential; those of
us visiting RiscStation over the last
few weeks have seen a machine

working distinctly faster than our
RiscStation here and apparently
producing what appeared to be even
more than an earlier rumoured 17%

increase. RiscStation's latest

announcement shows that long
standing rumour to be correct.

RiscStation are shortly to release
an upgrade to the system in the form
of a memory speed up. Traditionally,
RISC OS reads and writes

information held in RAM at 80ns but

now, with its revolutionary new
design of motherboard, the R7500
can access such data at 50ns.

Provisionally this is a speed increase
of around 40% over existing Acorn
technology but more specific
benchmark testing should produce
more accurate results for

comparison.
Since the R7500 uses RAM to

support aspects of the computer such
as display resolution and refresh, the
effects will be instantly noticeable.
RiscStation will be offering this
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upgrade, which is suitable for all
R7500 motherboards, as a 64MB
RAM 50ns SIMM exchange together
with the appropriate software to
implement the speed up.

The upgrade will require the
replacement of slower memory
already fitted with guaranteed 50ns
SIMMs. The details of the pricing for
the upgrade wasn't available as we
went to press but indications were
that the cost would be reasonable

and could be combined with

increased RAM size. The details are,
in any case, to be announced very
shortly.

The chaps at
RiscStation tell us that

there are quite a few
other features of the

hardware for which

software is still under

development but they
hope to be
implementing more and
more of these features

without any cost
implication to the end
user. We've known from

the beginning that the
RiscStation could have

been an even more

powerful machine given
more time in

development. It's
refreshing to see that its

potential is being realised and that
early purchasers aren't being
penalised.

At the end of their press release
RiscStation offer us this comment:

"The RiscStation R7500 computer
remains the most feature-packed
RISC OS computer on the market
today and at the price it is well
worth a look." If they continue with
this development we'll have to agree.

RiscStation 168 Elliott Street,

Tyldesley, Manchester M2 8DS tel:
01942 797777 fax: 01942 797711 e-

mail: info@riscstation.co.uk



It's a

late late
Christmas
RComp have been busy sending
out Christmas presents to their
customers. Over the last weeks of

2000 a new version of DinlUp (1.42)
and WebsterXL (1.97c) were e-
mailed to registered users. Once
they'd recovered from their
celebrations they also sent out an
even newer version of DialUp
(1.45) and Anthem (2.12).

The new version of DialUp
includes call logging to help you
keep track of calls to internet
providers and also allows internet
accounts to be copied so that
additional accounts with one

provider can be easily added. The
New Year version allowed other

applications to trigger mail/news
fetches via DinlUp.

WebsterXL now allows text to be

highlighted with drag'n'drop to

other applications. Those
experiencing JavaScript problems
with older versions may find the
problems have been solved as have
other rendering difficulties.
Background graphics are now
supported and RComp are now
able to work on alternative 'looks'

for the program — and they are in
the process of making a number of
new looks available.

RComp's MIDI sequencer,
Anthem, now has improved and
extended handling of System
Exclusive (SysEx) events. This
allows users easier control of the

extra features available on modern

MIDI keyboards.
R-Comp 22 Robert Moffat, High

Legh, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16
6PS Tel: (+44) 01925 755043 Fax:
(+44) 01925 757377 www.rcomp.co.uk

Watch out for Super VRAM

news

User Groups
In the news about riscos.org.uk we
mention a user group named
M25EROUG. In full this is the M25

East RISC OS User Group,
formerly known as the East
London West Sussex Acorn User

Group. The group will meet on the
3rd Tuesday of each month at 7pm
at Harold Court School, Church
Road, Harold Wood RM3 0SH.
There is no subscription fee.
www.m25eroug.riscos.org.uk

Members of another User

Group, a touch further north
(Manchester) are advised to check
before meetings. At present
meetings are held every 3rd
Wednesday at The Bank at Sale
but a change of management at
the pub has resulted in
cancellation of practically
everything other than the MAUG
meetings. If members don't see an
e-mail notice they should check
with John Cartmell before
travelling any distance for a
meeting, john@cartmell.demon.co.uk
www.maiichesler. riscos.org.uk

Simtec have recently brought out a new 2Mb VRAM
module that builds on the high reliability of its
predecessor. The new module reduced the chip count to
four from the tradition eight used previously on all other
VRAM upgrades. This has the advantage of reducing bus
loading, power consumption, and component count. The
overall size reduction enabled them to produce a cleaner
layout for the design which minimizes track length and
impedance mismatch on the VRAM bus.

As well as being rightly famous for their high quality
work, Simtec have recently received praise for their very
special after-sales service, lain Williamson was having a
problem with his machine which resulted in one of

Simtec's VRAMs being left redundant on his desk, lain
publicised the fact in an Acorn newsgroup and received
an e-mail from Gareth Simpson of Simtec giving advice on
how the VRAM socket might be braced to allow the
VRAM to be inserted.

Of course we could congratulate Gareth for spending
his time reading every newsgroup (although I know he's
far too busy to even contemplate doing any such thing).
Perhaps we should all appreciate that RISC OS dealers
and developers do seriously want us to get the best out of
our systems and will offer reasonable after sales service —
just as long as we have read the manual and double or
treble checked that we've followed the instructions first!

www.acornuser.com February 2001
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nscos.or
RISC OS Central are offering HTTP and
frames redirection for those involved in
producing RISCOS applications. HTTP
redirection is new and is available for all

existing and future riscos.org.uk domains.
This means that, whatever the actual web
address of an application it can be reached
by typing <something>.riscos.org.uk

So far the <somcthing> includes tiles
and solitaire mentioned elsewhere in these

columns, together with drwimp, freeze,
graphdraw and Zap (among many others).
For example, the Zap (programmers'

editor) page can be reached by typing
www.zap.riscos.org.uk (or even just
http://zap.riscos.org.uk).

User groups and developers are also
included in the scheme and so far include

London, m25eroitg, manchester and
stdevel This gives easy to remember links
to your essential sites and although I
know Stuart Tyrrell has a number of links
to his site I'll probably find
stdevel.riscos.org.uk the easiest to
remember.

More details at www.riscos.org.uk

New hardware connections
A new high end printer is now fully
supported on the RISC OS platform
with a driver for the excellent Canon

BJC8200 photo printer. The printer
produces excellent prints which are
comparable with traditional film or dye-
sublimation output.

The PhotoReal driver fully supports
the maximum 1200x1200 dpi (40°/.
higher than Epson's 1440x720) and also
the advanced microfine Droplet
Technology. It supports Canon's six
colour photo ink system and utilises the
BC50 cartridge which has cost-efficient
separate tanks for each colour.

Independent reviews suggest that
Canon has stolen the ink-jet photo
printer crown from Epson with this
printer. Reports are that the BJC8200
produces absolutely stunning results,
especially when using Canon's PR101
paper, but it is not at all suitable for
general document printing except in
emergencies.

It is not a dual purpose printer like
the BJC7100. It will of course print from
any RISC OS program apart from those
that are raw text editors such as !Edit.

All printer functions such as print
quality, media type, feed path and
printer alignment are supported in the
RISC OS PhotoReal Driver.

The Canon BJC8200 with PhotoReal
driver for RISC OS is available from

Photodesk for £350.00 including VAT
and UK mainland carriage. Plus
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Photodesk have now provided
PhotoLink support for the C2100 Ultra
Zoom Camera from Olympus. This
camera has the following features:

All in one lOx Zoom with optical
image stabiliser Electronic viewfinder
giving true SLR capability 1600x1200
resolution Sound Quicktime movie TFT
screen Smartmedia removable memory

The model has a bright F2.8 lens
delivering zoom performance
equivalent to a 38 mm — 380 mm lens
on a 35 mm camera. A built-in optical
image stabilisation system assures the
user obtains sharp and clear results
even when shooting at up to lOx
magnification. Activating the 2.7x
digital zoom, secures a 27x
magnification. The image presented in
the innovative electronic viewfinder

corresponds exactly to the view
captured through the lens just like a
conventional SLR camera. The C-2100

Ultra Zoom has a huge array of precise
metering options, numerous manual
controls and further functions such as

movie and sound recording.
C2100UZ camera with RISC OS

Photolink from Photodesk including VAT
and UK carriage £900.00

Chris Hornby, Photodesk Ltd. 1 The
Courtyard, Southwell Business Park,
Portland, Dorset, DT5 2NQ, UK
www.photodesk.ltd.uk Tel:+44 1305 822753
Fax:+44 1305 860483 mailto:

chris@photodesk.ltd.uk

In brief

FTPc gets an editor
Some of you may be using
FTPc to transfer files to and

from Internet sites. With FTPc

it is possible to edit the user
menu but not everyone may be
confident about making the
changes. A third-party editor,
FTPcEdit is now available from

.www.patrick-
mortara.de/comp/acorn.htm

If FTPcEdit has been seen

by the filer the it is
automatically loaded when you
click on User menu -> Edit in

FTPc and you can then easily
sel up your user menu without
needing to understand the user
menu file. Whether you find it
easier depends on your style of
working — but as the program
is free it's well worth finding
out.

Patrick Mortara

www.patrick-mortara.de

Match those sites
Those of you with a Web site
will know of the problem of
keeping the site up to date and
checking that the site matches
the copy of your site that you
keep on your hard drive.
Sitematch from Dave Edwards

helps you keep the real site
and your copy synchronised.
The latest version v 1.10 has

bad more changes than any
previous version and should
interact correctly with a range
of filing systems. Files can be
excluded from upload/deletion
and there is provision for
proxies, gateways and
firewalls. If you have a Web
site it's worth checking out as
the only cost of the program is
a Thank you to Dave (possibly
with a list of ideas for

improvement).
www.dave-edwards.com/

riscos/software

Solitaire
Ian Macfarlane has announced

the release ofa new version of
Solitaire (including a version
for younger children) at
www.solitaire.riscos.org.uk

Whilst you're there you
might have a look at Inn's Tiles
program that has been
available for some time.

Ian Macfarlane

Continued...



We supply a range of CCD and laser
bar code scanners which Include

our IBarReader driver software to ,
allow bar codes to be read into and

control most desktop software.
Liquid Silicon

Acorn
CD Kinetic Rise PCs

Kinetic (32+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 48x CD) £1099.00
Kinetic (64+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 44x CD) £1179.00

(0 Kinetic Internet (128+8+2Mb, 30Gb, 44x, 56K) £1409.00
O StrongARM Rise PCs

Rise PC 8+OMb, 2Gb HD £890.00
* RiscPC16+0Mb, 4Gb HD £948.00

Rise PC 16+2Mb, 4Gb HD, 40x CD £1039.00
Rise PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00
Web Wizard - 32+2Mb, 8Gb HD, CD, speakers, Internet
pack with Oregano & 56K modem £1179.00

Order your
Omega
NOW!

Microdigital Computers
Mico

Omega
Optional Workstation case upgrade
Optional 300W PSU upgrade

rQ Largerhard drives are available

ECall

£1169.00

£41.10

£17.60

CCall

Registered! Dealer

RiscStation Computers
Q) R7500 Lite (no monitor)
fc- R7500 Lite(with their 15" monitor)
(0 R7500 Lite (with their 17" monitor)

R7500 Lite (with their 19" monitor)

£598.00

£715.00

£774.00

£891.00

The Lite+ model is the same as the Lite, but has an
8.4Gb HD and 64Mb RAM fitted as standard.

R7500 Lite+ To Lite prices, please add £94.00

The Scorcher model is the same as the Lite, but has a
10Gb HD and 64Mb RAM fitted as standard, plus at

O ,easta 4x4x24 CD ReWriter, CD Burn anda blank disc.

(fi R7500 Scorcher To Lite prices, please add £315.00
—K R7500Scorcher Twindeck (as Scorcher, with
JjJ additional 48x CD drive) To Lite prices, add £349.00

The Networx model is a Lite without the HD or CD

£i fitted. Monitors areavailable as with the Lite.
*vl R7500 Networx (no monitor) £480.00

y' The Networx HD model isthe same asthe Networx, but
"T has a (minimum of) 2Gb HD fitted as standard.
0) R7500 Networx HD To Networx prices, add £59.00

Portable

Authorised
Installer

Registered

Further information is available.

Complete systems from £137.63

' Our bar coding software
produces Draw files of the

following formats: EAN 8, EAN
13, UPC A, ISBN, ISSN, Code 39

(Normal & Full ASCII), Postcode,
Telepen (Normal & Numeric) and Binary.

Further information is available.

IBarCoder-£69.32

32-bit MIDISequencer

auk limit

mo disc availablo

available - £129.00

IelIDI

Monitors
iyama S500M1 (15") £145.00

iiyama S700JT1 (17") £179.00
iiyama Vision Master 405 (17") £219.00
iiyama Vision Master 406 (17" SF) £245.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 410 (17" NF) £295.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 411 (17" NF) £245.00

iiyama S900MT1 (19") £259.00
iiyama Vision Master 452 (19") £365.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 450 (19" NF) £439.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 451 (19" NF) £375.00

llyama Vision Master 503 (21") £735.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 510 (22" NF) £765.00

iiyama Pro-Lite 3813 (15" LCD) £611.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 3823 (15" LCD) £819.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 3834 (15" LCD) £845.00
lliyama Pro-Lite 4311 (17" LCD) £1055.00
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4431 (17.4" LCD) £1565.00
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4633 (18.1" LCD) £2340.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 4634 (18.1" LCD) £2340.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 4635 (18.1" LCD) £1810.00
Touchscreen monitors ECall

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.
Other upgrades are available.
A3000 1-4 Mb £64.60

A3010 1-4 Mb £66.00

A3020/A4000 2-4 Mb £49.00
A5000 2-4 Mb £55.00

A300,400, 5000 4-8 Mb £128.00
Rise PC/A7000/RiscStation/Mico SIMMs:

16Mb FPM £26.35

32MbFPM £61.95

32Mb FPM (high clearance) ECall
64Mb EDO (works in Rise PCs) £60.95
64Mb FPM £114.50

128Mb FPM £272.95

128Mb EDO £209.75

1Mb VRAM £45.00

1-2Mb VRAM exchange £55.00
2Mb VRAM £92.00

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical items

Something new is coming soon...
MIDI interfaces:

MIDI Max II Internal 1x1x1 £92.75

Parallel Port 1 x1 x1 £89.20

FREEPOST EH2725
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

w United Kingdom
Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com Ail prices INCLUDE VAT& UK carriage '.
http://WWW.liquid-siliCOn.COm Official orders, foreign orders and callers welcome. ^f,6„

RiscStation drivers & cable £17.9

RiscStation XG card & cable £116.9

RiscStation XG card, cable & keyboard £245.9
Synth 8 or Basic Synth £46.9
Synth Plus £58.6
Music & Sound Programmer's Guide £16.9
Other hardware:

Evolution MK149 keyboard £125.0
FatarSL760 £450.0
FatarSL880 £600.0

FatarSLHOO £800.0

FatarSL2001 £1050.0

Digital & Analogue Irlam 116sampler £175.0
Sound Byte Recorder £57.5
Yamaha YST-M8speakers £45.5
YST-M15 speakers £57.5
YST-M20 DSP speakers £65.7
YST-MS24 (2x satellites & subwoofer) £109.9
YST-MS30 speakers &subwoofer £149.0
YST-M100 speakers £117.0
YST-MSW5 subwoofer £59.0

YST-MSW10 subwoofer £71.2
Yamaha MU15 sound module £199.0

Yamaha MU128 module £744.0

Other software:

MediaPack £23.9

MIDISupport £18.5
Rhapsody 4 £94.9
Junior Sibelius £49.0

Sibelius 6 £99.9

Sibelius 7 Student £319.9

Sibelius 7 £520.9

Sibelius for Windows is also available

Optical Manuscript £259.0
Sound module serial driver £37.9

Studiosound £116.9

Other Hardware
Ethernet card (Combi NIC slot) £116.3
Hard drives & kits £Ca

Mouse (Ergo) £14.9
Mouse (PS/2 Logitech) £12.9
Omega 10BaseT PCI card £62.2
Omega SCSI 2 PCI card £72.9
PS/2 pipe convenor for older machines £23.9
Printers ECa

Rise PC second slice (no PSU) E95.Q
RISC OS 4 (fitting available) £120.0
RiscStation internal modem pack £99.9
RiscStatfon second serial port ECs
Scanners ECe

StrongARM & RISC OS 3.7 E269.C
StrongARM & RISC OS 4 £299.0
Triple serial card £99.9
ViewFinder card £235.0

Other Software
Ankh E23.0

CD Burn E55.S

Chaos Engine £19.5
DataPower 2 £165.0

Doom* CDs £30.0

Descent CDs £25.0

DialUp & Messenger Pro £45.0
EasiWriter Pro-t- £139.9

Exodus £22.0

FastSpool* £17.5
Inferno £9.5

Netplex £39.2
OHP2 E37.S

Oregano CD E57.5
Ovation Pro E139.S

Overload £12.9
PC Pro 3 £70.0

Personal Accounts £44.0

Photodesk Olympic £127.9
Prophet 3+ Pro £160.0
Quake E22.C

R-Comp Internet Suite £60.0
Repton Compendium £18.0
Schema 2 £121.5
SiteWriter £58.9

Sound Plugin £11.5
SVG Plugin £11.5
Sleuth 3 E65.S

TBA Games CD £20.0

TechWriter Pro+ E189.S

TopModel 2 E145.C
WebFX3D £24.5

Books & Manuals
RISC OS Manuals CD £29.9

&TDK
Discs (e.g.10x white discs - £4.99,20x black

discs - £6.93,50x black discs - £13.99)
Batteries (e.g. 4x AA Xtra alkaline- £1.96,

1x9V alkaline -£1.92)
Also Audio & Video Tapes, MiniDiscs,

CDRs, DATtapes etc.

**.
We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.

Our free catalogue contains over 2000 items.
Please ask for a copy or visit our web site.
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Digital home photos
Last month we mentioned the

problems caused by Kodak ceasing
their excellent PholoCD system. We're
still waiting for the Boots replacement
for this — teething troubles have
reportedly produced a delay until at
least the end of February.

In the meantime Geoffrey Booth has
reminded us of the Jessops service
which seems to be as good as Kodak
Photo CD and is still available.

Details from our local Jessops
indicate that a 24 exposure film can be
processed giving 6x4 prints, together
with CD images, for £9.98. The CD
will contain five images of each shot
from 96 x 64 pixels up to 1536 x 1024
pixels. For an extra £4 a sixth set of

images at 3072 x 2048 pixels can be
included.

Jessops can also produce large size
prints from JPEG images from CD or
floppy disk (PC formatted with JPEG
files named as a PC files — eg
fred JPG). For an A5 print the cost is
£2.30 and for A4, £4.60. At our local
Jessops this is available immediately
in-store but that may vary across the
country.

We'll let you know when we hear
that Boots have sorted out their

problems and in the meantime we'd
like to hear about anywhere else that
provides good quality photographs on
CD that can be used by RISC OS
machines.

More flat screens
ExpLAN publish the HolyBible software
and consequently have customers who
need a high resolution monitor in order
to have multiple windows with clearly
readable text. Up to now this has been
very expensive using LCD monitors. The
new L17A monitor allows a maximum

resolution of 1360x1024 using ExpLAN's
own monitor definition file for RISC OS.

Anyone looking fora large range of
colours may also be pleasantly surprised
as LCD screens allow a low refresh rate

so that the available bandwidth can be

used to allow larger numbers of colours
at high resolution. For example the MDF
for the L17A can deliver 32-thousand

colours at 1024x768 whilst running at a
bandwidth of I30MB/sec — achievable
by a standard RiscStation R7500 (which
doesn't use VRAM).

The LCD monitor achieves this by
refreshing the screen at only 60Hz — a
frequency low enough to show
pronounced flicker on a standard CRT
screen, which would be expected to
induce eye-strain, leading to headaches.
The L17A provides the extra resolution
and/or colours required by graphic-
artists, but at a lower price-premium. It
will also be favoured by web-page
designers and programmers who can
place the editing tool windows alongside
those showing the resultant image (for
which a screen at 1024x768 is too tight).

Of course it's not possible to just
expect any LCD monitor to plug into
your computer and work at any
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resolution you happen to choose and
ExpLAN have used their expertise in this
area to produce their own MDF (for RISC
OS 3.5 or later) which is provided with
the monitors. In trying to justify buying
an LCD (rather than a CRT) screen you
might consider that there is:

• No X-ray radiation hazard
• No flickering of the display
• No high-voltage risks (crt screens

typically use 25Kv)
• Consequential diminution of static

electricity charge on-screen
• Lower power consumption

(typically 70% less than a crt)
and the LCD screens are smaller and

lighter Specifications extracts: Resolution
— (max)1360x 1024 (using RISC OS
MDF) Power — (max)60 Watts
IDimensions — h405 w467 dl20 excl

stand View angle — 160°hor & vert
Warranty — 3 years, swap-out.

Including the RISC OS MDF the price
is £999+VAT ExpLAN Computers Ltd PO
Box 32, Tavistock, Devon PL19 8YU
01822 613868 www.explan.co.uk

In brief

www.maceng.detnon.co.uk/
BG/solitaire.html

Plig it!
Plig 2 is more than a mere
upgrade. It is five games and
18,412,040 bytes of sheer
atldictiveness. Those who have

suffered the mental torment of

Plig will turn at once to
www.skullsoft.co.uk and never

mind the download time;
though it is, quite substantially,
squashed.

Don't forget to send
feedback to Chris Egan as (his
release will include bugs and
note that it has minimal

documentation.

Those of you who have so
far escaped the clutches of Plig
can find the original game (at
a mere 1/50th the size) from
the same address. Be warned.

Downloading Plig now may
lead you to 'just have to'
download Plig2 later!

Skullsoft Chris Egan
chris@limewolf.co.uk

www.limewolf.co.uk/

chris@jewel.freeserve.co.uk

TextAreas

We've been working with the
new TextArea module that

Martin Wurthner has

produced. It's clear that it has
added a substantial facility to
Artworksgiving rotatable,
multi-column text areas and

it's something that we'll need
to report on in depth.

Martin sells his software for

Artworks as individual modules

and now in collections. The

Classic Modules Collection (12
modules for £40) includes all

the modules released between

1996 and 1999. The Update
Collection (3 modules for £50)
is the modules released in

2000 and the New Full Set

Collection (all 15 modules for
£70) is all the modules

together. TextArea on its own
is available for £35.

Martin Wuerthner MW

Software Mannheimer Str. 18

67655 Kaiserslautern Germany
martin@mw-software.com www.mw-

software.com

Contacting AU J
news@acornuser.com

John Cartmell J



Hungry for the
3rd dimension?

Cerilica are proud to have become the
new exlusive publishers of RISC OS'

premier 3D modelling package. New
features include a reduced price and more

resources and tools supplied as standard.
The documentation has been completely

revised [including a new comprehensive
printed step-by-step tutorial] designed to
take the trauma out of stepping into the

new dimension. Alltruly amazing.

des VAT, package and postage (£118.50 inclusive for UK sales)

Upgrades tor Spacetech TopModel 2 customers to new documentation and future software updates:

£35.00 excluding VAT, package and postage (£43.50 inclusive for UKsales)

«0>

^

i^^^^§=

the 3D modelling package for RISC OS

PUBLISHED EXCLUSIVELY BY CERILICA LIMITED • PO BOX 40 • ROSS-ON-WYE • HR9 7WH • ENGLAND

TELEPHONE 0870 2411731 • WEBSITE AND ORDERING DETAILS: www.cerilica.com
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Back in issue 228 (Acorn User,
Christmas) I extolled the virtues of
Draw. Now it's no use saying how
nice Draw is unless we actually use it
— and I don't mean just for loading
clip-art.

I use Draw every day. For the past
7 or 8 years I've used it to produce
snippets of art for illustrating hand
outs and homework sheets. For the

last year I've also used it to produce
ideas and to start designs for the
board games that I produce for Fleur
Designs. Admittedly I complete
those designs using ArtWorks —
Draw does have its limitations — but

I don't have ArtWorks on the 8-year
old computer that is installed in my
workshop and ideas need to be
rendered as they are conceived else
they disappear into the aether.

This is for beginners, and what

-i-j_

o:

Figure1

Figure II
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follows is part of a lesson I have
given to year 7 pupils (11 year olds).
It's an exercise they all have to
complete and in which they all
succeed (more or less). The lesson for
you, is that you too can produce
your own artwork.

The task is to complete a Draw
version of the Draxv icon from RISC

OS 3.

I'm afraid I'll be using the toolbar
from the RISC OS 4 version (so may
look slightly different from yours if
you have an older machine) but the
operations are the same.

The first task is to load and run

Draw then to get the program to help
you; you are going to draw straight
lines so use the grid. You need to
both show and lock the grid (F'l and
shift+FI). While we're following
good practice you should now save

Figure V

Figure III

Figure IV

your work (F3) giving the file an
appropriate name (Drawkon) and
dragging the file somewhere suitable
(a directory called MyWork).

Open up the window (top right
icon). We're going to work in the
right-hand side of the window and
place the completed parts of the
work at the left hand side.

Click on the circle icon and then

Menu -> Style -> Line width -> 2
Drag out a circle then with the Select
tool drag the circle into its correct
place. (Figure I) Use the straight line
tool to produce the legs of the
compasses/dividers then move them
into place (Figure 11).

Draw the screw for the top of the
compasses (too large is OK) then
select both parts of the cross and
group them (Control+G). Select the
group and drag the bottom ear until

Figure VI



graphic

with Draw
the cross is the correct shape and size
(Figure III) and move it into position
(Figure IV).

Draw the horizontal screw the

same way (Figure V). Select all parts
of the compass and group them
together.

(You are saving your work
regularly aren't you? Press F3 and
click on OK.) Now for the pencil. Use
the joined line tool — because you're
going to want to fill-in the areas that
you draw.

Draw the outline using the joined
line tool then a rectangle using the
joined line or rectangle tool. Select
the line tool and fill it with light
green Style -> Fill colour -> (choose
colour) -> OK then give it a dark
green line (Style -> Line colour ->
(choose) -> OK and increase the
width of the line (Style -> Line width

Figure VIII

-> 4) (Figure VI).
Select then copy (Control+C) the

rectangle and make it half-width
using the bottom ear and copy the
thin rectangle (Figure VII). Put the
rectangles into place (Figure VIII).
Draw the tip of the pencil with the
joined line tool and change the
colours (Figure IX) then move it into
place. Draw the black tip of the
pencil (Figure X)and reduce it to the
correct size.

The grid lock will stop you
moving the tip into position. There
are a number of ways round the
problem including changing the grid
resolution. The fastest is to unlock

the grid (Shift+Fl) move the tip by
eye then re-lock (Shift+Fl). Don't
forget to re-lock.

Select all the pencil and group.
Select the pencil and compass and

group.

Finish. (Figure 11) if your finished
version is anything like mine then
you are now capable of adding
simple illustrations to any document
you produce — all you need is
practice and there are more tutorials
in the paper and electronic versions
of the RISC OS Guide — in the

chapter called Draw (Chapter 17 p173
in my versions).

It's a far cry from high-quality
artwork — but it's a quick, simple
illustration.

And it's all yours.

Contacting AU

graphics@acornuser.com
John Cartmell J

www.acornuser.com February 2001



Upgrade NOW! to

RISC OS 4
Key benefits of using
RISC OS 4 include...

Own more than one machine?

Upgrade 4 £
Buy extra copies of RISC OS 4
for only £88 (£75 ex. VAT)

If you own two or more machines and would like to upgrade iJiem all to
RISC OS 4. then you cansave over £30oneach extracopy of theupgrade.
• You mustalreadyhaveregisteredyourfirst full-priceRISC OS4 upgrade
• The extra copies includeonly the ROMs (no installationCDor manual)

• Vastly improved disc handling
RISC OS 4supports long filenames, allows huge numbers of files tobe
stored inany directory, and makes extremely efficient use of disc space,
giving 30% to40%more space onanaverage harddisc than RISC OS 3

• Faster performance
Machines fitted with RISC OS 4 run typically 40% to 50%faster than
equivalent RISCOS 3-7-based hardware—a major speed benefit which
isparticularly valuable for computers without StrongARM processors

• Extra ease of use

RISC OS has a reputation for having theworlds most efficient desktop
interface, and RISC OS 4 improves it still further with new desktop
enhancements, improved stability andeven greater user-friendliness

• Remarkable compatibility
RISC OS4 isarguably the most backwards-compatible operating system
upgrade for any modern computer system: virtually allsoftware and
hardware that works with RISC OS 3-5+ also works with RISC OS 4

Price £110 (fully inclusive)
Schools: Schools may purchase anevaluation copy of RISC OS 4 for
£69 ex.VAT (strictly one unit per school; officialpurchase order required)

All the documentation you need!

Manuals CD

FOUNDATION

RISC

Welcome!

News

Features

Forum

Database

A-to-Z Index

Credits

RISCB& Ltd

3 Clarendon Road
Cyncoed, Cardiff
Wales CF23 9JD

Tel. 0297.0 492324
Fax 02920 440071
www.rlscos.com
sales@riscos.com

The Manuals CD contains the full RISC OS PRM
(Programmer's Reference Manual), together with many other
manuals, all corrected and cross-referenced in HTML format:

RISC OSPRMvolumes 1-4 and 5a; UserGuide; BBC Basic;Assembler;
C/C++; Toolbox; DDE; Internet; TimeCode; OmniClient

HriCe L Jw (£25 to Foundation members)

Special offer:
Buy RISC OS 4 and geta copy of theManuals CDFREE!

Foundation RISC User

FOUNDATION

The CD-ROM magazinefor members
of the RISC OS Foundation

Volume I
(issues
I to 4)

already
available!

Join the RISC OS Foundation and receive the ground-breaking new CD-based magazine,
Foundation RISC User, every quarter. Foundation RISC User isfar more than justanother CD
full of software; it isa truemultimedia magazine which sets new high standards forquality onthe
RISC OS platform. Every issue of Foundation RISC User is packed with substantial, interesting and useful articles by highly
respected writers, plus news of the latest developments from RISCOS Ltd and its partners and third party developers, a forum
for information exchange between RISCOS Ltd and RISC OS enthusiasts, and acomprehensive and fully cross-referenced
database of hardware and software products and user groups. The entire magazine is fully indexed and extremely well organised,
and ispresented ina highly innovative, integrated format which redefines theconcept of a magazine.

Comments from readers of Foundation RISC User

"Well done ona BRILLIANT CD!!!"—C//m Flynn • "It's a really excellent job."—David Pilling
"Foundation RISC Usershows why itsEditor, Richard IIallas. received theRISC OS '99AwardforEditorial Excellence when he
edited RISC Userfor Beebug. It isa smart, professional-looking publication."—Peter Jennings, Eurekamagazine
"The Foundation CD has contradicted my opinion that Iwouldn't beable to read a CD magazine happily."—Fred Bambwugh
"I'mextremely impressed with the Foundation disc. It looks good, reads well and issimple tonavigate."—Richard Blyihe
"Theinterface isvery friendly andbetter thanmy perception of what a CD-based magazine would be like!"—Andrew Weston

New memberships and annual renewals: £&59%5

New membership for Acorn Clan members: £%993¥

Membershipalso includes
regular email newsletters

and specialoffers



Painting by numbers In brief

The World Wide Web Consortium's

three goals are universal access
for all whatever culture or ability,
semantic environment that makes

best use of each user's available

resources, and careful consideration of
the emerging legal, commercial and
social issues raised. But while W3C has

been trying to lay the foundations for
the Web and its next generation with
standard technical specifications, other
interests have been going their own
ways.

This causes the problem RISC OS
Web browsers face every day, where
Oregano can't access this site, Fresco©
crashes on that site, or another site
defeats WebsterXL.

Even MS Internet Explorer and
Netscape can have trouble with Web sites
designed for each other; a practice which
completely ignores the W3C mission.

Giving graphic content to Web pages
also excludes some users from universal

access, but as colour is an available
resource for the majority of users, most
expect to see colour on their screens.
Choosing and specifying Web colours
universally across different browsers
and platforms is more of a problem.

Brian Jaques' Web site features his
HTML Assist section which gives
guidance on Web page colour
specifications, with colour swatch charts
and Javascript utilities to show the effect
of different foreground and background
combinations. The HTML 4.0

specification includes only sixteen
named colours, but Netscape has
defined 455 colours with names like

"Moccasin" (beige), "thistle" (pale
mauve) and "chartreuse" (green).Fresco
knows about half of these names,
Oregano about a third and WebsterXL

about a quarter.
All three can easily display all

455 colours in the swatch when

the red, green and blue saturation
values in the hexadecimal range
xOO-xFF are specified instead, and
viewed in a high enough screen
colour depth. So forget the fancy
names and always paint by
numbers.

Brian Jaques HTML Assist
www.jaques.demon.co.uk/htx/htx.htm

Security RISC
There are plenty of people out there on
the big bad Internet who will try to get
inside your computer while it's online if
they can, and Web sites you visit will try
to find out all about you from what your
browser tells them.

Just try the Privacy Analysis at
www.privacy.net/anonymizer to see how much
information escapes, even from a RISC
OS browser. You can sec that my name
and my (fake) ANT Suite registration
details are being given out by Fresco, and

I can't easily prevent it from happening.
Paul Vigay's "big brother browser page"
(link at the foot ofwww.vigay.com/riscos/
inet.html) tells a similar story. Fortunately
for us, RISC OS as an operating system is
much more secure from external attack

than say, Windows.
So if you do allow RISC OS to use a

Windows PC as a gateway to an always-
on broadband Internet connection, it's
essential to protect your gateway and
network by running secure firewall

software on the PC, or fit a
hardware firewall such as the D-

Link DI-701 Residential Gateway
(www.dlink.co.uk/products/broadband/
di701.html)

URllNe.ADFS Ha't!Oi5c4 SDTP Documents-Acom UserFebOl Bitsanon>irwer
m

Your Broker I>pe -mil Oprrjllog S)\lcm:

Uodta! "i (panpaMc! Fcc^o mj. Rise os>

.VHiafunn*h>n>eiil b> >*«ir «eh lioiw\er wtim rvi|Uollnc Ihi. wrl> pjqte:
Accept: u:\i.tajiil.inup/pl. unapr/five. un.itc.'pjpcg. mu«;c'piii;. */•: q*3 Acccpt-I.jnpiaije:en
C.tiw.lMti K»vp-All>c Him: pn*-*>net IVr-Agttc: MeviH*5.0l(eollipjIiWc; Froco 2.13:RISCOS)
C..AK.I'mai>«l«PmiC)»Anal).i.: IXilc-li'lMO X-l_Krn.cc: fi(lhiiJlSAIl.»o;.ldU.uiJ Dak You have been warned.

Arrest that Spam
Launched in 199B by Julian
Haight, SpamCop.net helps
you punish spammers for
sending you junk e-mail by
contacting their Internet
providers for you and helping
to get their accounts closed
down. The SpamCop
subscription-based service can
fetch, log and pre-filter your e-
m.iil, maintaining black and
white lists of blocked and

allowed senders.

The SpamCop free
reporting service will send e-
mail on your behalf using your
own e-mail address to the

appropriate network
administrators. This has a

Web-based interface where

you cut and paste the spam
into a form, or forward the
spam complete with headers
directly to spam@spamcop.net

SpamCop
http://spamcop.net

Rip Attachments
If you've ever received an e-
mail cont«"<£ ing a unintelligible
attachment called winmail.dat,

it's sometimes possible to
recognise inside it the typical
"yoya" intro signature of an
JPEG picture file. DeTNEF by
Geoff Youngs is a simpler
solution which can rip most
attachments from an e-mail

sent by a Windows Outlook
user unwittingly using the
proprietary Microsoft
Transport Neutral
Encapsulation Format or TNEF.
Thomas Boll's original Unix
program was ported by Geoff
to become DeTNEF, which
extracts the attached file and

attempts to retrieve the
filename and set an

appropriate file type.
DeTNEF

http://software.solutionsweb.
co.uk/tnef/

Contacting me J
David Dade:

comms@acornuser.com

www.acornuser.com February 2001 m



OCR Software for RISC OS4^

leuth3
The market leading RISC OS Optical Character
Recognition software. This new version from
APDL and ProAction is available on CD and
includes Sleuth 2. It converts scanned images of
text into an ASCII or RTF file with an accuracy of
over 97%. Sleuth 2 is not as sophisticated as
Sleuth 3 but on clear images may be faster.

Sleuth 2 £29 Sleuth 3 £49
Upgrade from Sleuth 2 to Sleuth 3 £25

Prices include VAT and UKcartage

The new APDL

Turbo
Processor upgrade

Prices includeVAT and assume thatyou have an
appropriateStrongARMprocessor in good working
orderto exchange. Please add £3.50 UK carriage.

Interactive !Draw Tutorial

A new CD from APDL

Written by Tom Beeley
IDraw is a very powerful program, but the
manual supplied with the computer is not
very helpful. This CD is a comprehensive
tutorial, with lots of example Drawfiles for
you to practice on. You can either treat it as
a step by step tutorial, and there's evem a
checksheet for you to tick off each lesson,
or just 'browse' and r\-+ a
learn about the things •»- II /\ PA
that interestyou. c^JLTr«3U

Low cost desktop C++ compiler previously
sold by BEEBUG. Now on CD with Manual
and Tutorial. Printed manuals are available
at extra cost. Includes modifications to
work with RISC-OS 4, lEasyDebug and
Library source code

£29
lAPPLMCTiTtMiTn Ma,„«,/£20

The Turbo processorupgrade is a pari exchange processor for any Strong ARM Rise PC. It has a boosted
clock rale and other addilions lo increase speed. This method of improving performance has been widely
used by enlhusiasts, and Ihe Turbo 287 can give a speed increase of between 15 and 30 percent depending
on the type of program being run.

Most users are naturally apprehensive about carrying out this type of work. It is possible thai the
processor could be damaged, as not all will work reliably al high speed, leaving you with a dead
computerand a bill for a new Strong ARM.The APDLTurbo upgraderemoves the uncertainly of running
a fast processor, and is guaranteed for I year so there's no risk.

Upgrade prices
" Turbo 257 - 257 Mhz upgrade from S/ARM 202 Mhz £29

Turbo275 - 275 Mhz upgrade from S/ARM 202 or 233 Mhz £39
Turbo287 - 287 Mhz upgrade from S/ARM 202 Mhz or 233 Mhz £49

New - Turbo 276-T - 276 Mhz Revision T from 202 or 233 Mhz S/ARM £149

3.5" IDE Hard Discs PD, Shareware and low cost hardware and software for Acorn computers Datafile CDs

Drive + i/tace
1.2 Gb £52 £99

4.2 Gb £66 £113
6.3 Gb £73 £120
8.2 Gb £76 £123
13.4 Gb 7200 £84 £131
15 Gb £84 £131
16.8 Gb £89 £136
20 Gb 5400 £96 £143
20 Gb 7200 £116 £163
30 Gb 5400 £117 £164
30 Gb 7200 £141 £188

18.8 Gb 5!4" £99 £146

Other sizes available
'Plus i/face'price includes an

APDLfast IDE interface

BlitZ
UsA Z—

Lightning fast IDE interface
for your Rise PC. All the

features ofour normal fast
interface but up to 7 Mb/sec
Only £119 or just £109 when

purchased with a drive.
2.5" IDE Hard Discs

A3020 3000/3010
120 Mb £44 £94
170 Mb £54 £104
210 Mb £59 £109
330 Mb £69 £119
420 Mb £73 £123
1.8 Gb £79 £129
A3020 includes fitting kit, 30101
3000 includes APDL IDE i/face

Special offer - A3000/A3010
120Mb - £44 l.8Gb - £84

Price includes interface
IDE CD ROM drives

Internal External
44x £38 £144
48/50.X £41 £147

Addjust £47 to Internalpricefor
an APDL fast IDE interface,

External price includes an IDE
interface for any type of machine

CD Writers

8x4x32x with CDBurn and
media. Best used with one of
ourIDE interfaces - £184

SCSI drives
210 Mb

420 Mb
4.2 Gb

4.2 Gb

hlh

hlh

I" high

£25

£39

£109

£127

39 Knighton Park Road
Sydenham

London SE26 5RN
Phone: 020 8778 2659
Fax: 020 8488 0487

www.apdl.co.uk
As well as all this we have thousands of discs of PI) and Shareware and around 500 discs

of Acorn format clip art. For a full cataloguesend 50Por two 1stclass stamps
i Tv All prices include VAT and UK carriage except lw5P
—™=— hard drives add £6 for internal drives, £8 external

APDL Public Domain and other CDs

APDL PD-1 £12.50

APDL PD-2 £12.50

DTP-1, DTP-2 £7.90
DTP-3 £12.50
DTP-4 £14.90

Publish Art '98 £7.90

Fantasy Pictures £7.90
The Grafix CD £7.90

Best Games 1 £7.90
Best Games 2 £7.90

Best Games 3 £7.90
SkullSOft collection £9.90

Soft Rock collection £9.90
Ergane £7.90
Earth Data £9.90
Earth in Space £9.90
Wizard Apprentice

New low price £7.90
Education

Resources £12.50

Over ,800 programs and utilities. No games, clip an, music, etc.

Over 700 games, novelties, cheats, demos, sound, music, etc.

Each has over 500 Mb of clip an. ready to use in Acorn formal
Highly acclaimed clip art CD with more than 720 Mb.

Latest clip an CD with around 13.000 files. Great for schools!

Thousands of pieces of clip art and web images, by Smart DTP
By request, fromthe Fanalsy sectionof the APDLcatalogue
I000's of pictures, backgrounds, buttons, and much more
20 of the best PD games ready to play direct from the CD

Games 1 was so popular we've clone il again. 20 more games.
Yetanother great compilation with 25 of the best games.
Great budget price games CD with .'Arya. IXenocide and .'Plig
Six classic games by Soft Rock, plus a new version of .'Trellis

Translatingdictionary for over 50 languagcsby David 0"Shea.
Geographicaldatabase with lots of statistics, plus lEarthmap
Pictures, databases, a huge amount of information about the
solar system and galaxy at a sensible price
Highlyacclaimed multi-level game. Rise PC only.
ACD especially for schools. More than 300 useful programs, I
over 5,000 specially selected clip art files, hundreds of classic-
novels, multi-media, educational games and lots more.

APDL ideA fast IDE interface

PD CD-3
PD CD-4

PD CD-5

Software

£4.50

£4.50

£4.50

Ovation Pro

New versionon CD withloadersfor
Impression, etc. Don't put it offany
longer. £139
Faster PC

The XT PC emulator that works on
any machine with 2Mb £20
Powerbase

Great database. Does everything
most people will ever need at a
sensible price £15
Menubar

Superior pull-down menusystem
with lots offeatures £15
Tiger
Long filenames and more £15
Worktop
Switch between 30 desktops witha
single mouse click £15

RiscPC RAM

8Mb

16Mb
32Mb EDO
32Mb FP

64Mb EDO
64Mb FP

128Mb from
2 Mb VRAM

I to 2Mb VRAM exch.

£9

£26

£47

£49

£69

£79

£139

£72

£49

Fast SCSI interface

Connect 32 SCSI. Up to 7Mb/sec
Limited number at only £75

Ancestor*
No complicated setting up. It's self-configuring so jusi plug it in!
Uses DMA on Rise PC. Over twice as fast as the built in IDE interface.
Includes CDFS and ATAPI CD drivers for many popular CD ROMs.
Four devices, any combination of CDs and hard drives.

•Up to 8 partitions, so you can have large drives on pre RO 3.6 machines
•Software in flash EEPROM for easy update.
1Connectors are available for external drives or CD ROMs
' FitsA310, A400, A5000, A540, A7000 and any RiscPC.
You can now use CDR or CDR/VV drives with iCDBurn. No need for
expensive SCSI interfaces and CD drives!
AH these features for the incredible price of just £52
A version for A3000, A4000, A3010 or A3020 is available for £62

The program for family historians and genealogists. Very
easy to use. Imports lAncestry 1 and II. (Family, CSV and
GEDCOM and exports as GEDCOM or CSV. Can save as
cross referenced HTML, with pictures, so you can pass data
on to people who have a computer but no genealogy
software, or upload lo your web site. Powerful and llexible
reporting and searching. Unlimited information storage,
you aren't restricted lo a few lines of text and a picture.
Ancestor+ is based on the program that Graham Crow was
working on at the time of his death, which was a
development of his original Ancestry. Price just £SJ()

Upgrades from Ancestor I and Ancestor II available

©O

(DcLta(0SAFE

Data Safe - A new concept in backup and data security
DataSafe consists of anexternal easeto hold a 3.5"IDEdrive, connected to yourmachine's printerport This
givesa largecapacity portable drive, movable between machines and locations. Idealfor backup, securedata
storage and transport. All the features of our ideA card, partitioning, passwords, etc. Great for schools.
Supply your own drive or we'll fit one for you. Prices start at £99 or witii 10 Gb drive EI7S or 16.8 Gb £189

DataSafeis highly praised, but there's been one criticism. People would like it smaller and lighter so carrying
between home and office (or school) is even easier. So we've introduced the DataSafc 'mini'. With all the
features of the standard version, this usesa 2.5"driveso it's verysmall,about5" by 5" and less than 2" high,
and weighing only about 14 ounces! Prices start at £99 without a drive or with a 1.8 Gb drive just £169



Like Workspace, examined back in
September, VirtuDesk is a virtual
desktop manager. However, instead
of selecting which desktop you
want to use from an iconbar

controller, VirtuDesk uses a Linux
like visual panel window from

The currently
displayed desktop

which you can easily see which
parts of the virtual desktop control
visible windows.

You can thus manage your
virtual desktops either by clicking
on the relevant panel or by
dragging the required area.

By default the
virtual area is nine

times the size of

your screen mode
— 3x3 desktops. A
small panel shows
which part of the
desktop you are
currently viewing,
and to move

around you simply
click on the

relevant area of the

panel.
Window

positions are

Right on the button
Also written by David Llewellyn-
Jones is a very handy module called
ButtonBar, which has the ability to
add small toolbars to any
application which uses key
shortcuts. These appear attached to
the requisite application whenever
one of its windows has the input
focus (the caret) and appear in a
similar fashion to the toolbar which

sits to the left of Draw windows.

Once installed, ButtonBar is
invisible to use other than adding
the relevant toolbar. It even

supports interactive help so you
don't need to remember what each

of the buttons does.

As the module is small and

unobtrusive, the actual editing and
defining of new 'ButtonBars' is
carried out by a separate BBarEdit

application supplied with
ButtonBar. This allows you to
configure the toolbar to your exact
needs by specifying the size of each
button, how many buttons are
positioned both horizontally and
vertically across the bar and any
accompanying sprites and
interactive help text you require.

You can also specify whether you
want the final bar to appear
attached to the top, bottom, left or
right of the relevant application
window.

Once you've assigned a specific
keypress and action to each button
you can save a ButtonBar file, which
can be activated simply by double-
clicking on it — as long as the
ButtonBar module is loaded.

ButtonBar is again downloadable

stored and restored when you click
on the selected area. This makes

navigation much easier than some
of the virtual desktops that scroll
around when the mouse touches the

edge of the screen.
VirtuDesk is configurable so that

you can define the size of the
virtual screen, if you require more
than a 3x3 area or you want the
navigation panel to appear bigger
or smaller. The actual screen

position of the panel is also
configurable so you can position it
exactly to suit your preference.

It's easy and straightforward to
use but comprehensive
documentation is provided anyway.
VirtuDesk is written and supported
by David Llewellyn-Jones aka 'The
Flying Pig', and available to
download from www.mat.bham.ac.uk/

Hewelld7dnload.htm

from David's Web site at

www.mat.bham.ac.uk/llewelld/dnload.htm

and both this and Virtu Desk are

freeware.

Showing
ButtonBar in >,|>] <unW!.-.l-

net ion, ::
attached to a

N
standard

Draw window
•>.

'•
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Coded messa
Back in September I spoke of ways
to defeat the Government R.I.P. bill
by hiding important files within
seemingly innocent looking
pictures and backdrops. Both
applications reviewed then created
random patterned tiles as

containers to hide the data, so were
not really true Steganography
applications, which would involve
hiding the data within a legitimate
photo or original image — not a
random one created specifically for
the purpose.

Top Twenty Links:
Courtesy ol www.riscos.org

Inner I8lh DttmUr 20001

No. Vblu Description

I 52 Primers - Thestandard mulli purpose dmm supplied Willi your computet -new version! available lodownload, byRISC OSLtd (morel
ll<nnciMgc:hnp//dcveloj«f.nKca.ciim/public/Retc»»«.'Piiwcf^
Suim ftwtaic

2 2K MPEG2 - PlayMPEG/MPE02 movies, byPeterTcichmann [morel
Honifp..£c:Mlp:A»c>www.ur<.lu-dreidcn.uc,Mcidiya»rt.html
Suiui: ?

3 25 VideoPlllS - converts VideoPhlS codes into limes anddales andvice vers, byJames MacDonald Ironic]
Homepage:mip7/»»w.nciraoo».danoncouli/
Suituv freeware

4 22 RiscAMP- RISC OSAudio MI'ICPlayer, byAndy Itoura Irr.orc]
\\>mr*tc:\wIt****t»^]taroKM-^Wuto*mKormtt\MMiK/iMPI
Slatui ?

S 20 WavEdit - Adiskbased WAV formal sample editor, byRobert Hancox [morel
Homepage:rnrp://w*w.topkolc freewne co uW»oftw«rc/wj%.htm
Sunn:'.'

6 20 MP3Radi0 - ARISC OS Client for playing internet radio stations using audio MPEG siieams. by Philip Hardy [moral
Homepage:hup//ww».phib|»gci.co.i.lAlo.inload>.lilm
Sunn: ?

7 19 Pinball Wizard - Pinballgame [morel
Homepage: hltpy/wcbtilc lineoce ne!/-%imo:i.imi:li'pln rip
Sum*?

8 19 PortSean - Utilityto scanTCP/IPpotts,by Hctbcrt/ur Neddcn [morel
Homepage: hap7/»wwjj.lu-iimeruttde/-)ahocVporiscan^r*!eihrrrl
Sum. 7

9 17 Acomet - Afreeware internet suileforRISC OS.including allyouneed togelonline, byVarious authors [morel
Homepage: up7/frccncr.bamelac.uk/puryAc,wn/atfornci/

10 16 ArcWeb - Thebestfrccbic webbrowser forAcorn machines., byStewart Brodic Imorcl
Homepage: hup://www.e«.MHon.flC.ul/',i7l^nbo4r/artwcl>/
statu*: v

11 16 VProtcet - latestvirus proiection module, byPineapple Software Imorel
Homepage: Imp.'Asv.w.pincapIc.ilefMjnco ukTinilv./ip
Slatuv 7

12 15 MPEG-Works - AnMPEG decoder andencoder forRISCOS.byHcnrik Pcdcrson. [morel
Homepage:hcp7,1og:n.dilscI.dV-t>crmVy
Sulus:?

13 15 WnrldTime - Nicelittledesktop application todisplay world times, by Alex liacliAnderson tmorel
Homepage.p.t!p7,r,cme6.met.leie.cl»/aie»r«hVWT./ip
Slaluv ?

14 14 RiSCSter - Aclient forNapster, Hie online MR3 music community, byRob Dlmond Imorel
Homepage'hlip://www.riicslcr.cwc.net
Sunn V

IS 13 AcornlCQ - AeomRISCOS ICQclient,by AngcloMclis [morel
Homepage: rillp.//'www.viga)\eom/n\cot/icq/
Suiui. 7

16 13 Sleeve - Asimple emulator fortheARM instruction set,byChrisRuttcr Imorel
Homepagehirp7.s»»».annlmux.onVpro»cclVilcc.e/
Slaluv 7

17 13 Socketecr - Aninternet dialler, by Matthew Bloch [more]
Homepage:hiip7/»«w.scsip-Kiuhc»i iL-m.nCO lAAt.d-aieAoclerccr.rum!
Slalm: ?

18 12 Zap • Arguably thebestRISC OStexteditor(well,it'smyfavourite!), byMixed [moral
Homepage: hirp://www.zap.uV:.cu org/
Sums: ?

19 II Anymicro - Small utility totellyou thestare oftheprinter, byChris Plynn Imorel
Homepage: hllp7/***.chnsn>nntouk/piogthim
Slam.: Irtcwrc

20 11 DigitalCD - Adesktop music player torRISCOS.byAndre Timmermans Imorel
!' : ! ::; .--;.••.:'.:•. n/Sfltf«\ hlk] Id <" r)M4?IA>Cl bttal
Num. -
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Enter David Thomson, who has
created possibly the first true
steganography application for RISC
OS. His creation, PhotoSteg will take
an ordinary photo image such as a
scan or digital photo and hide a
second 'data' file within this image
but without altering the format of
the data. What's more, the data will
be hidden within redundant space
within the image so that anyone
viewing the image won't be able to
perceive any difference from the
original — hence any snooping MI5
agents won't even know you've
concealed any secret data in the
image.

The only limitation at the
moment is that PlwtoSteg currently
only supports true colour (16
million colour) sprites which means
that the images are quite large,
especially if you've used a scanned
photograph as a container sprite.

Of course, you can't use JPEG
compression because of its 'lossy'
compression, which would mean
you would corrupt your hidden
file. GIF images can only work with
256 colour palettes so cannot be
used either.

However, after a bit of
experimentation I did find that you
can convert processed images into
PNG files via John Kortink's
Translator application. As this is
lossless, they can be successfully
converted back into true colour

sprites and will still decode to
allow you to extract the original
hidden data. This may give you up
to a five times saving on file sizes.

PhotoSteg is freeware and can be
downloaded from http://web.ukonline
.co.uk/david.fhomson/riscos/index.html

Contacting AU j
Paul Vigay:

ixlpage@acornuser.eom J



Mico
56MHz ARM75f)0FE

RISC OS 4.03

16MB EDO RAM

32bil El.DE interface

Lightning graphics card pptlont

MicroBiis expansion

ISA expansion

USB expansion"

IObit Sound card

56k Modem

RS 232 Interfaces.

8.4GB Hard disc

CD ROM drive

Floppy Disc'drive

Keyboard and Mouse

Si ill ware

I 599.00 e\ vat

internet ready

Nobody today would dream of buying a new computer thai you had lo upgrade to access the
Internet, that's just crazy.So. from the Isi February 2001. Mico- the most powerful entry
level RISC OS computer- will include an internal 56k modem together with our new Lynx
internet software as standard plus it conies ready configured and linked lo FreeUKsimply
plug-in. switch on and surf.
Lynx isa complete Internet suite so you can browes the web. send and recieve e-mails, keep
up withall die latest gossipon the news groups, andof course, being a professionally written
package, if youshould get info any problem there's a free usersupport hot line.
Buyers upgrading from older.equipment who already have a favourite ISPcan simply
reconfigure Lynx to log-on to the server of their choice.
As forcompatibly issues Mico runsa completely standard version of the RISC OS 4
operating system so existing commercial applications will run completely trouble-free.
Mico is the first RISC OS computer to include so manyof the PC platform's reliable
technologies - EDO RAM. EIDE. USB and ISA expansion.
Mieo'sgood looks will grace any working environment from the home, or office to the
classroom.

Telephone for full details or seeour website.Educational discounts are available.
The\tkfl computer is designedand manufactured f>\ MicroDigtta! Limited,37 Titus Street. Saltaire. Shiplej.

West Yorkshire. 130IS4LU Telephone number0127461877-) FAX number01274 619482
emailaddress stliestg microdigital.co;uR web.site iniciodieilal.eo.tik

Prices exclude VAT and mainland UK delivery. We welcome paymeni by Cheque (allow al least 5 days to clear)ape
Credit cards. Education Orders Welcomed.

VtieroD.situt. Mko arid Liehmiasgraphics o MiemDiaital Limited 2CKH) Alloihei trademark's areadu)OK;leds:ed



A Rise PC displaying 1920xl440x32K
or perhaps 1600xl200xl6M colours ?

<r*
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Meet ViewFinder...

The high performance graphics card

for the RISC PC

- ViewFinder is a DEB] expansion eard, and leaves your existing hardware unaffected
- Finally run all your applications in comfortable desktop resolutions, for example :

- 1280 x 1024,16 million, 32 thousand or 256 colours @ 107 Hz

- 1600 x 1200, 16 million colours @ 82 Hz

- 1600 x 1200, 32 thousand or 256 colours @ 88 Hz

- 1920 x 1440, 32 thousand or 256 colours @ 66 Hz

- Any other resolution and framerate available at a pinch without mode files
- Higher desktop performance (up to 20 times faster than on the fastest RISC PC)
- Compatible with all well behaved desktop applications (and some less well behaved ones)
- Compatible with ARM610, ARM710, StrongARM and Kinetic processor cards
- Compatible with all versions of RISC OS from 3.6 up to the latest 4.03 versions
- Future proof due to employment of a user-upgradable AGP graphics card
- Driver software user-upgradable, 64KB Flash ROM on board, updates available via Internet
- Price : DFL 800, (UKP 220 at current exchange rate)

For more information, see http://web.inter.NL.net/users/J.Kortink/viewfinder.htm

Payment (in guilders only) by cheque (please add DFL 20) or direct transfer (see webpage)
accepted. Postage and packaging free to European countries, at cost to the rest of the world.

ViewFinder is a product of Windfall Engineering, Aawal 53, 5211 PS, Den Bosch, Netherlands
Email : kortink@inter.nl.net. In the U.K. also available from C.J.E. Micro's (www.cje.co.uk).



TheC-2020Z digital camera
from Olympus follows the
basic philosophy of their
model C-860L, reviewed in

our September 2000 issue but with
more facilities. It has a CCD of 2.1

megapixels, giving improved picture
definition at 1600x1200 pixels. The
difference between this and the

1280x960of the 860 is clearly visible,
and it allows more enlargement of
cropped prints while retaining good
resolution.

The camera runs from 4 x AA

cells, and the NiMH (nickel metal
hydride) type is recommended,
though Lithium or common NiCd
can be used. An Olympus mains
power supply unit is available for
indoor work — but it's far from

cheap. For review purposes NiMH
rechargeable batteries were used.

The camera measures

approximately 110mm wide x 75mm
high x 70mm deep with the lens
retracted, and 90mm deep with the
lens extended in the "taking"
position. These dimensions, and the
overall design, give it a comfortable
feel. It weighs in at 305g, not
including the batteries (add about
104g for NiMIT). A shoulder strap is
provided and it is possible to fit a
wrist strap instead but this is neither
supplied nor recommended.

The lens movement is electrically
operated, and its length has the
advantage that stray fingers are less
likely to enter its field of view. The
viewfinder is in the extreme top left,
and the user's eye cannot move far
from its center before losing part of
the view. There is a focus adjustment
alongside the viewfinder, which may
enable spectacle wearers to take
them off. I had no means of

measuring its optical limits
accurately, but I was able to use the
finder without my +1.75 dioptre
glasses. The picture actually saved is
about 7% larger all round than it is

Dieital://Camera

Trevor Attwell takes a look at a

slightly pricier digital camera
shown in the viewfinder. All pictures
are stored on RAM, provided on
Smart Cards. These are available in

the megabyte sizes 2, 4, 8,16, 32 and
64. The minimum size you will need
depends on the number and quality
of photographs that you will take
before downloading them into your
computer (see the review of the
Surftec interface in this issue).
Carrying one or more spare cards
can save a lot of disappointment.

The optics
The lens has eight elements in six
groups, and offers a continuous
range from wide angle to telephoto,
controlled by a sprung lever placed
conveniently on the top right front of
the camera. The shutter release

occupies the middle of this lever,
where it is easy to find without
looking or fumbling. The optical
range approximates to that of a 30-
105mm lens on a 35mm camera,
hence the "Z" for zoom in the type
number. The aperture range is f2.0-ll
at widest angle, and f2.8-ll at full
telephoto.

It is also possible to magnify
pictures digitally up to x2.5. This
does not increase the resolution, and
pixels may become visible, but the
facility may be useful when showing
pictures to a number of people at the
same time. The shutter speed range
is from 1 to 1/800 second in auto

mode, or 16 to l/800s if set
manually. Self-timing is available,
with a delay time of about 12s,
marked by the usual warning light.
A remote control allows the camera

to be fired from a distance. The usual

LCD monitor is provided, and is
bright and clear. The brightness is
adjustable.

The C-2020Z has even more extras

built in than the C-860L. Most are

accessed via a "jog", which is a
circular set of four small buttons,
two in the vertical plane and two in

the horizontal, which are used in
various sequences. One or more
additional buttons (there are five)
may also be involved.

Of these, one is labelled "OK" and
used to confirm that choices have

been selected. Another turns the

LCD monitor on or off when taking
pictures, and a third opens up a
three-page menu system. A fourth
deals with spot metering, the use of
macro mode (0.2 to 0.8m), and the
combination of these, while the fifth

The txvo tones arereversed logive whileon black.

Two-tone picturein whichall colours arcreduced to
black on white.
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A dull dayaccurately portrayed

controls the various flash modes.

The built-in flash, which re
charges in about six seconds with
full batteries, covers the range from
0.8 to 5.6 metres between camera and

subject. In Auto mode it will fire
automatically if the available light is
inadequate, and a pre-flash can be
added to reduce "red eye". The flash
can also be used as a fill-in where

foregrounds (especially faces) are in
shadow. It can be turned off

completely if deliberate under
exposure is wanted for particular
effects.

The flash emits light of a colour
close to sunlight, with which it can
be mixed happily, and flash is
frequently used indoors in place of

The shotsof Emma were taken -with flashonly
(except for low room lights),fromdistances up to
about4m, thelighting balance was consistently good
on all of them.

February 2001 www.acornuser.com

Shot against the sun — see text

artificial light. But it is often
desirable to correct the different

colour rendering which appears
when shooting in overcast
conditions, or under artificial
illuminants, such as tungsten lamps
or fluorescent tubes. Optional
corrections are provided for these
cases. If colour errors are not noticed

at the time, or cannot be avoided, an
art package such as Photodesk can
be used to correct them after

downloading.
It is possible to connect an

external flashgun (not supplied) to a
socket on the camera. This might be
used when the built-in flash cannot

cope, or for special effects. But the
manual lists some snags. First, the
camera must be in either Manual or

Aperture mode. Next, the built-in
flash will continue to function as if

the external flash doesn't exist, and
the exposure will be set accordingly.

In practice the total flash output
may be too high, particularly for
persons or objects in the near field.
Another note states (quote) "the
extension flash may fire accidentally,
depending on the circumstances".
Sounds like fun, but you can always
check with the LCD and throw out

the duds.

A La Mode
A thumb wheel on the top right of
the camera, called the Mode Dial,
selects the fundamental options.
Taking these in order, the first
enables pictures already in store to
be viewed, as described below. The
next position is OFF, which
disconnects the batteries. If you
forget to select OFF the camera will
shut down after a few minutes to

save the batteries, but it starts up
again if controls are touched.

The third Mode position is
labelled "P", and is used when
taking pictures, also when selecting
numerous operational modes. The
fourth bears the letters A/S/M,
standing for Aperture priority,
Shutter priority and Manual
operation. The last selection stores a
movie, which is taken by the camera,
and may be viewed on the LCD.Any

"& Clipboard

a All From 11 ] To 118 |

All shotstaken appear on theclipboard as thumbnails in PhotoUnk, Photodesk's software.

:.'..!



Mostshots of Nicola were taken in natural light,
occasionally boosted bythecamera withlowlevel
Hashes when needed, againall resultswere good.

part of the movie can be played,
forward or backward, and it can be
stopped at any point. The quality of
the photographs can be selected by
the user, bearing in mind the amount
of storage available.

The manual contains a 42-entry
table which shows the various

possibilities, and gives the number of
pictures that can be stored with each
of the available memory sizes.
Briefly, there are three basic
recording modes, called SQ
(Standard), FIQ (High) and SHQ.

In SQ mode there are two image
sizes "to choose from, namely 640x480
or 1024x768 pixels. Each of these can

Digital ://Camera

be used with either more or less data

compression — the less the
compression, the better the picture.
HQ provides a fixed pixel size of
1600x1200, using high compression
JPEG. SHQ also uses only 1600x1200
pixels, with the option of either JPEG
at low compression, or
uncompressed TIFF.

The number of pictures that can
be taken, using these modes with an
8Mb card, ranges from 1 to 82,
according to quality. The highest
quality (SHQ TIFF) cannot be used at
all with less than 8Mb, and you
would have just 11 shots with 64Mb.

To see the results of your
photography, the mode dial can be
set to display the pictures held in
memory. Consecutive pictures or
every tenth one can be shown on the
LCD, moving either forward or in
reverse. The picture data can be
superimposed on the picture for a
short time, and includes a code
number which can be used with a

filing system.
This is set up for PCs, and was

not tested. The pictures can be
enlarged x3, or reduced to thumb
nails. The frames can also be shown

automatically, in sequence, each
frame appearing for about 3s. A
socket is provided for connection to
a standard TV, if it has a video input
socket.

When viewing frames in the
camera, the wide-angle/telephoto
lever can be used to enlarge parts of
the image, or to display 9 frames at a
time as thumbnails. Information

about the picture, including the
aperture, shutter speed, and "ISO"
number is given. ISO is an
international measure of the

sensitivity of a given film,
determined under specified

conditions. Here it indicates the light
sensitivity of the camera. A few trials
will show you which figure covers
most of your work. The software
which runs the camera is Photolink,
from Photodesk, (formerly
Spacetech) although now you can
remove the card and download data

from it automatically.
However Photolink provides far

more extensive facilities to do with

the camera itself and details were

given in our September 2000 review
of the Olympus C-860L camera.
Suffice it to repeal that it is very easy
to install and use, making operations
simple and quick. Both it, the
Olympus range of cameras and
ancillaries are available from

Photodesk (see list below).

Bells & whistles?
There are so many extras on the C-
2020Z that it is quite impracticable to
describe them all. The following list
gives very brief descriptions of some
not covered above. It is not

comprehensive.
• The camera maintains a clock

and calendar, and keeps track of the
time and date when each photo is
taken;

• Certain operations give a
"beep" to indicate an operation. The
sound level can be set to Off, Low, or
High;

• An indication of battery
condition is vital, and is provided by
tiny battery symbols. I found that
any indication other than OK was a
bad omen, which is pretty much
what the manual implies;

• No less than 22 settings can be
reset to the factory values at one go!
Drastic, but useful if you get
completely lost;

77ms view appeared in the S60 camera — herethe
overhead cables areclearlyseen,at least, in the
actual print

www.acornuser.com February 2001
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• Each picture can be removed, or
protected from erasure. Unprotected
pictures can be deleted, singly or all
at once;

• Panoramic scenes can be taken

in sections. This calls for accurate

joins between the sections, which is
not easy without a rigid support,
such as a good tripod, and a rotating
camera head is a bonus;

• Photos can be in colour, black
and white, sepia or two-tone. The
last named are either black on white

or white on black, with no greys;
• Exposure compensation can be

used where lighting conditions are
difficult, for example, near bright
lights which swamp parts of the
picture. Or you might wish to alter
the normal exposure to get a
particular effect;

• To tell you what you are doing
(or have already done), a control
panel on top of the camera has a set
of no less than 17 symbols. The LCD
provides another eight in display
mode, plus five in record mode, and
the viewfinder chips in with an
essential three.

Summary
The C-1020Zgives very good

^^•k

f \

^^^H ^\\J
^^^^^\
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ME PhotoLink I i

OLYMPUS DIGITAL CAMERA

24 Taken

2 Remain

696 Kb Free

Exposure

Automatic

Take-

Preview

Clipboard...

Focus mode

J Macro

SQ

Quality...

100%

Power... Time...

The control panel from Pholodesk's Plioloiink software

pictures, and clearly improves in
resolution over the C-860L. For

example, overhead high-tension
electricity cables were reproduced at
HQ resolution up to distances of
about 300m before they became hard
to pick out. This is a crude, but
useful check. SHQ would have done
better, but I only had a 4MB card.
Beyond straightforward
photography the camera has even
more facilities and adjustments than
the C-860L, indeed it would be
interesting to know how many
owners use half of them.

The English, French and German
versions of the manual have all been

compressed into the same space that
each had to itself for the C-860L. This

means less cross-referencing, few
diagrams and no index. With so
many features to cover, this is a pity.

At the time of the review the sun

was rarely to be seen, but there were

Product details J

Product: C-2020Z, including PhotoLink
software

Price: see separate panel
Supplier: Photodesk, 1 The Courtyard,

Southwell Business Park,

Portland, Dorset NT5 2NQ

Tel: 01305 822753

Fax: 01305 860483

Web: www.photo-desk.com
E-mail: Chris@pholo-desk.com

^

Thanks to our models Nicola ami

Emma, this time on location indoors,
out of the rain! Thanks also to Herald

Communications for the loan of Die
camera, and to Photodesk, who

supplied thesoft-ware.
I

some brief opportunities to tackle
difficult scenes. The auto-exposure
system worked very well in all cases
— for example in the shot of trees
photographed with the sun only just
out of picture.

A lens shade would normally be
used for such shots, to avoid the
appearance of those coloured "discs"
and glare, but there is no obvious
way to attach one. Nevertheless there
was still detail showing even in the
darkest areas (this may not show up
in the magazine).

Altogether this camera is a ^^^
very good performer. l=tfll»J

Price Details
{nilincluding VAT)

Olympus camera C-2020Z,
including cables and software £580;
Memory cards: 8Mb £30 16Mb £50

32Mb £100 64Mb £180; Direct
sublimation printer (runs directly

from camera and gives glossy
pictures) £400; Leather carrying
case £30; AC mains adaptor £70



Digital Camera Bundles
Surftec now offer a wide range of Digital Cameras to run alongside our range
of parallel port CompactFlashand SmartMedia readers. Simply choose your
required items to form your own custom bundle!

-— Digital Cameras (CompactFlash)
HP PhotoSmart 21 5 10 second delay timer - Red eye reduction £ 249
Minolta Dimage 2300 10 second delay timer -Burst 2Itames per second £ 256
HP PhotoSmart 315 Quick start - Fast and easy printing via letSend £ 279
Minolta Dimage 2330 10 second delay timer -Burst 2Frames per second £ 341
HP PhotoSmart 618 Capture sound - Red eye reduction £ 499

PriCeS Of! CasioQV2300Super close-up- Camera navigation system £ 511
C3merdS CaSIO QV2800 28 pre set modes -8x optical zoom -External Hash terminal £ 511

i CaSiO QV3000 3million pixel image prints loA3 size -Surftec Best Camera f 511
CasiO QV2000 Fast 2second wake up- IBM MicroDrive included! £ 553

ate RRP HP PhotoSmart 912 Remote shutter control -Sell portrait -Hot shoe £ 649
please Olympus Camedia C2500Z rakes both SmartMedia and CompactFlash £ 681

ii x Nikon CoolPix 950 Basic Best shoi-Fast st.Ht £ 681
cailTOr Nikon CoolPix 950 Premier Best shot-Faststart £ 732

OUT beSt Nikon CoolPix 990 Basic 2second start up -0.1 second shutter lag £ 733
price and Nikon COOlPiX 990 Premium 2second start up -0.1 sec. shutter lag £ 809
malcP f f f RiCOh RDC-i 700 Web surl-Date imprint-Black and White mode £ 999

Fuji FinePlX S1 Shutter speed from 30sec to1/200$sec?9 program modes £2575
Saving. Nikon D1 SLR 3D digital matrix image control -light weight -SI.R- Body Only£ 3234

We also stock cameras from Epson and Canon. Call for details on SmartMedia cameras.
The above listing is only a small selection of cameras available from Surftec!

s

^
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^
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Extras

Charger with 8 Hi-Capacity 1500mAh batteries £ 20
Packof 2 Hi-Capacity 1500mAh batteries £ 6

Parallel Readers

DigiFlash CompactFlash parallel reader for RISC OS
DigiFlash SmartMedia parallel reader for RISC OS

Media

32MB CompactFlash
48MB CompactFlash
64MB CompactFlash

16MB SmartMedia

32MB SmartMedia

64MB SmartMedia

340MB IBM MicroDrive

1GB IBM MicroDrive

Software

PhotoDesk v1

PhotoDesk v3

ImageMaster

£ 69

£ 69

£ 11.9

£ 136

£ 149

£ 219

£ 409

£ CALL

£ CALL

£ 25
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CompactFlas
SmartMedia™ for :\ kM*H

Surftec are pleased to announce the launch of our range of
DigiFlash CompactFlash™ and SmartMedia™ card readers.

Compatible with all makes of RISC OS computers* and
Network Computer, they are easily plugged into the parallel
port which allowsyou to download data from CompactFlash
type 1 and 2, and SmartMedia cards, from devices such as
Digital Cameras, PDAs, MPEG3 PortableMusic Players etc.

Now with support for IBM MicroDrive!
DigiFlash now supports the IBM MicroDrive, either in native
FAT16 or even partitioned for RISC OS (including F+ support).

Once the reader has been plugged into the parallel port and
PS2 keyboard port (for power), you simply load the RISC OS
driver. This device allows other parallel devices to be daisy-
chained, such as printers.

When the software has been loaded, just treat the media likea
floppy disc, you can copy, delete and rename files while on the
CompactFlash or SmartMedia cards.

The Surftec RISC OS drivers provide an extra disc icon allowing
the contents of the media to be read and loaded into your
favourite Acorn photo software such as ImageMaster,
ChangeFSI or PhotoDesk (also available from Surftec).

Card Readers/Drivers/Media
CompactFlash Reader (inc Acorn driver) £ 79
SmartMedia** Reader (inc Acorn driver) £ 79
Acorn RISC OS/NC Driver* £ 39

340MB IBM MicroDrive £249

1GB IBM MicroDrive £429

* Surftec driver will not work with all types of card reader, and
requires a bi-directional parallel port.

** SmartMedia reader expected launch February 2001.

Surftec
Internet Computer Solutions A

Surftec Ltd

Burma Cottage
Glen Road

Beacon Hill

Hindhead

Surrey
GU26 6QE

Telephone: +44 (0)1428 608121
Fax: +44(0)1428 608123

E-Mail: sales@surftec.net
WWW: http://www.surftec.net

Advert producedUtttVQ lmpii".M<M> Publish© .indArlWorkson
Kfnetk RISC PC linedwithUyama VfttoiiMaster Prosio. auoio?i

iiyama

Acorn ft

The complete disc solution

Surftec work hard to ensure our prices are competitive with large 'typical PC
resellers', if you find a price cheaper we'll do our best to better it. Remember
we will ensure the product works with RISC OS!

Your goods can be delivered at a time that suits you, AM (9-12), PM (12-5)
evening (5-8) or on Saturday (9-12), we even take an alternative address, so if
you are out we can deliver to another local address!

Delivery: Small Items up to 5kg zoneA£6 zoneB£6
Large items up to 10kg zone a £8 zone b£9 zone c £19
Zone A: England Zone B: Lower ScotlandAVales
Zone C: Upper Scotland Each Extra 1kg: 70p

How to order: By phone or mail, cheques should be made payable to
'Surftec Ltd', goods typically dispatched on receipt of cheque.
Official government orders by FAX or mail.
Credit/Debit cards are not currently accepted.

Availability: Most items are in stock and available next day once payment
has been received. Please call to check availability of stock.

'Acorn'and the Acornnut deviceare trademarksof Element14 Ltd.Allother trademarksacknowledged. ® Siirftec Ltd,2000
All prices exclude VAT and delivery and are correctat timeol going to press.E&OE. Siirftecis the tradingname of Siirftec Ltd.



Better than ever

NoticeBoard Pro
with version 1.5 you can use a
wider range of visual/audio
sources with a choice of:

28 screen dissolves

automatic standalone,

controlled or distributable

presentations and big
screen projection options

Create professional quality
programs for School, Home or

Business use.

£32 (Site licence £96)
Existing user upgrade £15

TheReally Good Software Co, 8 Hawthorn Close,Harpenden, Herts AL5 5QS UK. Tel/Fax: (+44/0) 1582 761395 E-mail: sales.rgsc@argonet.co.uk

PS2Mouse £24.95

Use PC style mice on your Acorn!

PS2Mouse+ £39.95
As PS2Mouse + Acorn through port.

Trackball., was £34.95....
Acorn trackball, can swap buttons

ParaFS £29.95 inc cable

Fast file sharing for later Acorns

Implemented as a filing system
for transparent access between
machines. KEYBOARD

CONTROLLED
SWITCH

This is a small section of our products,
which range from game interfaces,
through cabling to custom microcontroller
solutions. Please call for a "no hidden
extras" quote for your requirements

s to our 0845 number are charged at local rate...

Stuart Tynrcll Developments

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM 6L2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600

Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Tare keyboard, mouse

between PC and RiscPC.

Switch between them with a few fa

on the keyboard.
Add our PS2M0USE interface to

your Acorn a PC-style mouse port.
£99.95, deli

i2M0U.SE £119.95
Jies,

Manual Switches
We can also offer a range of
manual switch boxes and
leads to share monitors and
other devices between a

RISC OS machine and a PC

Keybd/PC Mouse/Serial £39.95
15HD-5BNCIead £19.95

Keyboard/Monitor £39.95
Keybd/Monitor/PC Mouse £49.95
Printer £17.95

Beware inferior switches and
leads (eg all our monitor
switches are supplied with
UL2919 tri-coax-core cables)

Phone, Fax or email for a
free product information flyer!

All prices include P&P
Delta/Visa/Mastercard welcomed.

All trademarks acknowleged. E&OE.



CompactFlash

On the cards
There is a new kid on the

block and its name is

CompactFlash (and its
cousin, SmartMedia). The

search for smaller and more

compact media has now arrived at
the level of 250Mb chip storage in
a package that's about an inch
(2.4cm) square — much smaller
and it would probably be too easy
to lose. This is a consumer item so

it needs to be easy to use. Both

Steve Turnbull reports on a new
area of compatibility for RISC OS

CompactFlash and SmartMedia are
based around a chip that can store
a huge amount of information, in
this case around 250Mb. However

the design is a set of non
proprietary specifications which

means that any company can come
up with an appropriately storage
system and if it's packaged in the
right way it will work with any
device that can take CompactFlash.

This is precisely what IBM did
with their MicroDrive (mentioned
in an earlier Acorn User). This is a
real hard disc of tiny size, fitting
into the lin square package. In this
case there was a certain amount of

in-fighting behind the scenes of
the design specification committee
who, after the success of the
version one CompactFlash, were
working on the excitingly named
version two. The IBM MicroDrive

couldn't be made thin enough so
they fought to get the specification
made to allow a thicker unit. They
won.

SmartMedia is a little different,
it is a similar size to CompactFlash
but only as thick as a credit card.
Its connection is through a large
conductive area, in the same way
as a mobile phone card.

Digital cameras are the biggest
users of CompactFlash, the reason
being relatively obvious however
there are others: portable MP3
players (250Mb will give you
about four hours of music);
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs);
and there's even a digital music
mixing/editing desk that outputs
as MP3 to CompactFlash, that you
could then plug into your MP3
player.

You might think that a very
compact 250Mb (or more) might be
useful for backing up data and for
a write-once that might be true.
However this type of chip media
has a limited lifetime in terms of
writing. The documentation will
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LTD

1 The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset DT5 2NQ
Telephone +44 (0) 1305 822753 Fax +44 (0) 1305 860483

chris@photo-desk.com www.photo-desk.com

All Prices Include VAT PHOTODESK LIMITED

PHOTODESK The studio quality image editing package is now available as a CD-
ROM edition. It includes an HTML manual and in addition a CD of professional digital
hotos by David Cowell. It also includes the complete set of special effects plug-ins.

is is the full CMYK/Layers version of Photodesk.

NOW ONLY £135.00
£85.00 3Lxx/0Tymp: £70.00pgrades: 2.xxL/Olymp:

.xx/Olymp: £20
£100.00 2.xx/Olymp:

Special Offer: Dave Cowells 2 CD Tutorials worth £50 with any Olympic or Olympic ^
upgrade add only £25 •

C860L £290
C960Z £390
C990Z £490
C2020Z £550
C21OQUZS900
C3030Z £800

(upgrade from 1.xx £13)
OHP2 is a screen-based presentation package for use with RISC OS computers

OHP 2 £40
A presentation

Package on CD-ROM:

Version 2 now has
Powerpoint export.

OHP2 lets you compile Presentations comprised of a number of graphics files,
whichyou create or purchase outside OHP. and show them on your computer's VDU as
a full-screen presentation. OHP has facilities to order the graphics, give them consistent
styling, add sound effects and help you present them to an audience. If you have
access to an electronic projector, you can use that to project the presentation onto a
screen.

The read-only version, OHP Show (which is Freeware) can be given away with
your presentations or used on "any number of computers; this makes OHP
presentations an ideal way of communicating or advertising.

OLYMPUS Cameras

C3030 Zoom 3.3Megapixel (2056x1528 pixels) 3xzoom 2.5 digital zoom, sound and movie feature, takes
lens attachments, Manual as well as automatic controls. Internal flash with provision for external flash. 16MB
memory card and remote control standard. £800 inc.VATand RISCOS software

WEVf52100 Ultra Zoom 2.2 Megapixel (1600x1200 pixels) 10xzoom. movie feature, Sound. Electronic TTL SLR
with image stabilisation Manual as well as automatic controls, internal flash with provision for external flash.
16MB memory card and remote control standard. A real photographer's camera at £900.00 inc.VAT and

C2020 Zoom 2.2 Megapixel (1600x1200 pixels) 3xzoom 2.5 digital zoom, movie feature, takes lens
attachments, Manual as well as automatic controls, internal flash with provision for external flash. 8MB
memory card and remote control standard. £550.00 inc.VATand RISCOS software

C990 Zoom 2.2 Megapixel (1600x1200 pixels) 3xzoom 2x digital zoom, internal flash with 8MB memory
card £490.00 inc.VAT and RISCOS software

C960 Zoom 1.3 Megapixel (1280x960pixels) 3xzoom2x digital zoom, internalflash with 8MB memory card
£390.00 inc.VATand RlSCOS software

C860L 1.3 Megapixel (1280x960pixels) 2x digital zoom, internal flash with 8MB memory card £290
inc.VAT and RISCOS software

Parallel port SmartMedia reader with any camera: add £70

NEW!

C2100 Ultra Zoom

PRINTERS
BJC7100 £185 including VAT, carriage and PHOTOREAL plus Photo
Cartridge and Driver. These are brand new printers with 1 year on
site Canon warranty. Brilliant photo reproduction as well as a
hardworking everyday printer using the massive and economical
cartridges! They accept a wide variety of Media and the Photodesk
PhotoReal driver accesses all the features of the printer, in fact it has
the same interface as Canon's own driver. Call now while stocks last.

PhotoReal for current printers £69.00 PhotoReal for discontinued printers £25

PhotoReal Printer Software

by

Photo

L0©K £69
for PHOTODESK

with any
Scanner, Camera

o' Printer

Hardware prices are constantly changing, please contact me for
quotes on Cameras, Printers, Scanners and Graphics Tablets

Chris



The CompactFlash reader in
all its glory

tell you how many times it will
take but then you have to bear in
mind that, depending on the
software you're using, a single
save of data might actually result
in multiple write operations to the
same area of memory — so you
can't be completely sure how
many you've done. In addition the
chip-based units are vulnerable to
static shocks. It's not something
you want to rely on.

The only problem with this
consumer product up to now has
been the fact that it has been

unavailable to the RISC OS world,
but Surftec have been working on
the problem and we now have a
solution in the form of DigiFlash.
In regard to the different forms of
media that can be plugged in
Surftec say that DigiFlash works
with all currently available ones
but can't guarantee they will work
with any future releases, though
they will keep up-to-date and
provide new software releases. In
addition there's no promise as to
whether the new releases will be

free, basically it depends on how
much work is involved.

What Surftec have got is a piece
of software that allows a standard

PC CompactFlash reader to be
accessed from RISC OS. The unit

you get plugs into the parallel port
and there is a feed through for
your printer, however there's no
guarantee that any other parallel
port-connected hardware will
function correctly, it is suggested
that if you do have a problem you
can use a two-way parallel port
switch box. Still it does mean that

if you do have a PC you get two
for the price of one as the PC
software is also inckided although
check out the panel to see what we
say about the PC software.

Apart irom VneV\ardware and
leads, there's a single floppy disc
and a 16-page manual which

CompactFlash

covers everything you need to
know quite clearly.

Hardware installation is not as

simple as it might be, the card
reader itself has to be powered and
this is achieved using the
keyboard socket. For the data you
plug the card reader into the
parallel port and then put your
printer on the feed-through lead.
Then you take the power lead,
choose the right plug for your type
of keyboard (AT or PS/2), and
plug that into the keyboard socket
and plug the keyboard into that
feed-through socket. Finally you
plug the power plug into the
socket on the card reader's plug. It
could get messy behind your
computer.

Unsurprisingly, as we're dealing
with RISC OS, the process of
loading up DigiFlash is easy. The

manual, perhaps to pad it out,
gives you two options: Always
loaded (install in Boot sequence)
or load on demand (double-click to
run). Naturally the manual goes
into a bit more detail.

The other point (read the panel
about the PC software) is that
what Surftec provide is a Filer
interface to the device. Nothing
else. The manual provides a list of
software that you might find
useful with information you can
put on and take off a
CompactFlash, but DigiFlash itself
does just one thing and docs it
very well.

The problem with a review of
this sort is that, now I've said that
you get a Filer interface, I've said
it all. RISC OS is standard and you
get the standard interface and
standard operations. The files of
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data, which might not be JPEGs,
can be renamed, moved, copied,
altered and saved while on the

media, or dragged out and
dragged back in. It's easy.

Data stored on the

CompactFlash is actually in a PC
format and there are certain

problems if you are using the
standard Acorn DOSFS interface,

the manual suggests that if you
buy Win95FS from Warm Silence

Software it will cure some of the

problems you might encounter
such as the name of the

CompactFlash not being available.
And in case you may have been

wondering, the IBM MicroDrive
does work with the Surftec reader

and Surftec will shortly be added
to IBM's official list of compatible
interfaces and operating systems.

Nice. • =<fli»l

..and this is IheSmartMedia reader - canyou tell thedifference (apart fromIhecolour)':
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The PC software
It's horrid. Like RISC OS it's

true that Windows does allow

additional filing systems to be
added but the configuration
process is horrible and our first
attempt wiped the
CompactFlash. When it is
working the window that pops
up is a cross between a standard
directory viewer and image-
editing software. In other words,
we were looking at the data as
stored on the chip but any
attempt to access it
automatically invoked the
(crippled) application.

You might have thought that
at the very least you could take
the JPEG files off the chip via the
provided interface, but no. Try
as I might there was no way I
could figure out how to get the
images off — the only possible
solution was to buy the full
version of the application off the
Web.

Actually it wasn't the only
solution, what you do is go into
something like Word, use the
Insert picture option, trace
through the directory structure
until you find the CompactFlash
then load your pictures from
there. Horrid.

Product details j
Product: DigiFlash
Price: £39 (software only); £79

(with CompactFlash reader
or SmartMedia reader [not
available at time of going to
press])

Supplier: Surftec I.Id, Burma Cottage,
Glen Road, Beacon Hill,

Hindhead, Surrey GU26 6QE
Tel: (+44/0)1428 608121
Fax: (+44/0)1428 608123
E-mail: support@surftec.net
Web: www.surftec.net
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Good Not
Noticeboard Pro is the successor

to Noticeboard, a simple
presentation application
published several years ago

(also by The Really Good Software
Company), and represents a
complete re-design, re-coding and
major enhancement of the original.

Being published within
approximately the same six months
as the latest version of Photodesk's

presentation heavyweight OHP2,
both packages should make for an
interesting comparison and would
ideally complement each other in the
marketplace rather than diminish the
markets.

Noticeboard Pro is provided on two
discs with a substantial paper
manual. Personally, I prefer this
format of manual and despite the
advantages of smooth window
movements and larger screen modes
on the latest RISC OS machines, I
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find a paper manual usually more
convenient.

Included with the package are the
presentation editor, a freely
distributable viewer, a tutorial and a
converter to make original
Noticeboard files compatible with the
latest version. The tutorial is effective

in allowing you to create a
presentation quickly and
demonstrating or revealing the main
features of the editor at the same

time. This is a point I would
particularly like to highlight as this
kind of instruction is not given with
OITP2 where, although the program
has an easy interface, it's not too
good to deluge the beginner with the
full set of information from the

outset.

Philosophy
NBPro's approach to presentation
creation is based on slides of images
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The options available for displaying a presentation usingthe distributable viewer Nboardl'ro
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created in other applications being
imported and subsequently
organised by the program for
display. The slides must be organised
into groups, a presentation being
defined by one or more groups.

This would therefore appear to
allow for more in-depth presentation
as well as a more logical system for
editing. Indeed, I found this helpful
although the organisation of the
presentation was slightly more
difficult to appreciate at first
compared to OHP2'ssimple script
window of slides.

This organisation allows the
implementation of the various
features at three levels: features can

be added to individual slides, to
groups of slides, or to a selection of
groups (which may comprise the
whole presentation).

Various features are also pertinent
to the whole presentation such as the

order in which the groups
are presented and the
features of the screen mode

in which they are presented
(colours and resolution for
example).

A presentation can also
be displayed in a window
providing quick access to
other desktop features. One
would imagine this could
be useful for demonstrating
RISC OS-specific topics
which would benefit from

being presented within the
RISC OS environment itself.

On choosing to create a
presentation, a special
application directory (into
which the resources will be

placed) is created or, if
desired, a single file with
references to their

pathnames. The latter
would saves disc space by
avoiding duplicate copies of
graphics and sounds
resources but makes

copying to another machine



Presentations

ices
Andrew Weston explores one of the

two main contenders in the

presentation arena

difficult. The creation process is
facilitated by a central control
window with icons enabling access
to the essential editing capabilities of
the software.

The location of the resources (if
the application form of a
presentation is desired) should be set
first and the application directory of
your nascent presentation is opened
into which you can organise any
graphics and sound files you wish to
use for the slides, the backgrounds
and accompanying music if
necessary.

Of course the ability to create
sound and music is generally
speaking more involved than graphic
preparation so for most users, I
would expect audio resources made
by a third party would be collected
to accompany the graphics. The
global choices mentioned above also
should be set early in the creation
process.

Creating and editing
The crucial process of ordering the
slides and setting the way in which
they are presented then begins.
Group creation and editing is
accessed through the control window
providing a dedicated dialogue box
for the group of slides. It is useful to
be able to access and to control the

features associated with a group in
this way as opposed to opening
menus and submenus to get to the
attributes of the slides.

These include the background-
graphic and audio for a group of
slides. The sound is actually
assumed to be a piece of music, say a
CD track or Tracker file to be played
with a set of slides or may play
throughout the presentation. Music
and sound are dragged and dropped
into the dialogue box.

It is worthwhile to note that a

large range of graphic image formats
are supported Vy "me software
including RISC OS-native formats
(Artworks, sprites and drawfiles)

and formats compatible with other
platforms. The ability to use JPEGs,
waveform (WAV) files and MP3 files
opens up an extremely wide source
of resources from magazine CDs and
from the Internet as well as

providing the often important degree
of compatibility with PC and
perhaps Mac users.

Also, the Groups dialogue enables
control of the window size, for
presentations which do not use the
full screen, and control of foreground
and background colour. Background
colour is important in the rendering
of Artworks files as it determines the

anti-aliasing palette and thus the
quality of the display.

Foreground colour affects any text
displayed by NBPro during the
presentation such as titles, and
owners of RISC OS 3.7 and above

can use font-blending. It is pleasing
to see the strengths of RISC OS
exploited wherever possible in this
way.

Once created,
groups (if only by
title at first) appear
in a new window as

a list and using a
menu structure, one

can create slides for

those groups. This is
sensibly done in a
similar fashion

through a dialogue
box onto which the

important graphic
containing
information for that
slide is dragged
together with an
optional sound
sample file to be
played alongside the
image. Again, a new
window is opened
showing ihe order of
slides as they are
created. Within the

group- or slide-list
window, re

ordering is simply a matter of
dragging icons.

Full control is provided over the
scheduling and duration of slides,
whether they are displayed
automatically or randomly for a
period of time set by the user. Of
particular note is a calendar-style
control panel within the slide
dialogue box which allows the user,
if necessary, to determine the days
and even hours in which a slide can

or can't be shown.

For stand-alone displays this kind
of precision would makes the
package ideal for, say, producing
advertisements targeted at a
particular time when exposure of
passers-by to the presentation is
deemed to be at its optimal.

Accompanying the drop-in boxes
for graphics and sound are buttons
which can open the selected file into
a default editor, if present. For
example, a drawfile would open the
file for editing in Draw whereas a

V Cliche next slide

|\/ Cache background

\\/ Cache background source file

vj Cache sound

Artworks quality

[V' Hide pointer

[•</ Sound

Music volume

Anti-aliased

J Font blending

Audio CD drive 0 /A

Cancel Save OK

Themaincontrol panel, Croup and Slideediting windows
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sample could be opened in an editor
such as Sonor (www.tribbeck.com) if the
software is present. Thereby, on
saving the edited file the resource is
already updated for use by NBPro
without any further adjustments
made to its settings.

Presentation
After the slides are prepared and
ordered to a satisfactory level, the
user must then practice delivery and
ultimately present the material lo an
audience so, clearly, the control and
the process of slide-display by the
program is all-important.

NBPro permits a large variety of
transition effects between slides

(screen 'dissolves' or 'wipes' and so
on.) which are chosen at random
from a list although you can restrict
and preview this range of effects.
This is akin to the transition

repertoire of OIIP2 although in
NBPro the effect can be previewed on
the full screen as opposed to a small
pane but both fulfil their purpose.
No consideration is made regarding
the speed of transitions on the
various Acorn machines in NBPro

however and this could potentially
restrict the transition effects available

on slower machines.

As it is developed the
presentation can be viewed with the
editor or with the freely distributable
viewing application NboardPro. The
latter allows control over volume

and enables all graphics and sound
samples to be cached in memory to
avoid potential delays through
repeated disc-access.

The next slide can be drawn

during the free time available while
the current slide is being displayed.
This feature is likely to be highly
useful for owners of slower RISC OS

machines especially when displaying
large, high-resolution or complex
graphics.

An optional control panel can be
displayed during a presentation for
advancing, reviewing or pausing
slides. This provides adequate
handling of the presentation but for
those who wish to work in the

absence of anything but the
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Presentations

information being conveyed by the
slides it is a hindrance that the only a
simple progression to the next slide
is permitted from the keyboard.
OHP2 on the other hand provides a
range of keyboard and mouse
controls which can navigate the
slides without the need for panels on
the screen.

One feature specific to NBPro
however is the selection of so-called

'furniture' which can be displayed in
parallel to the slides. In addition to
the control panel already mentioned,
one can choose the location of a

clock, the slide title or the slide-
group title, although seemingly an
ancillary part of the presentation,
these components may be regarded
as essential by certain users of the
software for their particular
application. If not essential, an
indication of the time or a slide title

could be highly useful during
rehearsals for a presentation.

Conclusions
With the presence of two major
presentation packages in the market
which are both undergoing active
development, the key question is
which one to buy and they are
perhaps just out of the price range
which would allow a serious user to

invest in both.

It should be said that in both

packages there are certain features
absent which are incorporated into
similar software on other platforms
such as animation facilities for

textual information. Although such
aspects may be considered
unnecessary, as parts of some
perhaps more serious presentations,
fancy effects may be all that is
required to make the presentation
stand-out and draw attention to itself

— important for advertising a
product or service at a show for
example.

At present, although not usually
too hard to achieve, the user of both
NBPro and OHP2 would need to

make several similar slides as frames

of an animation which quickly
change to each other.

In comparing both packages, both

are capable of making perfectly
adequate presentations and even
eye-catching or impressive ones.
NBPro has a well-organised and very
intuitive interface which after a little

practice facilitates it's productivity to
a large extent. It does lack in a few
areas however and one feels that

there is not the degree of control
during a presentation that there is
with OHP2.

I suspect that OHP2 might be
better suited towards educational

presentations where time needs to be
spent on each slide or reviewing
other slides and the presence of a
drawing tool and the ability to skip
slides or hide for later possible
display play an invaluable role in
this area.

NBPro on the other hand is ideal

for rolling presentations giving clear
information and the advanced
support for sound and music is also
well-suited for this purpose. The
paper manual accompanying NBPro
makes numeixuis references to the

use of other leading RISC OS
software packages to assist in
preparing slides. The major example
is the ability to export Drawfiles
from most Web browsers and DTP

packages (Fresco, Texlease and so on).
At a slightly cheaper price than

OHP2,1would thoroughly
recommend NBPro for most uses but

highlight the possible better
educational suitability of OHP2. This
provides yoLi with a clear choice and
although both packages have areas
for improvement, with both in
development they complement each
other in the marketplace. NJ|»fr

//; the next issue of Acorn User I'll be
takinga more complete look at OHP2.

Product details j
Package: Noticeboard Pro
Price: £32 (single user); £96 (site

licence)

Supplier: Hie Really Good Software
Company, 8, Hawthorn Close,
Harpenden, Hertfordshire,
AL5 11 IN.

E-mail: sales.rgsc@argonet.co.uk
Tel/Fax: (+44/0) 1582 761 395



™'1^^V Pusn'ng forward the frontiers in RISC OS
1 internet &web authoring software

cm
All new version with lots of

new features. RISC OS 4 OK!

I In-(,:.,i|.|i. ..IK*u>i>n« Mwiigci £25 Upg£7

PostCode/Address finder

that no business should

be without! Upg £50

Messenger
i^1 An E-mail and News

,1ft Client for RISC OS
tm S U Professional Edition

SiteSeer
Web grabbing software far offline viewing

HTMLE
Next generation WWW
authoring for RISC OS

£105
All the tools you need

The Studio edition provides
HTMLEdit 4+ Java support, sound and music,

link and image checking, syntax
colouring and OLE

Enhanced Web Visual frames, tables, animations,
Toolkit maps, palette control, Draw file

conversion

WebSpell Full HTML<iware spelling checker £15
WebsterXL Browser with frames, tables, forms, £25

sound andJavaScript /v/ow wftfo SSL!

SiteMaster 2 New vision
The Web Site Management A ^ ^
System for RISC OS Computers XL 3 U
With automatic up-loader
and many new features in version 21

22 Robert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 6PS
Tel: 01925 755043 Fax: 01925 757377 http://www.rcomp.co.uk/ Email: rcomp@rcomp.co.uk rci@rcomp.co.uk

£53

[j Interactive

anthem * £70
inc. VAT

The RISC OS M1MSequencer
Anthem is a feature packed, easy to use MIDI
sequencing package for RISC OS computers

Get Connected to the Net!
Our great value Internet connection packs use
our cutting edge internet software, a fast 56k
modem and an award winning FreeUK connection.
In fact, everything you need to get online now!

Includes:

DialUp, WebsterXL, Messenger Pro

56k voice/data/fax Modem and £ I I T

inc. VAT
Internet Account

'Net Suite w/o Modem £60

iw>-' £15

Other Games Titles
The Chaos Engine £20.00

Heretic & Hexen £32.50

Heroes of Might & Magic 2 £35.00

Descent £30.00

Doom+ £32.50

Syndicate* £29.00

Abuse £25.00

Quake £23.00

Distributors for ARTEX: Ankh, Exodus
PRO ACTION: Various titles
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• A5000, AKF18
Monitor, 4Mb Mem, 41Mb
& 162Mb HDD, External
Cumana SCSI CD, B/W
400dpi Hand Scanner,
Armadillo Sound Sampler,
Canon BJ10 B/W portable
printer 300x360dpi,
Sportster 14,400 external
modem, all cables, Various
games, CDs & applications.
£500 o.n.o Tel Nathan: 020

8859 3444

• FOR SALE:

StrongARM 233T and RISC
OS 4.02 - just three months
old, selling to upgrade to
Kinetic. Just £250. Saves
you £50 on buying new!
Visitors welcome to come

and see it all working.
Leeds. Email

ms@michaelstubbs.net or

telephone 0113 246 5303.

• WANTED: 586

133Mhz PC Card with PC

Pro software to run under

RISC OS 4. Must be cheap -
you can pick up a Windoze
box of this spec for about

vnd Outline
D?"c/Tession (newi™£ AudloWotte <
.» °' H7. HardUiSC vj ^vhy nol ta|<e a£jvantage 0four free reader ad service? Fill in
•'C°/Bbug)» "J- I your details on this coupon (24 words maximum, one word

5c/j0ion), £24. :( per DOX beiow) ancj send it to Free Ads, Acorn User, 26
pC! 4^8. Image Maj Stockporl village, Hooper Street, Stockport SKI 1DQ or by e-
Jtf6/„.vid I UUngJij ma;i to: freeads@acornuser.com. Only one ad per reader
OOOt 'avid B»*e (jJW please, privatesales or wanted only.
Soft' ktp**~™lazQ J Although we try to publish everv

£20! Email

ms@michaelstubbs.net or

telephone 0113 246 5303.

• Wanted:Irlam

Videodesk/podule and
software in working order.
Edmund Gray,
egray@argonet.co.uk,
(01279)428913

• Acorn A4 portable.
4mbRAM60mbHD

Excellent condition only
used lightly, includes spare
battery, case 450UKP No
offers sorry 0151 336 1506
0151 353 1151 (fax) 07833
916420 frampev@eurobell.co.uk

• Wanted ESP parallel
port Midi interface must be
in good working order call
Ashley on 0151 3361506
07833 916 420

trampev@eurobell.co.uk

• 2 slot backplane, new
from Castle Technology.
Selling to upgrade to
Second Slice. £30 or nearest

offer. Email

t.-.v-»^ - y Pnnter; roji
ffi&**rf 2f Can0l425-61U '^ #^

proton not keyhw c? MuVtxsc.no» Wises 42SH£ *- £ £20T4c *F£1 ir ""??* d,scs< ma"V»,

ms@michaelstubbs.net or call

0113 246 5303

• WANTED: Irlam

Instruments il6 digital
sound card or other similar

product. Must be fully
working. Also interested in
Oregan audio
sequencing/production
software. Email

ms@michaelstubbs.net

• Archimedes 440/1
4Mb RAM 40Mb HD, RISC
OS 3.1, AKF12 monitor:
£120. Acorn PCx86, DX4-
100S card ACA56 complete,
unwrapped £85. Tel:0121
744 6069 Solihull, West
Mids

• A3010 4Mb RISC OS 3

Acorn 14in colour monitor,
Citizen colour printer,
joystick, StartWrite, several
games £50 the lot. Tel:
01487 822336 (evenings)
Buyer collects, Cambs.

• Rise PC600, 25Mb,
420Mb HD, 486 card, 16-bit

sound, AKF60, monitor,
extensive software. Also

Canon LaserDirect LBP8.

Can split. Contact Andy
07799 767 257,
andy@dgraphix.demon.co.uk.
Offers around £400.

• A3010 4Mb(?) 14in
Acorn colour monitor, two
Star dot-matrix printers;
manuals and software;
workstation stand; KS2

software; buyer collects;
Dudley; £150 ono; excellent
condition.

• WANTED: manual for

HP Desktop 500 inkjet
mono printer. Pleae help!
call Roger 017683 72062
Cumbria. Costs refunded.

• We have 5 fully
functional BBC Master

systems, plus various other
odds and ends, all free to a
good home. Rob Turner
turnerr@cheltladiescollege.org

Pr. Man.'CSk
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Your name: Your phone number

make no guarantees; publication is entirely dependent on
space and time constraints.

Please fill in your name and telephone number below -
these will not be published but enable us to contact you in
case of any queries. Make sure you include your own
town/county in your ad to help potential buyers with their
purchasing decision.
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New Price.

New 23 page introductory guide.

New standard RISCOS user interface.

ISileWritei
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a SiteWriter 1.2 is a must for anyone working with web sites

WebFX3D generates stunning 3D text images. It's easy to

create effective graphics with WebFX3D. Type your text,

select a font, choose a 3D view, set lighting and colour

£25 °Pti°ns- tnen render a high quality anti-aliased image of
your creation. Give your work the 3D h~>

a Create stunning 3D effects easily with WebFX3D

Monitors
Iiyama 15" S500
Iiyama 17" (S700ATI)
liyama 17" (A702HT)
CTX 15" Digital Scan
CTX 17" Digital Scan
Taxan 17"

£145.00

£195.00

£295.00

£115.00

£169.00

£149.00

CTX mons have (3 year on-site warrty)
Many other models available

Switch Boxes
Parallei 2 way (25w 'D' skts) £ 16.99
Parallel 4 way (25w 'D' skts) £19.99
Serial 2 way (9w 'D' skts) £19.99
Monitor+Keyboard 2 way £19.99
Cables:-

Parallel port to switch box
Switch box lo Printer

Serial port to switch box

15wHD - 15wHD for monitor

15wHD-15wHD screened

Male - male mini DIN keyboard £5.49
Mini DIN to 5p DIN keyboard £ 1.50
5pin DIN to 5pin DIN keyboard £2.50

Many other switch boxes and cables
available to order

£4.99

£4.99

£4.99

£4.99

£16.99

Virus
Protection
Scheme

Pineapples Virus
Protection Scheme
has been running
for over seven

ears and is still
ing updated with

new viruses on a regular basis.
New software versions are sent
out to members during the year,
and the total number of viruses
which can be removed is well
over 200. The latest version is
now scanning at up to four times
faster than previous versions
despite coping with many more
viruses.

Joining fee just £28.20
'If you're interested in virus protection,

join the Pineapple Virus Protection
scheme and buy Killer. Accept no
alternative - 'Acorn User Feb 96

Inexpensive multi-user licences

yea
beii

SiteWriter is an exceptionally powerful website

authoring tool for RISCOS. With SiteWriter, you

design your pages visually, placing elements pre

cisely where you want. You never code HTML.

SiteWriter prepares your site in HTML ready for

viewing in a web browser or for uploading to

the internet.

Dansoft
email: dan@dansoft.co.nz

web: www.dansoft.co.nz
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REAL 3D TEXT...

Send your order today:

WebFX3D £25

SiteWriter £38

Order by cheque:

•PO Box 1955

Leigh-on-Sea

Essex SS9 5BF

England

Order by credit card:

email us for details

Stock Clearance Items
Acorn 486 PC Card - ACA47 £20.00
Acorn 586-100 PC Card - ACA57 £40.00
CJE586-133 PC Card - CJE59 £50.00
PC Pro & Exchange £15.00
Acorn 2 slot Backplane - ACA29 £10.00
RiscOS 3.7 software upgrade - ART11 £10.00
RiscOS 3 User Guide £5.00

r| Jetway 56k External Modem £59.00
IDE Removable system rack £7.50

VGA to

PAL TV

Converter

The VGA Converter allows the output of any
Acorn running in a VGA or SVGA mode (or PC
comp) to be displayed on a TV or recorded onto a
video recorder. Remote control of zoom, position
and other settings are available using the infra-red
handset control. The unit has an output for the
computer monitor and also PAL composite and S-
VHS outputs as well as scan converted RGBS.

Price £159.00 inc vat

Pineapple Software
Suite 1,310 Green Lane, ILFORD

Essex IG1 1XT

Tel 020 8599 1476 Fax 020 8598 2343
email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk

www:- http://www.pineaple.demon.co.uk

Terms:- AH prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage M on most

hardware. Small item's £3 (or
less). Phone for quote outside
UK. Official orders, cheques
and all major credit cards

accepted at no extra charge.

Studio24Pro
'Many Acorn User front covers have

TV* been created from scratch using this
program alone, concrete proof of the power of
this creative tool' - Acorn User Mar96

New law price - £49.00 inc vat



BJC8200
Come and see our new Printers

and Cameras .. .

C2100
Ultra Zoom

PH010D6SXI.TD 1 lt«Cou:V. : s-isPorti
Portland '•
W; 01306822;SJ f<». 111305840183

Riscm Ltd 58!
RISCOS Ltdare proud to be supporting the RISCOS SouthWest Show.
A new feature this year will be the indoor" Car Boot Sale" and
the user demo area. The "Car Boot Sale" area will actually be tables
inside the venue where you can bring your Acorn hardware and software
forsale. The cost is just £5 for a 6 foot table. Also ifyou just want to
bring your home computer along to just show off or to look for partners
for the coding competition, then there will be a number of free tables.

Contact Paul Middleton 029 2046 4020
or email to admin@riscos.com to book a table.

.co.uk/.org.uk / ltd.uk £20

.com I .net/ .org £40
.uk.com/.eu.com/gb.com £65

2 ywm i>«btfMlM. rnlVuitM hU«MCWo«intt IM* DM J HMliii*. Wtti fo>««(dlnf. Emill le.««rtltti

1Mb £25 O 5Mb £45 O 10Mb £70
fricm* tor 2 >-onr» hoaltnf). Unlimited bandwidth. Pa 'o-iiruiiicted rrr Kn»

Spellings Computef Services Lid J^^
SiiptwrtnoAAUB v52

rtE
networks

systems

support

delivering ICT to education

tcl:01823 661771

fax:01823 660085

email:riscos@tme.co.uk

web:http://www.lme.co.uk
post:5-7,SouthSt, Wellington, TA21 8NR

168 Elliott Si.

Tyldesley
Gir. Manchesterl

M29 8DS

Acorn Dealer and RiscOS Centre of Excellence

Acorn Spares and Repairs

All Acorn Machines available on 0% finance

Installation, Networking
Repairs on a no-fix

no-fee basis.

Tel. 01942 797777 Fax 01942 7977 11

Supporting Acorn Shows:

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
0845 458 8803

See Main Advert on

Pages 4 & 5

t the We

Archive Magazine
for

RISC OS users
Still going strong after nearly 14 years!

http://www.archivemag.co.uk 01603-44 /777

Surftec
Fancy using CompactFlash cards with your
RISC OS computer? Now you can, come
and see them demonstrated at the show.

www.surftec.net

How to get there
by road

) Bristol, M4 j| J A370 V
Date: Saturday lOtli February 2001

*22~Js
Weston^-* ^-CT"1 Venue: The Wobbington Hotel

Super-Marcr]
*rVl*_ A368 -i

i Loxton, North Somerset

lime: 10am until 430pm
^m+-

Bath Cost: £2.50 adults
^A—M,oxton / 1'HI- V/BBBlNGTOt,
y\ t —^—v/ Children under 16 FREE

o\ P/ ^y~^ (accompanied hy adult)
1 AT ^V— Lower

ChodHar j Refreshments available.

On-ScaN* ~?/ataTTaunton &
v£7 ™ Southwest

yy.122

Contact: (01935)413170

Hotel Tel: (01934) 750100

From Junction 22 on the M5 the Hotel is 9 miles. Follow

the A38 to Bristol turning left at 'Lower Weare'. just past
'The Lamb' public house where the Hotel is signposted.

Castle Technology Ltd

The right choice in RISC OS:
• the Kinetic Rise PC

• Organo for the Web

www.castle.org.uk

Supporting Acorn Shows:

Abacus Training (Pipedream)
01793 723347



ton Hotel, Loxton on 10th February 200

within reach BAWJ& of Bristol?

BARUG aims 10 meet the interests of Acom/RISC OS users in the area around Ilristol - whatever
RISCOS machineyou are using.We aim to cover a broad spectrum of topics and cater for all levels
of interest, from novice to experienced users and programmers. Meetingsare held on the last
Wednesday of each month at 7.30 pm. See our website for more information, a map showing how-
to find us. and contact details for Committee members.

www.snave.demon.co.uk

How to get there
by train
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Grral Water i Railway

The nearest train station loth e 'Acorn South* est Show' is Wcstot Super-Mare.

A FREE busshuttle serri ce w ill b available outside the tra n station ill the bus la In. to

take you to the show, the backtr Ihe train station, later in the day.

The first shuttle will lean W sston•Super-Mare tr tin statini at y.30ai I and the last will leave

the show at approx 5pm. Th eshu tile will operate frequent belwcei these times.

••BB

Digital Phenomena

Come to the SW Show and see our exciting range
of software to make the ANT Suite even easier to

use or see our advert in the magazine for all our
software.

We'll see you there!!

(Supporting Acorn Shows:
RepairZone (RISC OS repairs)

Norwich 01603 400477

ProCAD^cte ,ft

**$&
^

<Tjhe snow isvery green in Amsterdam... And the pink spots glow very brightly at night

...but only after too much vodkn. Is that you, Agent Dosdcspotonyorchinovitch?

It is. Agent Justuntilipikitov.What information do you have?

have discovered that Soft Rock Software will be revealing
the new version of WebChange at the South West show!.

In that case, you must infiltrate the show and obtain a copy for
analysis.I willadopt a false ID and write for more information to

Soft Rock Software

FREEPOST (BS7978)
Westbury-on-Trym
Bristol, BS10 7BR

Iwillalso look at http://www.softrock.co.uk for a demo version

Very well. Comrade, and good luck... but... how did you pronounce that logo?

IIadopt a false

szs

Icon Technology
EasiWriter Pro+ lor £99.00 inclusive (RRP £155.09)

TechWriter Pro+ lor £139.00 (RRP £213-84)

or upgrade from: WVriier, lEasiWriter 4.08 (or earlier), ITalkWrite.
\StartWrite, \EasiReader to:

EasiWriter Pro+ for £60.00 inclusive
TechWriter Pro+ for £100.00 inclusive

Award winning word
processors still under active
development.
Reads and writes MS Word.

254 page manual.

• Reads/Writes RTF and HTML.
• Multi-column layouts with

graphics.
• Automatic Tahles and

numbered lists.

Church I louse. Church Street, Carlby, Lines. PE9 4NB
www.IconTechnology.net Phone/Fax 01778 590 563

PHR Computers

You can get your Acorn, RiscStation and
Microdigital machines from

PHR Computers, 55 Walcott Walk, Netherton,
Peterborough PE3 9QE Tel: 01733 754814

M
Warm Silence Software Ltd cannot

attend the Acorn South West show, but
our products are available from CJE
and other good dealers.
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RISC OS dis
What do you do when your

Government decides that a

limited company is not a
limited company when it

thinks that it can raise more taxes?

Simple — find something else to do.
So you're income goes down but then
so does the Government's revenue —

nice one.

1expect we've all got some dream
project that we would much rather be
doing than the "day job", and with
the "encouragement" of our glorious
leader 1 decided the time had come.

Since my income was going to be
clobbered anyway I decided that it
was time take the leap into the world
of new and recycled Land Rover
spares. Being the owner of five Land
Rovers of varying types, and having
driven, used and abused them for
about ten years 1was finding it
difficult to gel used spares, and
impossible to get off-the-shelf ones.

So the first tiling was to find some
premises. This was not so easy as you
might suppose, people are a bit
funny about car spares places,
perhaps with some justification from
the past activities of the traditional
scrap yard. The first unit 1found fell
through at the last moment, which I
found very disappointing at the time.
However, a few weeks later I found
another, much bigger, and moved in.

The other advantage of the
cancellation of the first unit was that

by now it had become apparent that I
would also need to sell new spares,
and the original location near Stoke-
on-Trent would have caused

problems with suppliers, as they
have other customers in the area —

what a disaster that would have

been.

I knew right from the start,
having been a customer of other
places for some years, that stock
control was going to be a vital issue
in the smooth running of the
business. I talked to many people
about stock and accounting systems,

February 2001 www.acornuser.com

and it looked as though setting up
was going to be expensive: £600
would only buy me a stock control
and invoicing system, and then I
would have to buy an accounting
system as well, and somehow nail the
two together.

I was edging towards the idea of
developing my own system (with
hindsight thank God I didn't) on my
trusty Rise PC when I remembered
Prophet from Apricote Studios. After
looking at the www.apricote.com Web
site I decided to take the plunge —
even if it was no good I was only
going to waste £200. Most of the
freelance work I've done has been in

the real-time/embedded area of
software engineering so I had never
(apart from Pegasus at University)
played with an accounts package in
anger — and I was not looking
forward to it.

Very promptly the parcel arrived
and, in an unusual bout of
sensibleness, I sat down and read the
entire manual. And it was written in

English! Where financial terminology
is used it is explained in simple terms
that even 1 could understand. Even

the advice, both in the manual and
on their Web page, was clear, concise
and, best of all, free!

After two or three days getting my
head round what my company
systems were going to be I took the
plunge and installed the software and
configured the various accounts,
suppliers, invoices and so on. It all
went very well, with most of the
hiccups down to me.

Trying to decide what to stock
was the next problem. Fortunately
my main supplier provided a "top
ten" of parts, and together with my
own experiences and some research
into the my likely customers I made
my first order. This took about a
week to type into Prophet and
involved defining a set of loose rules
concerning part descriptions. This
was necessary so I could make

effective

use of

Prophet's well
thought out
search facilities, one of
its very nice features. To be able
to search for a description as well as
part numbers reduces greatly the
time spent trawling through the parts
books, thus making things quicker
for the customers.

Setting up invoice and order
forms was simple, but left a great
deal to be desired in terms of

usability — it's not WYSIWYG and a
deal of trial and error is required to
get things right, but the templates do
help in ensuring that the correct
information is present on the forms.
One huge hole in the software is the
lack of ordinary counter receipts.

Usually you just issue a receipt
with a sale and everything gets
accounted for in the day book at the
end of each day. Though Prophet
undoubtedly does the necessary in
terms of updating the day book there
is no way of generating a presentable
receipt so every transaction has to be
done using an invoice. This soon
leads to huge amounts of "paper
work" in the system.

However a very useful feature is
the ability to drag and drop all fields
in the various windows. When

checking an order to get the stock
locations it's very much simpler just
dragging part numbers to the stock
"find" dialogue box and clicking on
"find first" than it would to have



covery

type in
the

imbers.

However, this
process also revealed a

subtle fault, namely the way
Prophet deals with undelivered items.
Theonly way to do this is to delete
the undelivered item from the

original order (it's only temporary
deletion, the stored copy does not
change) and then clickon "Update.
Stock". Unfortunately Prophet gets it
wrong and the quantity fields get out
of sync with the part numbers —
luckily I spotted this early on before
too much damage had been done.

Populating an invoice is also a
drag and drop operation, just drag
the part number to the invoiceand all
the rest get filled in by the software.
There is another little problem here
that caused some extra work, if an
item is included in the invoice that

does not have a part number, such as
an overall price for filling an axle
with oil, the invoice is correct but the
sales ledger gets updated with two
entries — one for the stock items and
one for the unnumbered items.

This would not be a problem if all
the VAT was not put on the first
entry. It's not a show stopper but is
irritating. There is however one
failing that is very nearly a show
stopper — you cannot print directly
to the printer without frequent
crashes. Though it's only the actual
printing that stops.and nothing get
upset in the books, it is very

irritating, and very time consuming,
having to print via a file every time.

The only real disaster to date has
not been the fault of either the

hardware or the software. A mouse (a
real, living, breathing mouse) had got
into the computer via the hole left
when a network had been removed

and had, er, relieved itself over
couple of IC's. Thanks to Paul at
Desktop Projects sorting out a new
motherboard very quickly the show
was soon back on the road, and
Prophet very sensibly reported that all
was not well (the machine actually
staggered on for quite a while before
finally refusing to boot) and
recommended reverting to a backup.

Though I was only without the
machine for five days I quickly
realised just how dependent on it I
am. I had two orders arrive and

could not be sure I was putting them
in the correct locations, but even
worse was a customer asking for a
part and me not being sure if they
were a stock item, had I got any and
where on earth they were — I could
not even generate an order.

After this problem it took a few
days to check that the stock database
was not corrupted, and more time
was spent on checking that the sales
and purchase ledgers were correct.
Both had in fact, before the backup
was used, been quite
badly damaged. Thus
one crash had cost me a

lot of time and effort. I

also work as a freelance

software engineer and I
know that without

spending a lot of money 1
would be nowhere near

as secure as I am with

RISC OS and Prophet.
So would I

recommend Prophet for a
business? In principle it's
a definite "Yes", but there
is a catch. I contacted the

authors regarding the

Getting into business
with RISC OS

printing bug and the receipt
generation and the reply was that no
further work would be done on

Prophet until the PC version was
complete.

If those two major problems were
fixed I would be able to recommend

Prophet to anyone for business use,
but until they are fixed you would
have to be a bit of an enthusiast to

live with them. I've got 4780 stock
items in it at the moment and it

seems to cope well with the load. If
the authors could be persuaded to
sort the bugs out, and perhaps add a
facility to scan manual pages in and
link them to part numbers there
could be a good market there.

Most garage systems currently are
Unix-based with text-only screens.
The users do not care what OS is

being used, they just need it to be
stable and allow them to find bits

quickly. If you get the chance, pop
into your local Land Rover dealer
and get a price for some part,
preferably one that's a little obscure.
They will be using a Windows-based
system which clearly demonstrates
how not do it. You can't load data
from other suppliers, and you can't
change prices to allow you to make a
deal, the user interface is clumsy and
it's slow. So, will I be sticking with
Prophet? Well, yes. • i^i ^

www.acornuser.com February 2001 Eftj



ExpLAN
COMPUTERS LTD

17-inch LCD MONITOR

no eye-strain

- flicker free

• 1360x1024 resolution
using RISC OS MDF
and lead supplied

£999 + VAT

= il173.82 + carriage
other models are available at lower cost

Please ask for details

PO Box 32, TAVISTOCK

Devon PL19 8YU

01822 613868 Fax 610868

Hot? Bible
Multimedia
software

£70Base Pack (UK). KJV & Slrongs
NIV, NASB, Hebrew, Greek, Welsh; each £ 25
NRSV, REB, GNB & resource materials £ 45
IVP Bible Commenlary £ 30
Lion Electronic Reference Library £ 45
Vulgaic, French, Swahili, Kinyarwandan £ 10
Multimedia Resource Builder utility £ 38

Many 3rd party materials available: Hymn database.
Anglican Liturgy. Matthew Henry Commentary.
Bible dictionaries, children's stories, pictures etc

Network:
Ethernet LObaseTcard £95
Ethernet combo 10basc2/T card £ 99

D-liitk lObaseT hub, 8-port +1 BNC H44

RISC OS 4

Self-fit Kit

£99

£174

Authorised
Installer

&*!Includes R04 and a 4Gb Hard-disc

^reformatted and R04 uploaded &
latest patches applied. Comprehensive Instructions

The safe way to upgrade your computer without data-loss!

New website & email addresses:

http://www.explan.co.uk
sales@explan.co.uk
Prices exclude VAT & carriage. E&OE

KaDCERa

• FS-800 B-grade £ 285
PostScript; A4, 600 dpi, 8ppm, 0.9p /page

• FS-1200 B-grade £ 399
PostScript; A4, 600 dpi, 12ppm, 0.8p /page

• FS-1750 B-grade £ 549
PostScript; A4, 1200 dpi, l4ppm, 0.3p page

Extrapaper trays& duplex units (noi FS-800)avail.
Additional RAM recommended for RISC OS fonts.

Canon

.- P QQ «From:- £ 99

BJC6100 NOW: £129
A4+,720 dpi colour, 550gm card
Dual cartridge; four separate ink-tanks

includes drivers for IPrinters 1.04
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nternet experience
It was bound to happen sooner or

later, the time was going to come
when I would want to use e-

mail, browse the Web and
download programs without having
to walk 25 minutes to the university
computer room.

I'd heard lots of horror stories

about ISP's not supporting RISC OS
and difficulties connecting to
services. There is one ISP that

supports the platform, Argonet, but
being a student I was going to have
to try one of the free services before
resorting to paying for anything.

I just happened to have a
Freeserve CD lying around, of course
this is useless for my Rise PC, but the
sleeve did give a URLfor manual
sign-up. So I trudged off for the last
time to the computing service
building and sign up. That done, 1
returned home.

Setting it up
To be brutally honest this was a
complete nightmare from start to
finish, everything that could have
gone wrong did.

There was already a copy of the.
ANT Internet Suite installed on the

machine, complete with news articles
from The back end of 1998, which
made interesting reading. My first
step was to delete all of the previous
owners mailboxes and ISP settings.

Next to do was write a script file
for connecting to Frceserve, I had all
the information I needed in front of

me, so it should have been easy, or so
I thought. I got a connection of sorts,
but e-mail was erratic and it couldn't

resolve any web addresses.
I I I
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You canloseit lol of memory using Ihe Internet

Richard Roberts gets to grips with the differences
between his old world and the new RISC OS one

Fortunately, I was able to use
ANTTerm to access the university
servers, and so use Lynx. And for
those who complain about RISC OS
Web browsers, just try Lynx and then
see what you think then.

Lynx allowed me to access Paul
Vigays' site, who had been patiently
giving me advice and instructions
throughout the process. And there it
was, a Lynx-friendly entrance to the
site, the only one I've ever seen. A
proper Freeserve dial-up script was
soon downloaded to the server and

transferred to my machine using FTP.
To cut a long story short I eventually
got it set up and working but only
with a lot of help from many people.

The modem was easy to set up
though. I bought the cheapest,
unheard-of brand I could find and

just plugged it in. No messing
around with drivers and installing
software that Windows requires. I
just plugged it in and it worked.

E-mail and news
Marcel, the built-in mail and news
client for the ANT Suite handles both
mail and news very well. A few
tweaks in "Choices..." and I have it

working exactly the way I like. I
found that using Edit for writing
messages could result in some
strange formatting unless I changed
its options every time I composed a
message. This was rather tedious, so
1got hold of Zap and its special e-

mail mode, and this
combination works

much better and

without any
problems. I also
find the colouring

|r] ofquoted text that
Zap provides very
clear and it makes

things easier to
follow when a

message contains
more than one

quote. The main features that are
lacking in my opinion are that I can't
put graphics and suchlike in the
messages without creating an
attached HTML file. Personally 1
don't mind this, it wasn't something
I ever did on my Windows machine
but I can see why it would put some
people off.

I do appreciate being able to
compose a message without having
to wait for a huge word processor
such as Word fire-up first. A good
text editor is all that is needed for the

things I do.

Web browsing
This is where the real test comes. It is

a fact that RISC OS-based Web

browsers do not have the same

functionality and features as those on
most other platforms. But this isn't to
say that they are unusable, not by
any means. I have to say though that
with Windoxvs, neither Netscape nor
Internet Explorer ever let me down.

To begin with I used Fresco as it
was supplied with the ANT Suite.
While it was great for looking at
most sites, I found it couldn't cope
with most online banking and
shopping sites. Mainly I couldn't
even enter them due to the lack of

SSL. I tried again after installing the
SSL module from Argonet. I could
now enter the sites, but Fresco's
JavaScript is not up to scratch, and
resulted in lots of "No data could be

fetched from this URL" errors.

Specifically, I couldn't access my
bank account online, nor could I buy
train tickets, or access Web based e-
mail. I buy a lot of train tickets and 1
always buy them online as using the
phone wastes half an hour and the
local station is unstaffed. Besides,
there is the pound discount, that
nearly pays for a pint you know!

By now Oregano had been
available for some time, and the
general opinion seemed to be that it
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handled JavaScript more reliably and
was more stable than Fresco. This

coupled with the fact that it is in
active development compared to
Fresco being dormant for the
foreseeable future made me decide to

give it a try.
I installed Oregano, downloaded

the update necessary to have the full
version and then found the

download had got corrupted
somehow. It was frustrating that the
upgrade server wouldn't let me try
again, but Castle were very prompt
about resetting it for me and 1had no
more problems after that.

How does it compare to Fresco
and to the Windows-based browsers?

Well, it knocks spots off Fresco that's
for sure. I handles HSBC online

banking perfectly, as well as train
ticket purchases and Web-based e-
mail. It does tend to use a lot more

RAM than Fresco, but it's never
caused any problems for me. 1
wouldn't say it's faster than Fresco at
rendering, and the lack of a cache is
definitely a serious omission.

Printing is another area which
needs some attention as the colours

seem to be somewhat inaccurate.
Given the origins of Oregano, I can

browser in the RISC

OS market so this

criticism can be

applied equally to
Fresco. I do feel that

these things are
coming, we just need
to be patient. In the
meantime, lack of
Java hasn't stopped
me doing anything I
wanted to.

I can't really make
a speed comparison
here, as last year I
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was using a LAN connection with
Explorer, and everything was
downloaded and rendered in about

half a second!

Other tools
The rest of the Internet tools 1

possess have little functional
difference to their Windows
counterparts. ANTTerm is a good
terminal emulator that works well,
and the graphical FTP client is
probably the best I've ever used.

Paul Vigays' ANTUtils is a useful
addition to the Internet Suite, and
adds many useful features to the
whole Suite. The ability to do an

automatic dial-up and
mail fetches was

something that 1did
miss, and this alone
makes it worth a

tenner.

As I write, Argonet
have just announced
the cessation of

support for the ANT
Suite, though it looks likely that
another organisation may be set up
to continue support. There is even a
faint glimmer of hope that further
development of the software may
take place. By the time you read this,
all will have been resolved, one way
or the other. It would be a shame to

see the Suite die - for the most part it
provides everything needed for a
proper Internet connection, replacing
Fresco with one of the better

alternatives is easily done.

Conclusions
Perhaps I am particularly fortunate,
but I have found that the Internet

software available for RISC OS
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see where these limitations have
come from, and I don't mind that
much as Castle have said that a new

release is on the way soon which will
include a cache.

Compared to Internet Explorer and
Netscape, apart from the problems
mentioned above, Oregano seems to
be about equal. I don't have a Java
plug-in, but RiscCafe is so out of date
that it isn't likely to be of much use.
This is the one thing that could be a
serious problem in the future. Web
sites are beginning to use Java more
and more, and it would be a shame
for an otherwise excellent browser to

be crippled by this. I realise that a
Java plug-in is separate from any
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allows me to do everything I want to
do. Aside from the initial setting up,
it is less complex than the Windows
equivalents, particularly Marcel.
Outlook has so many options and
settings that it is really a little too
complex for my liking. And as with
everything Microsoft these days, it
tries to be a miniature Web browser

as well which only increases
complexity and frustration and
decreases reliability.

I do like the method for attaching
files to a Marcel message. So much
more elegant than clicking on an
"Attach" button and working with
another window. Nothing is simpler
than just dragging the files onto the
compose message window. It beats
Execmail (a less common e-mail client
I used extensively) and Outlook
hands down.

I can't say that the Web browsing
software available for this platform
has as large a feature list as that for
Windows. But the features that are

missing haven't caused me any
problems since I bought a browser
that is in active development.

It reminds me of using BeOSand
the Internet software available for

that operating system, simple to use
and geared towards getting things
done quickly. It just seems cleaner
and more elegant than the Microsoft
solution which I am used to.

My biggest gripe must be the
difficulties I had setting everything
up properly. R-Comp's Dialnp solves
these problems, but it is incompatible
with the ANT Internet Suite.

I'm reasonably happy with the
Internet experience that RISC OS
provides, and as time goes on
things can only get belter. • 3fll»l



Coming soon....

...a major new RISC OS application

ISorte - a multimedia database authoring system
Createdatabases and presentations with ease.

Output data as reports, CSVor HTML.
Applications include Family Trees, School Projects,

LearningAids, Presentations and more.
(check web pagefor development news)

Supporting Acorn computers from
1982 to 1999

Proud to support RISC OS
computers Jrom 2000 to the future

ODUISUWIjV.il
W h e n o m n a

RISC OS Software for work and entertainment

104 Manners Road, Southsea, Hampshire P04 0BG
Tel. (02392) 871530 - Fax (02392) 871531

info@digitalphenomena.co.uk
www.digitalphenomena.co.uk/software.html

AntUtils £5.00
The popular enhancement utility to the Ant Internet
Suite.

- Automatic timed fetches of email and news.

- Auto launch up to 20 internet search engines.
- Allow Fresco to 'pretend' to be Microsoft Explorer or Netscape.
- plus many more features.

Disc Commander £29.95
Disc Editor and Toolkit Utility
- Edit virtually all known disc formats
- Use as an aid to recover lost or accidentally deleted data .
- Powerful virus checking.
- Fast byte search
- compatible with most popular filing systems including parallel zip
drives, SCSI drives and 'large' discs.
- Fully RISC OS 4 compatible, including new format discs.

FresUtils £5.00
Special 'Fresco only1 version of AntUtils, for Argo
Voyager Users.

NetReader £20.00

Easy to use offline Email reader, specially designed for
novice users and schools.

- Multi-user and Network compatible
- Auto text censoring for school networks
- Marcel and CIX Conferencing compatible
- System admin control such as 'forced replies' and
'open/closed' email times/days.

Classic Games Compilation £10.00
A compilation of classic games including:
SuperSnake - an addictive version of the old favourite
arcade game, featuring configurable keys, one or two
player games, computer controlled snake and over 20
increasingly difficult levels.
Runeseeker - An arcade adventure. Can you explore the
maze to locate all the hidden coins and escape with your
lives intact? Features 12 fiendishly difficult levels,
teleports, locked doors, bombs and even an unfriendly
yeti intent on hunting you down!
Shanghai - A desktop version of the classic Chinese
strategy game. Can you remove all the matching tiles in
the quickest time? Featuring different tile sets, board
styles and difficulty levels.
Blackjack - A desktop version of the popular casino
card game, featuring full casino rules.
Nightmare Park - A bonus RISC OS version of the
original BBC B classic featuring the original 'mode T
graphics but now RISC OS 4 and StrongArm
compatible.

VZap £10.00
The original Acorn virus scanner.
- Free support as and when new viruses are discovered
- Easy use. Start scan with only two mouse clicks.
- Network compatible for schools and colleges.

These and more shareware applications and utilities are
available to download for free evaluation from:

www.digitalphenomena.co.uk/software.html

Web design and general Acorn/RISC OS consultancy
and help available. Please email for details.
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Home imp
As I suggested in my editorial

last issue there are some

things that could be
improved in the area of the

RISC OS Filer to bring it into line
with other operating systems
without requiring massive re
writes — although cooperation is
needed by developers.

Cooperation is something that I
hope we don't have too much of a
problem with in our market — in
fighting is potentially lethal.

There are a few difficulties with

the filing system and a few things
other operating systems can do,
that we can'I:

• Limited filetypes
• No individual icons

• File preview
• File embedding
• Other useful features

And these can all be solved/added
by more general use of drawfiles.

As was mentioned by John

Draw file headers
Size Description

'Draw'

Major version number
Minor version number

Identity of application that
created the file (padded
with spaces)
Overall size (bounding
box) of the image in "draw
units", given by the corner
coordinates

This is followed by zero or more
objects, each object has an object
type number (4 bytes) and a size
(4 bytes) it may have a bounding
box if it's an object to be rendered
as part of the image.

4

4

4

12

16
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Steve Tumbull provides a versatile
solution to some RISC OS problems

Carlmell in the Christmas 2000

issue, the drawfile has done more
to unify the applications in RISC
OS than any other file format. A
generalised graphic filetype that
can be used to describe most

graphics you can gel in a window.
Hence most major applications
provide a way to save their own
format as drawfiles which can then
be loaded into other programs as a
graphic.

But one clever company went a
stage further than that but before
we get to them let's take a quick
look at the structure of the

drawfile. The first 40 bytes
compose the file header as shown
in the first panel.

Now what Dalriada, the
company in question, did with
Tnblemate was to make the internal

structure of a saved file identical to

a drawfile, with the image of the
file included as standard drawfile
objects, plus a special object which
contained the data needed by
Tablematc itself to allow the file to

be edited. The filetype was,
however, given a proper Tablemate
filetype so that double-clicking it
loaded it up into the correct
program.

This meant that programs such
as Impression and Eashvriter could
simply load these files and render
them automatically as if they were
simple drawfiles (they looked at
the file header rather than the

filetype).
Yet using the OLE (object linking

and embedding) meant that the
displayed images could be loaded
back into the creation program and
edited and brought straight back

into the DTP/WP program.
Nice.

Where to go?
The most important thing is to
ensure that, whatever we do, we
don't break anything that already
works. Now it might seem that the
obvious solution at this point is to
get all application writers to do the
same thing — if they have a
displayable output record the
information as a drawfile (under
their own filetype) and keep the
application-specific data in there as
well, hidden inside a unique object.

But there's a slightly different
approach that not only provides
this clever facility but also solves
other problems: Specify a single
standard RISC OS filetype that we
will call DrawData and inside this

we invent a new drawfile object,
preferably the first one to appear,
the DrawData object which is
shown in the panel on the opposite
page.

The rest of the object uses a
lagging system, every item in it has
a unique identifying tag number
and a length which means that a
program that is scanning it can
quickly move through the file for
ones it recognises or can use.

We use tagged fields because it
generally avoids the version
problem, earlier programs ignore
tags they don't recognise.

The filetype provides an
extension of the existing filetype
system with over four billion
choices so that should be plenty
and the existing system, though not
able to cope directly, could initially
be patched (legally) to handle it. So



Improvements

rovements
DrawData Object

Size Meaning
4 Object type, DrawData,

&00000100

4 Object size in bytes
(multiples of 4)

4 Flags (unused flags set to
0)

4 Filetype (&000 to &FFF
same as RISC OS)

4 App name tag (1)
4 App name length (multiple

of 4)
n Full name of application

that created this file
padded with zeroes

4 No app message tag (2)
4 No app message length

(multiple of 4)
// Message to return if

application not found
when trying to run or load, j
padded with zeroes

4 Help message tag (3)
4 Help message length

(multiple of 4)
n Help message, padded

with zeroes

The first two items are the

stand aid header, there is a set of
flags covered in the article and the
true filetype.

when a DrawData file is double-
clicked this filetype is intercepted
by a separate program that looks at
the real filetype and then performs
the action required — perhaps
launching the correct application to
load this file. Any program
currently running will first be
asked to check whether the double-
clicked file belongs to it. If it
accepts DrawData files it can
quickly check the file contents to
see if it owns that file and load it if
it does.

What happens if the application
cannot be found? Well normally

RISC OS provides that general and
unhelpful response An application
that loads afile of this type has not
been found by the Filer. Open a
directory display containing the
required application and try again.

The reason this is a completely
hopeless message is that how do you
know which is the required
application? Using the App name
field we can solve this problem, a
different message can be used: This
file requires '.y.y.v.v.y.v xxxxx' which has
not been found by the Filer. Open a
directory display containing the
required application and try again.

But, if you've been paying
attention and looked at that tagged
list above, we could even provide a
specific message to be returned if
the file cannot be loaded. Much

more useful.

I've also included a Help item,
so that if someone is using the
interactive help a message can be
displayed that's specific tg the file
rather than a general directory
message we get at the moment.

Looking good
Up to now we've only really solved
one problem and provided some
minor cosmetic improvements. So
let's move on to something meatier.
Mac OS for one allows any file
object to be given any icon and
both Mac OS and Windows allow
file previewing — you can see
what's in the file before you load it.

We can do that. For a start we

are assuming that the file has a
general structure of a drawfile,
contains a displayable drawfile
representation of the saved file and
so can be loaded into anything that
will display a drawfile.

So we have file preview, a little
program can be used to display the
file contents — it would be nice to

tie this directly into the Filer so
that whatever is currently selected

is the item that is previewed but
we may have to wait on that.

Then we have the icon changing
option, all we need to do is have
the creating program automatically
include a small sprite (less than 500
bytes) to be displayed which can be
a rendering of the image, or
something else completely — if it's
missing the standard icon for this
filetype would be used.

Wheel reinvention
To be able to do all this would

require each application
programmer to write a whole
section of code to manipulate the
DrawData format. This is

inefficient, so what is actually
required is one module to be
written that will handle the

addition of the DrawData object
and the tagged fields.

Plus, for now, we would need
another module to hook into the
Filer and provide the extra
facilities that this idea provides. Of
course it is only an idea, no one
has done it beyond using the
drawfile structure to hold a
representation of the file plus the
file data. But the fact that it's been
done that far shows that this is a

viable option — as an experiment it
would be reasonable to take a

Tablemate file and make the

necessary modifications to the
structure to show the system
working.

So here's to a long and _____
prosperous RISC OS future. BZED

Let's do it
This may be a nice idea but it's
worthless unless implemented. If
you are interested in helping to
develop it into a workable solution
contact me at:

develop@acornuser.com
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Getting connected
Martin Hodgson explains how to get your

machine running on the Internet

s

m

etting up your RISC OS
machine to send and receive e-

mail, read the discussions on
newsgroups and to browse the

Web is (relatively) cheap and should
be simple to set-up. But, unless you
already know what you're doing, it
never is.

The software, both free and
commercial is excellent, the included
instructions for set-up are usually
well-presented but are written by the
programmers. Where programmers
do write an idiot's guide it is too
brief and still assumes too much

about the user (his understanding of
the jargon) and his machine (what
other software is on it and how it is

set up).
Some people have published

guides which pull it all together and
get you started. Some of them are
aimed at converting you from an
existing system. All seem to describe
things as they are supposed to work
(but in important respects do not). In
my experience they all seem to omit
essential items.

Having recently been through all
this, I felt that it was about time
somebody did a fully detailed guide.
I am just a normal user: not a

Configuration

Boot Discs Filer

Mouse

Fonts

Keyboard

Screen

Lock Network

Network conliguration

AUN
ill

Access Internet

Cancel Set

Internet configuration

software writer; I don't run
networks; don't make my living out
of computers am not overly thick
headed or ignorant in general.

If your machine is an up-to-date
Rise PC (or other RISC OS 4 system),
with the structured Boot application,
you can skip the Getting Ready
section, apart perhaps for the final
paragraph. Check out Bits of
software, though all the bits you need
should be there, but you must read
Configuration and SettingupSocketcer.

Getting ready
Firstly we assume you have a stand
alone RISC OS computer, not on a
school or business network. At

switch-on a banner will appear on
screen telling you what version of
RISC OS you have. If the version is
3.6 or later than you should have the
"New Boot Structure" and therefore

some essential software already
installed. When you click the mouse
on the hard disc icon and the root

directory opens you will see the '.Boot
application there.

Versions of RISC OS older than 3.6

(on pre-Risc PC and early Rise PC
machines) do not have this Boot
structure automatically. You must get

it. It was published on
magazine discs when it
was new in 1998. It is

on the Acorn User 200

CD (November 1998)
and AUCD 8 (February
2000, in the directory
BOOT).

You might find it on
the Internet (try

J www.riscos.org for links)
if you have Internet
access through other
systems. Alternatively
try the Public Domain
library APDL. If you
purchase Oregano, the
Web Browser from

Castle Technology Ltd
you get the new Boot,

Help

Pinboard

Windows

B__B
Routing

.co.uk,
Open!Internet

Interfaces

\7 Enable TCP/IP Protocol Suite

Host names User script...

Close

Figure I: Get tin g started on the configuration ofthe Internet setting:

and just about all the other software
you need for this exercise.
Installation is simple and full
instructions come with it. Be aware

that some of the software modules in

the AUCD 200 version of '.Boot will

need to be updated. More on that
later. The basic essential software for

Internet connection is a Dialler,
which connects you to the outside
world, and a Browser for visiting Web
sites, with these two you can do
everything else. There are several
RISC OS diallers, but the general
public domain (free) favourite seems
to be Socketeer though R-Comp's
Dialllp has made a good impression.

Available browsers include

WebsterXL from R-Comp at only £25,
while Oregano from Castle
Technology is £57 (plus you get all
the extras including the new Boot
structure). Acorn's Browse is still
usable but development has ceased.
A free Browser is ArcWeb, but I had
difficulty getting it to connect to
anything at all.

You have to decide who your ISP
(Internet Service Provider) is going
to be — you can't get connected
without one. There are quite a few
free ones available such as Freeserve

and BTClickFree, Socketeer comes
with configurations for these two
already installed. Whichever you
choose get hold of the CD for the
company — PC magazine CDs are
handy for any and all of them.

Configuration
On the ISP CD you will need to find
files called OFFL/INS and
SIGNUP/ISP, these contain
configuration information,
unfortunately not in a format that
RISC OS in general uses (although R-
Comp's DialUp can).

These files are often in a directory
called IF4 (standing for Internet
Explorer 4) or you can use the Filer's
Find function if they are not obvious.
Copy these over to your hard disc
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Internet configuration

Interfaces Routing

\7 Enable TCP/IP Protocol Suite

IP address

Remote address

Netmask

Obtain IP address

J From hostname

Primary interface

for reference. The files need to be
loaded into Edit (or Zap or StrongEd),
hold down Shift and double-click the
file icon to do load it up. You'll see
that it is actually a readable file,
you'll be needing some of this
information later. Being PC-based
every line is terminated with a
newline and a "carriage return"
(shown as [Od] in Edit) — Zap and
StrongEd don't show the extra
characters — if you use Edit delete
them using Find/Replace 'magic
characters'.

Now to configure your machine:
Double-click on '.Boot in the root
directory of your hard disc drive.
This opens the Configuration
window (Figure I) — RISC OS 4 is
shown but the same applies for
earlier versions of Configure — click
on Network and then Internet to open
the Internet configuration window.

Click on the button next to

'Enable TCP/IP Protocol Suite' so
that it is ticked. Click on Interfaces
and tick the PPP button, then click
on the Configure... button.

In the window that opens (Serial:
PPP), enter localhost into the IP
address slot. In the Remote address

enter the first DNS_Address as
shown in the OFFL/INS file for your
Internet Service Provider. This is a

sequence of four numbers, separated
by full stops. In the Netmask slot
enter 255.255.255.0 as shown in

Figure I. Click to select Manually,
under 'Obtain IP address'. Click on
Set, then on Close to close those two
windows.

Now click to open the Host names
window. Enter localhost for the Host
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Figure la: More detail on the Configuration
of theInternet settings

name, and your ISP's
Domain name from their

OFFL/INS file. Click the 'Use
name servers also' button to

select it. Click Set to close the

window. Click Close to close
the previous window.

While we are here, just click
on the AUN and Access icons

to confirm that the Enable

buttons in there are not

licked in either, then click Set
to save all the details and

close the main Configuration
window.

It seems that much of the

text information you have
just typed in will be overwritten by
Socketeer when it is run but make

sure all the buttons are ticked as

required.

Bits of software
Socketeer needssome reasonably up-
to-date software modules to be

present in System. So open the '.Boot
directory by pressing Shift while
double-clicking it; double-click on
Resources, Shift+double-click '.System
then open 310 and Modules. In there
should be a directory called Toolbox,
containing several software module
files. You can easily see what
versions you have by Shift+doublc-
dicking each module to load them
into your normal editor. The window
that opens is full of gobbledygook,
but at the top, in the first five lines or
so is some text. This text gives the
name, version, and date of that
module. Socketeer will demand the

following versions (or later) :
Iconbar 1.18

Menu 0.33

Proglnfo 0.14

Window1.59

Socketeer will also demand the

SerialDev application placed in
'.Boot.Resources, and the module
SerialBuff1.01 or later which can be
put inside !Boot.Resources.
System.h4odules. These can be got
from the Internet or APDL, or
various compilation discs and CDs.

The Acorn / ANT Resolver
module, and Acorn's PPP module
are essential, but should already be
in '.Boot.Resources.!System.
Modules.310.Network. On pre-RISC
OS 3.7 you will also need the

CallASWl module in the directory
ISystem.Modules.

A small application called SysLog
should also be obtained and placed
in '.Boot.Resources. This deals with
error logging and can give useful
information when things go wrong
later.

Setting up Socketeer
Create a directory in the root
directory of your hard disc and name
it Internet. Place Socketeer and your
browser in there.

Now you need the details of the
ISP (Internet Service Provider) you
are using. If you do not already have
an account, use the SIGNUP/ISP
details. Armed with this information

you can now configure Socketeer.
Load Socketeer to the iconbar.

Menu click on the icon bar icon and

select Setup —> Connection. This
gives you the Socketeer Setup
window as in Figure II. Click on
Add... In the small window which

opens, type in a short name to
identify your ISP and click Add to
close it. Ensure the name is showing
in the Connection slot at the top of
the Setup window.

Click the TCP/IP button: Leave
the Gateway entry blank (we are a
stand-alone machine, with direct
access). Click in the DNS servers
writable slot (icon) and type in the
DNS_Address and the
DNS_Alt_Address numbers given by
the ISP, leave a space (no full stop or
comma) between the two addresses.
In Local domain enter the ISP domain

name. In this example 1 use freeuk.com
copied from the OFFL/INS details.

Next click the Modem icon. Select
the driver from the menu available

by clicking the menu icon at right of
centre. If you have a Rise PC you
want the InternalPC driver. Older

machines (prior to A5000) will
probably be Internal (and will require
a special cable to connect to the
modem — see your manual). For
speed select 115200 for a Rise PC.
You probably need a slower speed
for older machines — check your
manual.

The server we are using uses PPP,
so select that. In the Phone number

icon enter the telephone number,
including the area code, for the ISP.



Debian!
We now have Aleph ARMLinux for the Rise PC
using the current Debian Linux. It includes our
book of over 120 pages and over 3000 appli
cations on three CD ROMs, including the Moz-
illa web browser, GIMP for photo manipulation,
and Word Processing and Spreadsheet pack
ages, all for £40 including postage and VAT.
We can provide a new Hard Disc with Bootable
Aleph ARMLinux already installed, and with
space for your RISCOS and PC work too, from
£150 for 10GB. Larger drives, and RISCOS 4
and the drive reformatting needed to use it, are
also available at extra cost.

A number of options is involved; details are on
our Web pages at:

www.alephl .co.uk/armlinux/order
We are happy to quote before you order, or
post you details and an Order Form.
Aleph One Ltd The Old Courthouse Bottisham CAMBRIDGE
UK CB5 9BA Tel +44(0)1 223 811 679 Fax 01 223 812 713

email info@aleph1.co.uk

WORRIED ABOUT

INTERNET COSTS?
Don't worry, we can provide you with a package which gives you.
E-mails, Newsgroup access. Web surfing and includes a modem.

We can now oiler you 4 diffeicnl options:

I) Internal RPC 33.6k modem with all software and connection to Frecserve. .€69.95

Software is • Socketeer. for dialling your interne) provider; • Messcnger/Newsbase, for
reading writing and storing your email and news; • Popstar. for sending and receiving
mail; • Newsliound, for sending and receiving news; • Webster XL. for Web browsing.

2) External USR 56k Modem with all Ihe software and connection to Freeservc.

Comes with Webster XL for browsing the Web. £109.95

3) Internal 33.6k Modem with all the software and the New Oregano Browser and
connection to Freeserve. £109.95 (Oregano replaces Webster XL)

4) External USR 56k Modem with all the software and the NEW Oregano Browser
and connection to Freescrve. £169.95 (Oregano replaces Webster XL)

All options come with our own RISC OS-specific fitting instructions.

The software provided comes on CD-Rom. If you don't have a suitable drive
we can supply them at a very reasonable cost, call for details.

Alternatively the software can be provided floppy disc if requested.

Don't forget our extensive range of Software and Hardware upgrades-
All prices include VAT. Please add £6 P & P to each option.

(
Micro Supplies Ltd

?5Q WEBBSIANE, MIDDIEWICH, CHESHIRE CW10 90S
TEL01M68UW FAX:0I6MJMII1 emoil:soles6cloiesmicro.com

Web site: http://OTfw.cloresmicio.com

ARM 7500 CPU 56 Mhz (50Mips),
RISC OS 4. 16Mb EDO RAM, «/6Mb

Flash Memory, 4Gb H/Orivc, 48x
CO ROM, lObaseT network, Game,
Hi-Speed Parallel, 2x HISpeed
Serial ports, In/ra-Rcd, 16Bit 3D
Sound, onboard Midi.

New Kinetic Rise PC/rom
_1173.82

Strong, fA Mi3t>.h. CPU (Rev T),
RISC ftsjfiSJMhfRAM Gb H/
Drivd, *W&!b ' t)M 73.82*

Rise PC 233T' Web Wizard

StrongARM 233J-.:.:. cr>U Rev T),
RISC-OS 4, 34MI RAM, •

.Drive, 40jc CO ROMjjyukJ**
ATuT7rtternet-S^ftWare^£1173.82*

£94.00 to:

Base only - £586.33
With 14" Monitor £680.33

15" Monitor £703.83

17" Monitor £762.58
L 19" Monitor £880.08

www.co-comp.co.uk
For new- 'R7500 LiteV (with enqutry@co-comp.CO.uk
10.2Gb H/Drive & 64Mb RAM add Tel: 07970 064479

Fax: 07971 434612

'Monitors /rom £116.32
System Delivery Jrom £15
Prices Incl. VAT unless stated.

E&OE

Authorised
Installer

Web Hosting
25Mb Fast WebSpace 3Gb Bandwidth^
Pre-Installed Perl scripts Full CGI-BIN
POP3 email accounts PHP4, MySQL

All that's needed for your dynamic content website! • WAP
From small database to/ull e-commerce

_1 Engineered with precision using:
n - HTML - PHP - MySQL - Perl - Java

- Javascript - Apache - Linux
The best in dynamic, interactive websites

Multiple domains-> same server
Sub-domains: save on registry fees
-.co.uk -.ltd.uk -.org.uk -.plc.uk

- .com - .net - .org

Automatically registered with search engines

Tel: 07970 064479

www.co-comp.co.uk Fax: 07971 434612
enquiry@co-comp.co.uk

Box 199, Preston. PR1 9SS

TWeb Programming
\ &Design

Domain Names
From£10+VAT

.Turnkey Computing & Internet Solutions VAT: GB-757 5654 86 ,

Do you know what PostScript is?
Or PDF?

Would you know how to get
a RISC OS drawfile rendered into

Quark XPress on a Mac?

Tau Press is expanding rapidly and is now
looking for the right person to take over
the layout work for Acorn User and other
Tau Press magazines.

Apart from experience in DTP work with
RISC OS and on the Mac, you need to be
bright and lively to work in a friendly and
very hard-working environment.

Plus there is potential for
advancement for a person
willing to be responsible in
their post.

Contact: Sharon Henderson

on 0161 429 8902

tau
PRESS
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Getting Socketeer set upfor FreeUK fjjjj SpcHeteer setup

Note the number may be different
according to whether you are going
to sign-up, or already have an
account. Look at the relevant file for

details.

Next click the Account: It you
already have an account, type in
your log-in name, and the password.
Select the Save to File button. If you
do not already have an account,
enter in the name and password
shown in the SIGNUP/ISP file, and
don't Save to File.

Finally click on Save to save the
configuration. This will be saved in
the directory
IBoot.Choices.Socketeer.Profiles, and
is a text file. View it in Edit if you feel
the need to check your settings
directly.

PPP and secrets
There is a complication with some
ISPs, Freeserve being one. What
follows is gleaned from others
(notably Matthew Somerville's Web
page) which is full of advice and
links for Internet people.

You need to open the directory
IBoot.Resources.Hnternet.files and in

there make a new directory and
name it PPP.

Into this place the following text
files, taking Freeserve for example,
created in Edit:

• CMAPSecret containing one line
of the form

YourUserName.freeserve.co.uk *

YourPassword

• PAPSecrets containing the same
line as above.

'YourUserName' and

'YourPassword' should be replaced
by the name and password you do
use, in both files.

Then, click Menu over your text
editor's iconbar icon and select

Create —> Obey, in order to create
two Obey files:

ip-up containing the line
Set PPP$Connected Yes

ip-doxun containing the line
Unset PPP$Connected

And that is that, done and dusted.

The connection
Reset your machine to ensure
everything has booted up in the new
configuration. Connect your modem
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Connection:

Rename-

Gateway

DNS servers

FreoUK

Add... Delete

126 U4.2 212 126 144.13

Q TCP/IP

j Modem

J Account

,J Connection

J Front-end

CancelLocal domain

frnmikcnm
Save

with the appropriate computer to
modem cable (PC or Acorn style
depending on your computer). Plug
the modem into a telephone socket
and switch on.

Double-click on Socketeer to load
it. Click on the iconbar icon to open
the connection panel. Make sure the
name of your ISP is shown in the
bottom left corner of the panel, and
click on Connect. The modem will

initialise and dial your ISP. Load
your Browser and type in the URL
(the Internet address) that you want
to go to — your ISP's home page
URL should be in the OFFL/INS file.

If you don't have an account with
the ISP yet, go to the URL given in
the SIGNUP/ISP file, and get signed
on.

Make a careful note of the User

Name and Password you use,
including the case, upper or lower.
You will need to return to Setup —>
Connection and edit your set-up in
Socketeer to include the new

information, and save it.

And that is that. You are free to

explore the World Wide Web.
Subscribing to News groups, and
sending and receiving e-mail
requires more software, all of it free
if you wish, but which has to be set
up. Now that you are connected all
that software is readily available to
you. More on that another time.

A few thoughts
• I have kept to totally free software
(other than the Browser) for this
exercise. However, for not a lot of
cash (£20 actually, and you can get
the browser WebsterXL in a deal with

it) R-Comp have recently launched
an application called DialUp. This
sets itself up. You simply drop an
OFFL/INS file onto a configuration
window and everything is set. It

Sut.kcleer setup

Connection:

Rename...

FreeUK fl|
Add.. Delete I

Driver

Port

Speed j 115200

Server! PPP 1 I

IntomalPC ^g|

Phone | 0845 0

Redial I 3 I times

J Drop'cleanly'

•

j TCP/IP

(9 Modem

j Account

_j Connection

.J Front-end

Cancel

Save

comes with some of the free software

needed for news and e-mail

included.

You do still need the proper IBoot
structure with all the bits and pieces
in it. The difference is that in the

configuration step above, Enable
TCP/IP must be left un-ticked.

• Any Browser should work with
no Setup required. If it does fail to
connect, make sure it is not

configured to use a Proxy.
• Nothing is more frustrating than

to have a system which does nothing
at all when you try to access the
outside world.

You can check that the computer
and modem are communicating by
loading a simple Terminal emulator.
Load Socketeer and load the Terminal

emulator (any type — VT100, VT52,
Viewdata, ANSI or whatever).

Click on the Terminal icon to open
up a terminal window, switch on the
modem (disconnected from the
phone line), and type AT followed by
pressing RETURN.

The modem should respond with
OK on your screen. If you type ATD
and RETURN the modem will try to
dial out, it's 'Off Hook' light will
illuminate, the call will fail, and the
modem reports NO CARRIER.

Suitable terminal programs
should be available on the Web,
probably in some kind of 'History'
section of sites such as Hensa and

Stuttgart University (links from
www.riscos.org). I have three, TaskANSI,
TaskData, Tansi_sm, all from David
Filling's RISC OS Terminals disc
(dated 1990).

These all work in the Desktop and
simply open up a nice old fashioned
black window with a blinking cursor,
awaiting your input.

Good luck l3kM»_
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We have 40 ex-demo Epson GT7000
scanners for sale for only £85, all of
them are boxed, excellent condition,
with full documentation.

These excellent scanners have a 600

x1200dpi resolution.

As this is such an extra special offer
we are accepting cheque orders by
post only. Order Now!

Extras
SCSI II Twain driver £15

TWAIN Imagemaster £35

ONLY 40

AVAILABLE

ORDER NOW

WHILE THERE'S

STILL TIME

PLEASE SEND ME

One Epson GT7000Scanner for £85

One SCSI II TWAIN driver for £15

One TWAIN imagemaster software package for £35

Add VAT® 17.5%
{Individual. «nd buillMoa MidVATin UKjnd Europe;,buslnes«e*do nnl idd VATin Europe)
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Address:

SUB-TOTAL

TOTAL

Postcode: E-mail:

Send your cheque / Postal Order (payable to Tau Press) to:

D Please lickhereifyoudo notwishto receive promotional information from othercompanies
Send order to: Tau Press, 26 Stockport Village,Hooper Street, Stockport SK1 1DQ
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Trial by usabi
What was it 1 said last month?

Consistent where it counts,
flexible metaphor, Fitts
adherent? That's UltraGUI

in a nutshell. We know what it takes

to adhere to Fitts's law — have hard

to miss targets.
Consistency can even be neatly

categorised into parts of the UI that
must be identical in all applications
through to parts that should be
unique. But what about the
metaphor? What's flexibility got to
do with it? And where does usability
figure into all this? Read on dear
readers, read on.

A good metaphor allows the user
to intuit how to use the interface.

There are essentially two kinds of
metaphor: abstract ones and real-
world ones. The RISC OS desktop
uses an abstract metaphor (for a
desk, no less). It doesn't really look
much like a desk, but it's similar in
certain ways. Everything you need to
work with is 'on' the desktop, files
are located 'in' it, and there's a large

QuickTime Plnyor Interface

Movio Tiile

ThoMatrlx24f.320.mov

Fast Fast
Rewind Forward
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flat area in which to work.

The Quicktime interface I
discussed last month, on the other
hand, uses a real-world metaphor.
Here everything looks as much like
the real-world object that the
software shares most functions with.

Being a video/ audio player then,
the Quicktime interface looks
something like a portable DVD
player.

Interfaces that use a real-world

metaphor for the desktop have even
been attempted (Acorn and
Microsoft, to name but two, have
had a go). In these you actually see a
picture (perhaps in 3D) of a desk
inside a room with which you have
to interact.

But I've already shown how
disastrously wrong Quicktime's
interface went. Being real-world
allowed immediate familiarity with
certain aspects of the interface, but
because Quicktime is just one
application running on an operating
system with its own consistency

rules, the user must
do more learning to
overcome the breaks

in consistency.
II that were the

only problem,
though, there would
be nothing wrong
with whole operating
systems designed
with a real-world

metaphor. In fact,
given some depth, the
Quicktime interface
would sit quite nicely
on the 3D desk of a

real-world OS. In this

situation Quicktime
would be breaking no
consistency rules and
everyone would
know how to use it.

But would they want
to?

The trouble with

real-world interfacesOoT<

End

is that they're very restrictive. Just as
the designer must limit himself to
making it look real, so he limits the
functions of the software to those of
the real object.

Usability counts
A real portable DVD player is limited
to having a very simple interface.
Because it's portable, it must be
small, which means there is very
little space for buttons. The interface,
then, consists of a few primarily
placed buttons for essential functions
such as play, pause and so on.
Because it's very cheap to
implement, damage resistant and
easy to use, a thumbwheel is used to
control the volume.

Dynamic feedback is largely
tactile in nature — the user knows a

button was successfully pressed
because it 'clicks' down in some way.
Because the screen is so small, all of
it must be used to display the movie,
leaving further feedback to on-screen
indicators overlayed onto the movie,
just like TVs. Very few non-essential
functions are provided simply
because there would be no way to
control such extras with a few small

buttons.

The Quicklime interface has a few,
essential buttons for play, pause and
so on. It has a visual representation
of a thumbwheel for the volume

control. Certain feedback is even

provided overlayed onto the movie
in version 5 of the software.

Beyond these similarities, the
interface has a certain shape and size
(you could almost peel it off the
screen and hold it in your hand)
along with a brushed metal look to
complete the picture. The interface
clearly succeeds in precisely
imitating a real-world object.

It's missing something though.
Tactile feedback for starters. Without

this the player must change the
colour of the buttons to indicate

when a button is available, when it
has been clicked, and when it's the



active function. Sadly, in trying to
look like a real-world object (and in
trying to also look attractive at the
same time), this sort of feedback has
been lost. The main buttons look

greyed out whether you can click
them or not, and it's only when, say,
a movie is playing that the play
button looks like you can click on it.

It's also missing the ability to use
your thumb on that rotary volume
control. Instead it seems you have to
click at the bottom of the wheel, drag
round and up to the top, let go,
move back to the bottom and wash-

rinse-repeat to increase the volume.
The interface designers knew this
was a less than easy task so, though
the interface doesn't hint at it, you
can just click anywhere near the
wheel and drag up or down as far as
you want, letting the pointer move
away from the wheel.

Another problem the designers
saw was that a wheel doesn't give
any indication of what the volume is.
So they cheated and put a little
triangle next to the wheel that fills

Quicktime quibbles
Take a long look at the then
brand-new interface on the

opposite page. Note the greyed-
out buttons, thumbwheel and
masses of empty space wasted.

Onto a brave new update of the
interface. Note the close box that

needs to be explained, and lack of
other window manipulation tools.
What does the 'Think Different'

button do? (Nothing). Is the
movie paused or playing?

Finally the only-just released
Quicktime 5. Note the three
window manipulation tools at
top, but what do they do? How do
you pause/stop a movie? How do
you now access the additional
controls and info on a clip?

These interfaces become more

and more attractive, but are they
any more usable?

Sendu Balu challenges Brand X
to take the usability test

up the louder the volume. It's
interesting to note that with
version 5 of the software they got
rid of all these problems by just
using a slider control for the
volume instead.

The biggest thing it seems to be
missing, however, is functionality.
Sure, it seems to be able to do
what the portable DVD player can
do. But this is an advanced piece
of computer software. There's no
reason why you shouldn't be able
to do a million and one wonderful

things with your movie and sound
clips. Store them, sort them, mark
out favourites, read information
about them.

But none of these functions are

available in a portable DVD player,
so the portables interface can no
longer be copied. Instead, the
Quicklime designers had to stretch
their real-world metaphor approach
and integrate a set of drawers at the
bottom of the player.

So it's a DVD player with
drawers, no problem. You can still
imagine peeling it off your screen
and holding it, drawers and all. In
fact you'll wish you could peel it off
your screen, because with the
drawers extended the interface takes

up a massive amount of screen real
estate.

That's if you can get the drawers
to extend, because they won't if the
bottom of the player is too close to
the bottom of the screen. And that's

if you'd even want the drawers open,
because with their restricted size and

art-designed looks, sorting and
finding files in the favourites drawer
is near impossible (providing file
names for the favourites would have

broken the real-world metaphor, so
they didn't).

All this could be solved with the

use of standard pop-up windows
and a normal Filer-like

representation of the user favourites,
but such windows would be too

abstract — when was the last time

you saw a set of interface controls
appear out of thin air in front of your
walkman?

Real-world bad?
Sticking to a real-world metaphor is
extremely difficult when designing
an interface. If you're careful not to
break any consistency rules, you're
likely still left with an interface that
isn't very usable on a day-to-day
basis. But this isn't always the case.
When you have a piece of software
that has no more functions than the

real-world object it's imitating (and
when you won't want to add
functions in the future), real-world
metaphors can be useful. Take Calc,
for instance. It looks like a simple
calculator and, because it is a simple
calculator, the interface is a success.

UltraGUI, of course, must be
designed with a very abstract
metaphor that isn't going to restrict
the number or addition of functions.

In a word, he'll have to be flexible.
I made the promise that I

would(n't) tell you what UltraGUI
looked like this month. He isn't some

futuristic 3D desk in a 3D room

you'll need a VR suit to use. Rather,
being as flexible as he is, he's a very
abstract representation of an office.
There are things that look like
windows and menus, buttons and
pinboards. Sort of like RISC OS then?
Or more like Windows? Or perhaps
most similar to MacOS? We'll see

dear readers, we'll see. I3WB_
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Essential IT Applications for Classrooms and Home

All of our Acorn software titles on one fantastic CD

making it the best way to upgrade all your software.

Over £600 worth of software

w FREE site licence

The latest versions of:

DataSweet 3

Banner II

Splosh & Splosh+
ReTreeval

Terry the Turtle
Datasheet II

Pictogram

WordLib

Gallery

PortFolio

RepTile
Calendar

Supplied documentation may vary

All this for

Only £60
Excludes VAT & Carriage

8a Nunhold Business Centre, Dark Lane
Hatton, Warwickshire CV35 8XB

Tel: 01926 842544 Fax: 01926 843537

email: info@kudlian.net web: www.kudlian.net



What's mine is yours
Keep a weather eye on Autoportal
from Digitalbrain (020 8879 5300).
This is a knowledge sharing
platform which enables anyone to
go online and create, edit and share
knowledge despite lack of technical
knowhow.

The first outing for this online
software program is into education
offering a virtual learning
environment. There are a lot of

promising features here: an
interactive user directory, the
ability for users to make their own
notes directly online for each page
viewed, automatic navigation,
simple to upload text, graphics,
audio, flash and video, as well as
the facility where every page of an
autoportal can be delegated to

different users. For instance, each
class in a school could keep a
page/section of the website
updated directly online and in real
time regardless of previous web
page creation knowledge or
experience.

A nice touch is that UK focussed

educational content is integrated
within the portal by Digitalbrain
and is compiled by experts using
the National Curriculum as their

guide.
At present Digitalbrain's

Autoportal costs £299 for state
primary schools and £599 for state
secondary schools. In addition
schools are encourages to add £150
to the cost for five teacher training
sessions.

Express yourself
Another subscription-only site which
is not prepared to stand still, is
Espresso. New to the satellite-
delivered weekly feeds is the Special
Report. Aimed at primary schools, the
latest report is on the recent conflict
between the Israelis and the

Palestinians. This Middle East Special
Report uses video and web resources
to help children investigate the history
of the troubles and the challenges for
the peacemakers.

A timeline starts in 1917 with links

to newspaper reports, video clips and
a section on the Key People such as

Yasser Arafat, Ehud Barak and Bill
Clinton as well as to organisations
such as the United Nations.

Suggested classroom activities
cover a number of subjects from PSITE
to History, English, Geography and
RE. On a different note Espresso also
hosts a special report on the Harry
Potter phenomenon. There are section
on the author, characters, the film,
Hogwarts and fans of the series.

There are links to newspaper and
broadcast news reports, which have
been re-dubbed for greater relevance
to the National Curriculum and lead

to class discussions

and exercises.

There is a PE link

where children are

encouraged to
recreate the game
of Quidditch, as
well as activities

where children

make plays of the
books, write book
blurbs or use their

maths skills to

interpret
datasheets.

www.espresso.co.uk

Teachers: Cut time spent on record
keeping & report writing by
with Nstore National Curriculum
record keeping/reporting softzuare
for Acorn RISC & Psion machines

NEW VERSION with YR. 2000 N.C. + LITERACY + NUMERACY

"10/10 ... outrageously cost effective" -go32.com

£49.95
(Acorn Rise/

Psion 3a/c/5/

Pocket Book

Will)

O Automatically produce end of year reports inc. targets

• Easy data transferbetweenAcorn, Psion (and PC)
• Upgradefrom vs. 4/5 for £19.95- file converter included

H.S. Software, FREEPOST SS203, Swansea SA2 9ZZ
Tel: (01792) 204519 e-mail: sales@hstoftware.co.uk

Download your FREE demo at: www.hssoftware.co.uk

In brief

Paper-less planning
Takea look at two new packages
from Ascon Education (020 7272

4838). The Ascon Curriculum
Planner enables schools to build a

coherent and flexible curriculum

plan. Asa bonus it satisfies the
Curriculum 2000 statutory
requirements to link ICTacross the
curriculum, linking to programmes
of study in Literacy, Numeracy,
Citizenship, Key Skills and
Inclusion for each subject, each
section of planning is made
accessible to all staff at a single
click of a button and each year
you can easilyupdate plans with
the minimum of effort.

In addition, the Ascon Staff
Development Software integrates
all teaching and support staff
development processes for each
planning cycle. Central paperwork
is removed but staff can still access

all the documentation. And for

Performance Management, core
processesare tracked and personal
plans are automatically produced.

Cold and white
If the idea of being stranded for a
year on a remote Scottish island
appealed to you, give this site the
once over. This is the official

website of BSES Expeditions 100th
expedition which leaves for the
Arctic this summer. Results of the

research undertaken by the 18 to
20-year olds will be shared with
schools and colleges throughout
the world via the medium of the

Web site. As well as using the
concept of online learning
communities this Web site aims to

raise awareness of important
environmental issues.

www.arcticyear.org

Off your chest
Roses.Jellybaby is a RISC OS-
specific discussion venue which
encourage teachers to share and
discuss available resources for

education. Meanwhile

Educate.Jellybaby isa general RISC
OS discussion list where the topics
can be general or specific.

roses.jellyfaaby.net
educate.jellybaby.net

Contacting me J
Pam Tumbull:

educ@acornuser.com
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Add in
The biggest problem 1 had with

the Text Ease Database — the

final (?) piece of this amazing
puzzle — is where to start.

The 'whole' in this selection of

programs is far greater than the sum
of the parts.

Every time something is added to
the package it gets multiplied in
value by every other part that it
interacts with. So, for example,
adding the ability to turn any object
in a TextEase document into a button

that can (let's say) link to a different
page, means that instead of adding
one feature you're adding as many
as there are different types of object.

The addition of the spreadsheet
with TeTable was perhaps not as
radical as it might have seemed, the
treatment of a spreadsheet as another
document object (rather than an
entire document in itself) was
brilliant but really a logical
progression.

But a spreadsheet is an entity in
itself a database is not, well, not
really ... is it?

A database is a collection of

records and each record is a

collection on one or more fields.

These records can be ordered based

on one or more fields. The question
that really arises is: Can a database
be sensibly incorporated into a word
processor document or should it be
the other way around? Softease have

Steve Tumbull

addition

come up with a result which is
basically the former. Once you've
installed the database along with the
other Textease elements you can
create DTP documents, spreadsheets
and databases from any one of them
and combine them in any pattern
you fancy.

Actually the freedom provided is
scary and potentially confusing
except it's all so straightforward I
can't see anyone becoming truly
confused.

What do you get?
Database creation has always begun
with the specification of the fields
you want to use and this is no
exception but because this is Textease
you need a document to put the
database object into first so a quick
click on TeData's iconbar icon gets
you going with Forml. Using TeTable
or Textease itself allows you to create
databases as well but the database

manipulation icons don't appear on
the icon strip for those documents.

Let's say we want to create a
database of basic statistics (age and
height — shoe size would do as well)
in a class for analysis. Using the
Database->Add field menu option

gives you a field to place
which is provided with a
title and field entry area
automatically. Both these
items can be treated as

normal Textease objects so
can be have various

operations carried out on
them — the field name can

be rotated, though the
entry area cannot be.
Shadows, line widths,
colours and all the rest can

be altered.

You could start entering
data right now if you
wanted to, putting in the

3 •'I ADrS::Tigvcr.$Annlie<unyTr.vrlUnc.n.\TABASi:.PUPILS

_d__l__l__l ea a S

Name l).i\id Shaw

Age

Height 1.23

""J —.—

Initial data entry can hevery simple
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data
checks out the latest

to the Softease stable
name "Joanna Smith" and clicking
on the Add record button but this is

a bad move at present — the
program can get rather upset. As you
create fields they are automatically
grid locked to make it easier to align
them, very handy for the hard of
mousing.

Each field is automatically a text
field but we can change that easily
for the two numeric fields, so we
access the field properties window,
select integer for age and decimal
with two places for height.

Control of input is covered quite
comprehensively in the field
properties, for example you can
control the maximum and minimum

values of numbers; specify whether
the value given must be unique;
make sure the field is a key for
sorting; whether data for the field
must be included; plus it can be of
one of the more advanced types.

You can movies, pictures or
sounds of which either the

information is included in the

datafile itself (which could take a lot
of space) or it's included as a
reference to the original file —
though if this is moved the reference
fails.

The final data type is a list, this is
quite an important feature and
shows how a database in Textease is

only an object within the document.
Let's say (as is given in an

example file) you have a database of
animals specified by their type: bird,
fish or mammal. In each record you
could type in the individual words
into a text field. A more efficient

option is to create a second database
within the document which consists

of only one field which contains the
different animal types. Then using
the list option you can tell Textease
that the field is to be made up of one
item from all the animal types, then



when you click in the field a menu
pops up from which you can select
the animal type you want.

But how do you create the second
database?

Two's company
Textease (the DTPprogram) has only
one type of document likewise
TeTable has just the one. But TeData
has several: Forms which contain

databases fields; Reports that
provide table-like displays of the
records; Letters that can be used for

mail-merging; Queries are used for
record selection; and Labels for,
surprisingly, printing labels of the
data.

But all the Textease drawing
facilities are available for all these

document types you can add
spreadsheets to them if you desire.

However the key document,
central to the entire system is the
Table Map. This summarises each
database, allows you to create new
ones, change the fields (adding and
deleting) specify which field is the
primary key for the database, create
new forms for data entry or reports.
There is also a feature to allow

relationships to be created between
fields in different databases but this

is not yet available.

Full customisation
As I have been reviewing the
Textease Studio I have had access to

the full multimedia/presentation
capabilities of the package and
Textease certainly takes some beating
in this area. As I said at the

TL
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'I'he table map contains rather different information

Whatyou can do
with the database

beginning the whole is far
beyond the sum of the parts,
more like the an exponential of
the parts but luckily it's all so
logical that it's almost
impossible to get it confused and the
package won't let you do crazy
things.

The iconbar menu of Tex tease

allows you access to the
configuration options which let you
switch off or on any or all of the
icons on the icon strip, this let's you
have simpler commands for different
ages. There are some preset options
available as well.

But one of the features under the

"Link" dialogue box is that you can
select most objects as action buttons
that will do something when clicked.
Among the options available are
everysingle icon action. This means
that in the process of creating a
presentation system you can build a
standalone database with only a few
options available via buttons on the
page. Other objects can be made
uneditable.

As yet I haven't gone into charting
because, frankly, there's no need. If
you go back to my review of the
Texlease spreadsheet I covered
charting there, and it's no different
here, basically you create a report,
select the portion you want (you can
delete columns that are unnecessary)
and create the chart as normal — or

more than one.

Queries can be activated for
forms, reports, letters and tables and
it's amazing to watch the selections
change on-screen as you alter the
query criteria.

Summary
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with amazing simplicity and ease of
use.

With both Textease as a DTP

package and the spreadsheet 1would
consider them both sensible to use

even in a professional environment,
even though they are designed
primarily for education. This is not
the case with the database. It is

absolutely perfect for teaching
database manipulation and allowing
children to create basic databases.

However all data is held in one

monolithic chunk on the disc (apart
from pictures if you choose to have
them external). This means you are
memory limited on size and there is
a very high risk if data loss occurs.
Now I know no one (especially not
Softease) claimed that this is a
product for business but, as the other
programs are so amazing, I thought I
had better mention it.

The only real problem I perceived
was the very low rendering speed
(even on a StrongARM) of the files
containing what look like Artworks
pictures. The images do appear to be
cached once drawn but there can be

significant waits.
Next month we'll take a look at

the resources that are ^^^^
provided with the system. •aBI**

Product details I

Product: Texlease Studio (Textease
2000,Textease Primary,
Textease Spreadsheet, Texlease
Database)

Price: £149single user £25per
additional user (Database is
£39 single user, £10 per
additional user)

Supplier: Softease Ltd, Market Place,
Ashbourne, Derbys, DI£6 1ES

Tel: (+44/0) 1335 343421
Pax: (+44/0) 1335 343422
E-mail: sales@soflease.co.uk

Web: www.softease.co.uk

I have to say that I did find a fair
number of places where the program
crashed due to doing unexpected
things and hitting surprising key
sequences so it really isn't entirely
stable. What it does it does

amazingly well and once more Geoff
Titmuss has defied convention to

bring databases into the Textease fold
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Now included FREE with the Textease Studio are the Textease National Curriculum Packs.

These exciting packs are a growing collection of teaching and learning materials covering subjects
including English, Mathematics, Science, Geography, History, ICT, Art and Design, Design and

Technology, Music, Citizenship, PSHE and Modern Foreign Languages for key stages 1-4.

The packs range from early sorting and matching activities to resources designed as complete
\essons. The National Curriculum packs utilise the rich set of features found in Textease to

stimulate both learning and teaching.

Softease Ltd, Market Place, Ashbourne, Derbyshire, DE6 1ES
Tel: +44 (0)1335 343421 Fax: +44 (0)1335 343422 email: sales@softease.co.uk

www. textease. com
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education

Classroom
essentials

Pam Turnbull looks at the collected works of

Kudlian Soft brought together on one CD-ROM
If I offered you £600 of software

for £60 you would
understandably want to know
the catch. Perhaps the software

was over-priced originally, perhaps
was the software was no good -
dated or just didn't work. So let's
look at what you get for your money.

Kudlian Soft has done just that
with 13 of their excellent RISC OS

applications on a CD. All of the
packages have been archived and
can't be run directly from the CD-
ROM so must be saved on to floppy
or hard disks. A nice touch is that all

the software has been pre-registered
and comes with a free site licence.

Terry the Turtle was always one of
my favourites so I opted to test this
beast first. A good introduction to
Logo, Terry can also drive a Valiant
floor turtle if you have the
appropriate leads. Once loaded
you're presented with a drawing
area and two control bars. Along the
bottom of the screen is a colour bar

for paper and drawing (or why not
load one of the fun backgrounds),
while along the side is a selection of
tools used to control Terry.

If turtles aren't your
thing there are other
characters to choose

from such as a beetle, a
jet, ship or racing car to
name a few. Beforeyou
start you can also choose
the scale and speed of
your

movements/drawing.
There are also four levels

to work at. At Level 1

children are introduced to simple
forwards, backwards movements
and 90 degree right/left turns. Level
2 introduces pen up/down and
hide/show turtle, while Level 3
introduces more Logo-like
commands with the command line

coming in at Level 4. A lovely
package which will grow with
children's knowledge and
confidence.

Word Library was a new utility to
me which worked very nicely
alongside Textease. Initially you must
load the library of words you're
going to want to use - one of those
provided or create your own. Fonts
can be specified as can colours and

larger lists can be navigated
quickly by clicking on the
alphabet bar. I particularly
liked the fact that you can
opt for a space to be
automatically added to the
end of each word when it is

input into your word
processed document.

Banner II does what it

says - makes large wide
banners. Once loaded you
are presented with a simple
window with a place to type

all J Medium (i Large J Mixed

in your banner words and a font
menu button. You can also choose

between four text sizes. If you opt
for large you can only have one line
of text, whereas medium gives you
two lines, small offers four lines and
the mixed option gives one line of
medium and two lines of small text.

You can preview your work and
then decide on the effects you want.

As well as changing the font you
can justify the text, add shadows,
colours, and borders even different
fills. When you are finally satisfied
the print option lets you know just
how long the final banner will be
before you opt for scale and type
and paper feed. There is even a
reflect option useful if your printer
uses iron-on inks. This means the

text is mirrored ready to be ironed
on to cloth. Simple and very
effective.

Splosh and Splosh+ are two
versions of a simple-to-use art
package. The original was designed
with children with special education
needs in mind. With a simple colour
bar and a toolbar offering large icons
to change brush size as well as ones
to paint, spray, fill, undo as well as
create circles and ellipses, rectangles,
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Mon Tue Wed Ttiu Fri Sat Sun

12 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31

triangles and lines. You can also add
text and use a grid lock feature. All
very simple and obvious.

The later version gives you more
colours and tools. There is more

control over the size of brush with a

lock feature too. Additional tools are

a stamp with some ready-made
images (and you can add to this) as
well as copy and magnify functions
with an additional pipette tool for
acquiring colours from your
artwork. This version also has a

multiple undo/redo feature and
more advanced text controls.

While the earlier version loads

Draw and Sprite files, Splosh+ allows
you to import JPEG, BMPand
Splosh images as well as squashed
and unarchived Sprite and Draw
files. The CD-ROM comes with

selection of clip-art for you to use
here and elsewhere along the themes
of the alphabet, birds and food.

Staying with artwork is Gallery.
This utility allows you to find and
display selections of Draw, Sprite
and JPEG files. Quite simply Gallery
searches your hard disk for these
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• images, counting or fitting
eight to one page. After
you've made your selection
you can see an individual
image in more detail or print
your, graphics with the option
of including the full
filename/pathname of each
image. A good tool for
keeping tabs on your
artwork.

A similarly useful tool is
Portfolio. This displays
graphics (Sprite, Draw,
Splosh, JPEG, PCX, GIF, BMP,
PhotoCD, RLE and Replay
files) and plays any
associated sound effect. This

can be used to create simple
multimedia presentations.

All you have to do is create
a directory for the images

J you want to use putting them
into alphanumeric order in
which they are displayed. If

you want to add sounds it is very
simple too, as is adding fades, the
time an image is displayed or
whether you want a continuous
presentation. You can also opt for an
automatic display or a manual one
with control buttons. For the more

advanced there is the option to
create PortFolio scripts.

Moving onto Calendar here you'll
find yourself looking at the current
month and year and a blank space
waiting for an image. You can opt to
start the week on any day though by
default this is

Monday. You can
also decide if

you want 1, 2 or
12 months per
page and change
the year and
month your are
working on as
well as the style
of text. If you
press the memo
button the

calendar changes
lo allow you to

add a comment to each day of the
month. You can print the year or
month without an image in place
ready for a handmade concoction or
add your own images.

For those with a data-handling
bent Kudlian have a good selection.
Starting with Pictogram, this does
what just what it says. An open and
blank program offers you a selection
of picture sets from books to
vegetables.

All you have to do is to drag the
relevant number of images into the
pictogram to match your frequency
table or tally chart results. And if
you're not happy with a pictogram
you can change the style of the chart
to block or bar graph without having
to re-enter the data. These styles give
more control over the names of the

items and whether the chart is

vertical or horizontal. Whichever

you choose the final version can be
named and printed.

DalaSweet 3 is itself a collection

of five data-handling utilities and
programs which work alone or
together. DataPlot is a graph drawing
package. Fill in the grid with title,
labels and numbers (negative or
positive values) and then choose
between bar, pie, scatter, line graphs
or opt for a 3D option. Each graph
type has a range of options and final
versions can be printed or saved as
data or as a drawfile.

The trio of utilities DataPick,
DataCard and DataFind which act as

Rainfall mm
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database templates along the line of
a card index database. DataPick uses

key pictures to classify information.
While DataFind uses individual
fields and DataCard opts for
keywords to classify data. Powerful
and versatile with searching and
sorting facilities as you'd expect.

Finally there is DataCalc which is
a simple spreadsheet with the
normal basic tools to control text and

cell styles as well as formula, auto
re-calculation and graphing.

For more sophisticated
spreadsheet functions you'll need
Datasheet II. This is an enhanced

version of DataCalc. Not only can
sheets be bigger - up to 256 rows,
there is a larger toolbar and more

control over

styles. Columns
can be dragged to
the desired width

and selected areas

can be re-styled,
sorted, graphed or
protected with
data imported or
exported as CSV
or TSV files. A

fully working
spreadsheet.

For another approach to
da lahand ling there is ReTreeval. This
is a decision tree or branching
database and is used in Science and

1CT at Year 4 and beyond. You start
with specifying the topic by
answering the questions Everything
we aregoing to talk about is a ... From
then on you specify questions and
answers to distinguish animals,
foods, sports, in fact anything you
want. You data can be displayed as a
tree or as a graph using DataPlot. A
neat little program which should be
more widely used.

RepTile is the final program under
the spotlight and again is one of my
favourites. Quite simply this allows
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you to make tiling patterns from
squares, triangles or hexagons. You
are presented with two windows,
one of an individual tile, one of a
bank of tile shapes.

The individual tile is the one you
can manipulate by moving dragging
points to make a new shape even
adding additional points to make
more complex shapes. In addition
the toolbar offers you the chance to
copy or cycle sides of the tile, draw
new shapes with you choosing line
and fill colours. Tiles can also be

rotated or reflected in three, four or
six ways depending on your chosen
shape.

When you're happy with your tile
you can stamp it on to some or all of
the tile bank individually or
following a line or specified block.
All done in the second window

saving or printing your finished
design.

So what is the catch? As far as I

can tell the only problem is a lack of
documentation. Manuals have been

replaced by a loose-leaf binder
containing printouts of the original
manuals and Kudlian intend to

move this on to the CD-ROM as PDF

files. As printing manuals is more
costly than running off a CD-ROM 1
can see their point. These are 13
classic programs which no RISC OS
machine should be without. Let's

just say that Christmas has ^^^^
come rather early this year. I =t fl I»_

Product details

Product: Primary Software CD
Ages: 5 to 15
Price: £60

Supplier: Kudlian Software, 8a Nunhold
Business Centre, Dark Lance,

Ha Hon, Warwickshire CV35

8XB

Tel: (+44/0) 01926 842544
Fax: (+44/0) 01926 843537
Web: www.kudlian.net

E-mail: sales@kudlian.net
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PDF

RiScript

view PDFs

view PostScript

view EPS

RiScript
The PostScript and PDF imaging package

the industry standard

the RISC OS sf

create PDFs

export drawfiles

print choices

{iScript has been made even more powerful thanks to the
latest free upgrade which brought automatic RISC OS to
PostScript Type 1 font conversion and inclusion into exported
PDF files. Extra confidence and ease in transporting
documents and designs between platforms is assured.

www.cerilica.com/riscript

PUBLISHED EXCLUSIVELY BY CERILICA LIMITED • PO BOX 40 • ROSS-ON-WYE • HR9 7WH • ENGLAND

TELEPHONE 0870 2411731 • WEBSITE AND ORDERING DETAILS: www.ceriiica.com



RISC OS

Mike Cook puts his walking boots to one side

No rambling this month, we're
already sitting in the pub by
a roaring log fire so it's over
to Don Scott who has

something to say to Michael
McConnell who wanted to run his

A4 laptop from a 12 volt source as
described in the November Rambles.

'As I have used an A4 from a

112V vehicle battery for a few
'years I have a few

suggestions. Firstly the A4's internal
battery pack consists of 12 Cs (Sub
C) size 1.7Ah Ni-Cads giving a
nominal 14.4V. Despite this the A4
continues to work down to between

10.5 — 11V thus operation from a
12V battery is OK, but you will not
be able to run it down as far as in

other applications.
"That said I have run an A4 from

a 60 Ah car battery for four days
continuously without any kind of
recharging, so it is not too bad.
There is no need to try to connect
up through the battery connectors,
you can go in through the 9-way
power D on the back (pins 4 and 9
Ov, pin 1 +12v). The only thing to
note is that after setting the
machine running on an external
12V supply you will need to unplug
the internal 14.4V pack otherwise
the A4 will run this down to 12V

first, thus virtually exhausting it!
"There are no regulator

dissipation problems, when the A4
is running on its mains pack it puts
in 20V onto the regulator while a
separate output charges the Ni-Cads
from a constant current source. It is

possible (with care!) to open the
battery packs and replace the Ni-
Cads. Usefully, Cs size Ni-Mh

batteries are now available which

are much less prone to "memory"
effects and are 30% higher
capacity(2.2 Ah) which give nearly
four hours battery life"

Guido Avidano is doing sterling
work interfacing motors but wants to
move faster:

"I read very often your
articles in Acorn User and

for this reason I think you
are the right person to ask to. My
small project is to drive a stepping
engine under RISC OS 4 (via the
parallel port), using an external
board with an L297 and a L298N

chips fitted on it.
"The problem is to control the

speed (3.5~4.9 turns/sec. at the
moment) at faster rates, without loss
of precision. The question is
simple: is it possible to improve
this speed under RISC OS 4
without adding more hardware? If
not, can you suggest me which kind
of external timer I have to add, and
how to drive it?"

J The chips you are using are
W$^w| stepping motor drive chips so

Iall they need is a pulse to
advance the motor. You don't say
how many steps your motor has per
revolution, typically this is between
48 and 200. So at your top speed you
are producing pulses at between
235Hz to 980Hz, which is about the
top speed you could expect from a
BASIC program. As 1see it if you
want to go faster you have two
problems, producing faster pulses
and accuracy.

All Acorn computers have built-in
counter timers and there are

normally a few free. You can use one
of these to generate a fast, regular,
interrupt and then use the interrupt
service routine to pulse your
stepping motor every n times it is
entered. Where the value of /; will

control the speed.
Of course this interrupt service

routine needs to be in machine code

but you can use a memory location
to contain the ;; value that you can
then poke values in with a BASIC
program. The best thing I can do is
to point you to my August 94 article
in Acorn Computing"Chaos from a
dripping lap" at vmw.doc.mmu.ac.uk/
Acorn/BodyBuild/BB94.html

In this I used an internal timer to

generate an interrupt and the
interrupt service routine incremented
a count that I then used to accurately
time the intervals between drips
from a tap. The software has most of
the structure you want.

Your next problem is accuracy. All
stepping motors have what is known
as a pull-in speed, that is a maximum
speed from a standing start. The
problem is that the torque drops off
with speed and so the maximum
speed depends upon the capability
of the motor and the load it is under.

Therefore to get a motor to go at
it's maximum speed you have to
ramp it up. This is tricky to control
in software, and it is also tricky
knowing how fast is the maximum
speed and how fast it should
accelerate. Too fast and you lose
accuracy.

The previously mentioned Michael
McConnel, a busy hardware builder,
is having trouble with his PIC
project:
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"I have been reading your
articles on the new

PIC16F874 microcontroller

with a lot of interest but I have a

problem — the PIC blows 1A fuses
on power up. Not having access to
the data sheets (until the AU CD-
ROM is released) I do not know
what power this chip requires. I
have checked the wiring for shorts.

"So, What current does the PIC
require? And can the 74HCT125 be
placed on the same board as the PIC
— I find I haven't the dexterity or
patience to build it in to the 25-way
D-Type plug?

"Although you advocate the
PLCC version of the PIC it is only
really suitable for a PCB. Much
more work is required to wire it on
a round pad Eurocard — but
perhaps I misunderstood your
article in the September issue of
Acorn User. The 40 pin DIL version
although having a larger footprint
is easier to wire on a stripboard and
is cheaper"

jPlease note that in the latest

jcircuit printed the last article
Ihad Vss and Vdd connections

shown the wrong way round. Sorry
about this. The current taken by this
chip (with no I/O loading) is about 7
to 15 mA if running at 20MHz,
slightly less if slower. So it is almost
certain that it is the wrong way
round, if it doesn't get too hot you
might get away with it but it looks
like you might have killed it.

There is no problem with putting
the buffer on the board, the only
thing is that you will have to do this
on each design you make. However,
I did find that I was getting a bit of
trouble when I had a complex project
and the programming module
connected. What was happening was
that the PIC seemed to be crashing
after about 30 seconds when

connected to the computer and not
when it was free standing.

I cured this by holding the
program pin RB3 low when running
instead of letting it float. I did this in
software, but an alternative would be
to put a 10K pull-down on this pin. If
you include these buffers on your
final board make sure that the inputs
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are tied to the appropriate level or
the buffer chip is removed before
culling the umbilical to the
computer.

I found the square pad board easy
to wire up using thin insulated wires
but the 40 pin package is fine, just
remember to change the pin numbers
in the diagram. The data sheet is
available on the Acorn User Web site,
and it should be on the CD with this

Richard Ashbery is also working
with the PIC and has a few more

problems:
"\ am using your ICP
programmer to 'blow' a
PIC16F874. The program

reports 'blown OK' but fails verify.
Here are two examples:

Program memory fail at 2EF : Read
3F7D should be 3F6D

Program memory fail at 38F : Read
387F should be 307F

"I have used the hex file —

SeriallO/H (generated from your
source code SeriallO on the Acorn

User Dec 1998 RTR disc). Could the

hex file be at fault here? Can

anything be usefully obtained from
the saved 'hex' file generated by the
ICP.

"Another query concerns the
RS232 serial port and MAX202 level
translator. Being a complete 'PIC
novice am I right in thinking that in
order to use the Serial PIC monitor

program {SerialPIC program from
RTR in Acorn User Dec 98) the PIC

flash memory must have a correctly
blown and verified PIC image
before it will work?"

When it says Blown OK it
actually does a read back

Iafter each individual

program word. What I really need to
know is do you have code in that
area of memory and is it reporting
the numbers you expect to see
correctly? Have you tried doing a
whole chip erase and then trying
again?

The saved hex file contains all the

locations of the chip, even the blank
ones, and can be used to read in a
device that you have not
programmed or one that you suspect

Contacting AU
Mike Cook:

ramblcs@acornnser.com

as being faulty. In that way if you
identified certain memory locations
as being faulty you could write your
code to avoid them and still use the

device.

Now the serial I/O program from
the December 98 Acorn User was

designed for the PIC16C84 not for
this processor. The main difference
being that the 874 can run at 20MHz
where as the 16C84 can only run at
4MHz with the 16F84 running at
10MHz.

The code generates a serial port
by using software delays and so if
the processor is running at a different
speed the delay loops won't produce
the same delays. A much better
solution with the 874 would be to

use the internal serial port. Mind you
the numbers you feed into the baud
rate generator are processor-clock
dependent.

The Serial Port monitor program
simply passes bytes back and forth
like a simple terminal emulator, so
you do need a PIC that knows how
to respond to these bytes, that is
programmed. The monitor
communicates at 9600 baud so the

PIC must be able to send at this

speed.

Finally Clive Musselwhite is having
a problem with his CDs, he writes:

"I hope you don't mind me
asking for some advice with
a CD ROM error message I

get from a Rise PC600, OS 3.5 For
no apparent reason it refuses to
load CDs displaying the error
message 'SLCD' and if you persist
no 'TOC information found."

|Sadly the Acorn CDFS isn't
very good at coping with all
CD formats. 1 had a lot of

trouble with the extended attributes

CD format produced by NASA. I
think that TOC stands for "Table Of

Contents" and basically it's part of
the directory structure.

Assuming there is no damage to
your CD I would suggest you try the
WSS version of the CDFS. I have

found that this will read CDs that the

Acorn system won't, unfortunately
you do have to pay for it but it is
well worth it.
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STAR FIGHTER 3900

HIGH SCORES 4 classic games on CD
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StarFighter 3000OtherWorlds
includes the new version of
StarFighterre-compiled withmany
enhancements. Improved
graphics,bettersound,optionsto
re-contigure the keyboard andlull
StrongARM compatibility are
among the manychanges madeto
this new release.

Alsoincluded are StrongARM and
RISC OS4 compatible versionsof
the classic space tradinggame
Elite,one of the best games ofall
time. In addition a full version of
the mission based space "
SunBurst from VOTI,and
superb AirSupremacy are
included.

Allgames are fullyRISC OS4
compatible and can be run either
from hard disk or from the CD.
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Other Worlds Games CD

Only £16.50!
DrawWorks New

Millennium

RRP £41.50
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DrawWorks New Millennium is the best choice for
graphicssoftwarefor RISC OS,why?Simple, it's easy to
use, many amazing effects can bedone Just by clicking
on a few buttons. Text bent around circles, 3Deffects,
outlineeffects and many more withjust a fewclicks.

SecondlyDWNM offersprofessional levelfeaturesat a
friendly price. Export toPC orMacintosh computers Is
easyana quick, youcanevenmake GIF flies forwebsites.

Thirdly DWNM is based on Draw. Thismeansthatanyfile
madewithDrawWorks can be saved out Intoany
application that can loadDraw files. All of thegraphicsin
this advert were created with DrawWorks.

DrawWorks New Millennium comeswitha comprehensive
on-line manual that makesit easy to search forexactly
what you want. Nor sure how tomake astencil, type In
stencil and and manual will tell you how todoit.

Notonly that but DrawWorks NewMillennium comes on
CD and is suppliedwithalmost2000 example clips,
almost 2500 superb quality fonts, Mr Clippy the clip art
manager, FontFiend thefont editor and lots lots more.

Theawardwinning graphics package!
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FontFiend Font Editor

Over 500Mb on 1 CD
Notonlycan DrawWorks handlevectorgraphicsbut it
can also editand manipulate bitmapimagesas well. The
DrawWorks series is the best selling graphicspackage
for RISC OS,hadn'tyou betterfindout why?
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Got Fonts? Thenyou need EasyFont!
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The latest version of the award winningfont management
software. iSVProducts has spent 3 months workingon
this newversion in order to improveits performanceand
ease of use. EasyFontmakes handlingfonts a doddle.
Simply clickto turnfontson oroff,notsure whatfonts are
used in a file? Simply drop the file into EasyFont and itwill
findthe fonts used and turn them on itself. IIyou have got
fontsyouneedEasyFont!

•Supplied onCD with over 2000 fonts.
•Much faster than any previous version ofEasyFont.
•WYSIWYG font display plus drag and drop font changing.
•Saves upto 30% ofyourdiskspacewhen storing fonts.
•Filescanning, drop a fileinto EasyFontand the fonts get
turned on!
•No cumbersome protection system requiring the master
diskevery fewmonths.
•New top toolbarwithaccess to advanced EasyFont
features.
•New Fontintegrity tester,find out iffonts are faultyeasily
andquickly.
•Greatly increasedreliability plus uses less memory.
•Automatic installer, installa newversionor upgradeyourold
version.
•Re-written manualwithclearerdescriptions and on-linehelp.
•Alsoincludes a fullversion of DrFonty,withPostScript font
export.
•Requires RISC OS3.1 or later,CD-Rom driveand4Mb of RAM

'requires return of original master disk

NEW VERSION!
EasyFont PRO

£16.50

£11.50

DrawWorks NewMillennium requires RISC OS3.6orlater, 8MB of RAM anda CD-ROM Publish ART 98&StarFighter Other Worlds require RISC OS3.1orlateranda CD-ROM drive.

All quoted prices (unless stated)
are for single users versions only.

Special offers relate to single
user versions only.

Overseas orderspleaseadd£2.00 carriage r ^
All details correct at thetime otgoing topressE&OE T

NDT &Typography are trademarks of ISV Products. All other trademarks are acknowledged __ ($(>, \»^_M
This advert was produced using NDT fonts -> '\* f~. ,/"

and DrawWorks New Millennium l '• J' *

iSV Products
86 Turnberry • Home Farm

Bracknell • Berks • RG12 8ZH
Tel 01344 455769
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AAUG

Abacus Training
Aleph 1 ..,..

APDL

Archive

Castle

Cerilica

Clares Micro Supplies
Co Comp
CTA

Cumbria Software

Dansoft

Digital Phenomena
EFF

ETC

ExpLAN

HS Software

Icon Technology
iSV ,.,

Kudliansoft

Levens

Liquid Silicon

Microdigital
Passport 2 Learn

Photodesk

PHR

Pineapple
ProCAD

R-Comp

RepairZone
RGSC

RISCOS Ltd

Soft Rock Software ,

Softease

STD

StrongARM Systems
South West Show

Surftec

TME

Wakefield Show

Wardlaw Surveys
Warm Silence Software

Windfall Engineering

wvvw.printmaker.co.uk/

AND VINYL GRAPHICS BUREAU

. . . • . •

sales@printmaker.co.uk

0118 956 7947

To advertise in

call Advertising on

0161 429 8902
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Wardlaw Surveys
Authorised Acorn Dealer;

for all your needs from supply,
service, repair and full after-sales.

Wardlaw House, Kirkhill,
Inverness IV5 7NB

Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

E-mail: sales@wardlaw.demon.co.uk

Web: http://www.wardIaw.demon.co.uk
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Liquid Silicon
•Computers & Music Hardware • Upgrades • Software • Cables etc •

Registered
Developer

SI*'

Authorised
Installer

RISC0S4(DIY) E120.00
Fitting (ROMs only) . . . .E10.00
Fitting (ROMs, hard drive
reformatting and software
transfer From E25.00

Carriage on machines Is extra.
Please call for details of any extra
charges on high-spec machines.

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

sales@liquid-silicon.com
http://www.liquid-silicon.com

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

giatcred D«al«r —

Authorised
Installer

www.levens-software.co.uk
freephone 08000 191 243

omega
287Mhz StrongARM
20Gb Hard Disc, 52x CDROM

64Mb PC133 SDRAM

USB, PCI Modem, PCI Sound

RISC OS 4.03

Software bundle

£1199
inc VATand delivery
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NIGEL
JGATHERER

ETC GRAPHIC DESIGN

A COMPLETE RISCOS DESIGN SERVICE

FROM CONCEPT TO PRINT

When your business is ready to go into print
or establish a presence on the web

contact us — we can help

tel: 01764 656347

email: gatherer@argonet.co.uk

www.argonet.co.uk/users/gatherer

ProCAD
See us on Stand 24 at the

RISC OS SouthWest Show

A new cut-down version of ProCAD+ has now

been released for students, schools and home users.

Full details of both ProCAD+ and ProCAD Lite are to be found on the

January 2001 Acorn User CD ROM, along with demo, copies of each.

They are also available from the web site or by 'phoning 01392 214033

E-mail: dsncll@mail.zynet.co.uk Web site: http://www.zynet.co.uk/dsncll
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rico computer
Quality Performance Expandability

MicroDigilal Limited

01274 618774

1 Interactive
Registered Authorised

The RISC OS hardware/software specialists

Internet: Web/Email/Networking

Music, Multimedia, Systems and More...

22 Robert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 6PS

Tel: 01925 755043 Fax: 01925 757377 rci@rcomp.co.uk
http://www.rcomp.co.ukl

rwcATioisr

Teachers: Cut time spent on record
keeping & report writing by
with Nstore National Curriculum

record keeping/'reportingsoftzvare ,||l //]
for Acorn RISC &Psion machines U v / V

NEW VERSION with YR. 2000 N.C. + LITERACY + NUMERACY

"10/10... outrageously cost effective" -go32.com
mi 0 0P • Automatically produce end of year reports inc. targets
' " • Easy data transfer between Acorn, Psion (and PC)

p . •> / ici • Upgrade from vs.4/5for£19.95 - fileconverter included
Pocket Book H.S. Software, FREEPOST SS203. Swansea SA2 911

IIIIII) Tel: (01792) 204519 e-mail: iakj@hjJoftware.co.uk

Download your FREE demo at: www.hssoftware.co.uk

ORTH WEST

168 Elliott St.

Tyldesley
Gtr. Manchester

M29 8DS

Acorn Dealer and RiscOS Centre of Excellence

Acorn Spares and Repairs

All Acorn Machines available on 0% finance

Installation, Networking
Repairs on a no-fix See Main Advert on

no-fee basis.

Tel. 01942 797777

Pages 4 & 5

Fax 01942 797711
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Cumbria Software Systems

All things RISC OS in the
North of England and

Scottish Borders #

Tel: 01697 73779

Unit3A, Tounfoot bid. Est, Brampton, Cumbria CA8 1SW

ORTH WEST

1 lop Projects Ltd
4 Clock Tower Close.

Millgreen Park, Hyde,
Cheshire SKI4 IRS

Tel: 0845 4580778

For all your RISC OS
and networking needs.

Visitors by appointment only please

Authorised Acorn Dealer & Centre of Technology

Desktop Projects LtdA
Tel: 0845 458(1778 Web: www.dcsktopp.demon.co.uk ^^

E-mail: info@desktopp.dcmon.co.uk

'BEST DEALER'



The world's number 1 RISC OS magazine

You already know what a great
magazine Acorn User is - it's the only
place you can get accurate, rumour-
free, detailed RISC OS news, in-depth
hardware and software reviews, and
without doubt the best cover CDs

available.

Take out a subscription today and
you guarantee never to miss an issu<
of the biggest and best RISC OS
magazine in the world - at a lower
price than you can get in the shops.

Subscribe now!

bac
issue

Missed out on one

of our previous
issues? Take this

opportunity to bring
your collection up
to date. But hurry -
stocks are limited.

Call our

Subscription Hotline

Tel: 0161 429 8902

Fax: 0161 429 0685

e-mail: subscrip@acornuser.com
Please quote code 'A0102' when
subscribing by phone or e-mail

To receive Hie March '01 Acorn User (issue 231) nil

subscriptions must be inby Tuesday 13th February.
Subscriptions received after lliis dale will start
with the April 2001 Acorn User (issue 232).
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Issue 229

January 2001
• TEK preview
• Choosing the

right mouse
• Presentations with

Compo
• SiteWriter review

• OCR for music
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Millennium review
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RISC OS software
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1write in response to Chris Bell's
forthright letter (January 2001) on the
importance of the RISC OS software
market. It is perhaps a coincidence
that when I picked up my copy of
Acorn User from Cambridge
WHSmith this afternoon, only
moments later, a guy came up to me
and asked where I got it — I handed
him another copy from the top shelf.
We started talking, and although il
turned out that he hadn't worked on

a Rise PC for years, he was interested
in what was going on. I mentioned
the new Omega, and he said "Yes,
I've heard about that. The problem is
that not enough software is being
developed any more."

For many people, the software
that is available for RISC OS at the

moment is more than enough for
their needs. This may be so, but in
places what is on offer is not enough
to attract new users to the platform
— or in the case of this chap in
WHSmith — old users back to the

platform.
Chris mentions the pivotal RISC

OS Products Database

(productsdb.riscos.com). As it stands at
the moment, it is useful. However il
could do with some more work.

Education mad

If we are to assume that Omega is
finally released in Ql 2001, together
with RiscStation's laptop, I — like
Chris — would very much like to see
software development and
promotion moving up in eminence.
Omega is being "bundled with
software classics Pipedrcani 4,
EasiWriter and Fireworks Pro" to

quote Microdigital's advert. This is
great, but only EasiWriter gives file
compatibility with the outside world.
Shouldn't RISCOS Ltd be hassling
Logotron to allow the further
development of Eureka — that
actually supports Lotusl23and Excel
read/write?

The Internet is the final hurdle.

Actually, no, it's more of a barrier. I
find it almost an insult that Castle

use the expression "enable you to
harness the full potential of the
Internet" in their adverts for the

Kinetic RiscPC and Oregano. As fat-
as I am aware, the latter doesn't even
come with a disc cache yet! As
"Alan" reiterates in his letter, much
more is needed.

As someone who teaches in a

school that has RISCOS computers,
one of the primary reasons why we
have recently installed an NC server,

and are now running Windows 2000
on our first-generation RiscPCs, is
that Internet Explorer 5 is free.
Together with Free e-mail clients, like
Eudora, they actually do enable you
to harness the full potential of the
Internet. Elwyn Morris's investment
into Clares's internet access package
could have paid for a second-hand
PC which would actually have
enabled truly advanced internet
access.

The RISC OS market will find,
over the next couple of years, that its
users will migrate ever-more quickly
into other realms if this major
software issue is not addressed.

There is nothing wrong with the
speed of my StrongARM RiscPC that
I bought in December 1996. New
hardware is crucial, and is
apparently upon us. Let us now see
the spotlight move onto Software.
Perhaps PACE will bring our Internet
software into the 21st century? We
can but hope.

Andrew Harmsworth

by e-mail

About that map...
I was very impressed by the quantity
of dealers on the map you published

Following the creation of the RISC OS Education
Mailing List, a proposal was made to create a pool of
RISC OS resources useful in education, to be available
on Ihe internet.

The RISC OS Education Resources website contains
files in Impression, Textease, Draw, Pipedream,
EasiWriter, Ovation and other formats, for use in
education.

The files include worksheets, handouts, over-head
transparencies, posters, magazine templates, and much
more. They cover a wide range of subject areas, and are
divided up into Key Stage areas and more general
resources (for those not familiar with Key Stages, the
FAQ explains roughly the age-ranges where each is

applicable).
These resources are freely available for use in

education thanks to the generous support of the RISC
OS users who have donated them. So, if you're
involved in education and use RISC OS, do have a good
look round the Web site, and you're sure to find
something o\ use!

The pool oi resources continues to grow, and if you
have similar resources that might be useful to others,
your material would be very welcome too. Please check
out the website for detailed instructions on how to send

in files.

RISC OS Education Resources

www.jellybaby.net/rougol/roses.html
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ether
in the January issue but 1was a biut
confused over the numbers and

different sorts of dealers and what

about the ones that don't say
whether they sell Castle or
Riscstation machines? And what

about the Omega? Could you explain
it?

Peter Latham

by e-mail

Sorry if it was confusing, anyway it's
quite simple: The dealers who have all
their deyails listed will supply you xoith
any machine — they are not specific to

am/ particular brand and that includes
Microdigital's Omega.

The Castle and Riscstation-specific
dealers will (probably) only supplythe
machine from the company concerned. If
youwant tofind outexactly who they
are you just need to ring Castle (01728
723200) or Riscstation (01942 797777)
and ask.

Getting more power
Well, I installed a new hard drive
along with RISCOS 4 on my SA
RiscP C over the Christmas period.

What a difference the new Printers

makes to the Spacetech Photoreal
driver for my Canon 7100. It was
practically useless until RISC OS 4
and new Printers were installed. So I

guess there are at least two printers
(Canon and Epson) with their
apropriate drivers that will give as
good a print as that other platform.
Has anyone else noticed the marked
difference with R03.7 and R04 with

their Canon 7100 1 wonder.

Phil Coates

by e-mail

reat impression

Saturday & Sundav 19/20 Mav 2001

Saturday 10:00 to 17:30
Sunday 10:00 to 16:00

Advance booking Adults/Foundation/OAP £2.50
Junior (under 16) £1.50
(tickets available from mid-January 2001)

At the door Adults £4.00

Foundation/OAP £2.50
Junior (under 16) £2.50
(Foundation rate on production of membership card)

Please note that tickets are valid for both days

The Acorn RISC OS Show
The premfer_Ri

fo@wacg.org.uk
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David Atkins
Microdigital have been considered

the Cinderella of the RISC OS

hardware market but is that

really fair? We asked to talk to
David Atkins and he kindly agreed to
answer our questions though reluctant
since he doesn't consider personalities to
be the important part of the market: "I am
sure your readers quite rightly could not
give a damn about who I am."

/ think we'll just let David take it from here:
"\ was very lucky to grow up on a farm
just 15 miles from the centre of London. 1
had a very happy childhood with my
parents, sister and grandmother. I was
doubly lucky to be surrounded by a large
extended family of aunts, uncles and
cousins who were ruled over by my

grandmother a formidable women.
"The farm was approximately 600

acres and this was our playground,
latter during school holidays I took a
growing interest interest in the farm,
which was based on milk and pig
production.

"The dairy herd was a mixture of
Dairy shorthorns and Friesian cattle
with two Jersey cows to improve the
cream content. Today the farming
methods involved would be described

as organic that's to say the cattle lived
in fields eating grass with a
supplement of brewers grains from the

local brewery eaten twice a day during
milking.

"The garden adjacent to the house was
completely enclosed and laid out on
classical lines with paths edged with box
hedges, I mention this only because the
garden was full of rare fruit trees planted
by a gardener who sailed with Captain
Cook, mostly they were very good to eat."

So yourearly employment wasas afarm
hand? "As I remember it involved a lot of

early mornings, sweeping and tea-making
for little or no reward. My father
explained the ritual as coming to terms
with the realities of life. So on reflection

my advice is that the rituals associated
with one's first job should be avoided at
all cost.

"My career in computers started when I
joined my cousin's company working on

_

The

situation is

very much
improved

5
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interview

their IBM 370 computer, this had several
advantages in so much as the job was very
much more interesting, the pay was very
much better and the lunches were very
good, almost exclusively spent in a small
Italian restaurant in Soho Square, sadly
it's no longer with us."

So howdid youget into the Acorn market?
"Turned left at Fort Worth straight ahead
to Oak Computers, right into Oak
Solutions and on towards the meaning of
life."

And 'where were you and what were you doing
'when Kennedy was shot .... oops no I mean,
-when you heard that Acorn pulled the plug?
"Working on finishing the Medi computer
but it was clear to me that Acorn was

worth far more dead than alive so their
action, while unwanted, came as no
surprise. But with four companies now
developing or selling a variety of
computers it was the best thing to happen
for all concerned."

How do youfeel the RISC OS market is going
to develop? "It would be foolish to believe
that everything in the garden is rosy when
clearly it is anything but. That said there
are signs that the situation is very much
improved with both individuals and
schools re-accessing and purchasing the
new RISC OS computers in increasing
numbers.

"Flow the market develops will depend
on several factors from the number of

hardware developers, to the operating
system, applications and marketing these
issues will determine the growth of the
market which can be achieved, and this in
turn will determine the number of

manufacturers which the market can

support. It's the usual circular argument."

Are you optimistic for the future? "\ am very
optimistic about MicroDigital's future we
have a well-developed business plan
which has already established us as a
major player and our development
projects have achieved their targeted
performance therefore / can see no reason
at this stage for any change of direction,
so it's onward and upward."

Steve Turnbull
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SOFTWAR

Get connected to

the internet for only

£99

Includes

external 56.6k Modem.

WebsterXL Browser,

Messenger Pro and
connection software!

Still using the
Impression

Family?

Upgrade to OvationPro,
the desktop publisher,

for RISC OS.

for only

£135
Price includes HTMLPro

Prices exclude

carriage

but include VAT

Carriage
Items up to 2kg £ 6 I
Items up to 25kg £12 1
Monitors £23 1
Computers £23 1

Registered
Developer RED®

S Jg Registered Dealer

www.levens-software.co.uk
freephone 08000 191 243

Authorised
Installer

p m
<[(>

microdigita
Would you like one of the all new, all singing, all
dancing RiSC OS 4 based machines, designed
to rock the market in the biggest way since the
Rise PC launch of 1994?

Features include:

• 287Mhz Intel StrongARM SA-110
• Optional 600Mhz Intel XScale 80200
• 20Gb Hard Disc. 52x CD-ROM

• 64Mb PC133 SDRAM

• Lightning 2D/3D graphics controller
• USB. PCI Modem, PCI Sound
• RISC OS 4.03

• Software bundle

£1199
inc VAT and delivery

CDRW -i- Software £230 if bought with Omega
Upgrade to 128Mb, £50 if bought with Omega

tradein
Trade in your RiscPC or A7000/+ for a discount
on a brand new Omega.

The prices below are merely illustrative and we
would recommend that you ring us first on
08000 191 243 to discuss. Prices assume that

computers are complete with keyboard, mouse
and floppy drive

ARM610. 210HD, 8Mb

ARM710, 800HD. 16Mb

SA, 2GB, 32Mb
RISC OS 4

AKF60

AKF80

A7000, 8Mb

A7000+, 1Gb, 24Mb
8x or less CD-ROM

more than 8x CD-ROM

Network Card

30.00

50.00

5.00

10.00

10.00

30.00

45.00

90.00

40.00

20.00

40.00

build your own

microdigitalmico
Ifyou would like one of these amazing new RISC
OS 4 machines you can pick'n'choose your own
parts from our list below and we'll build it for you!

The Mico Base includes Base Unit (Desktop or
Tower), Floppy Drive, Keyboard, Mouse,
Fireworkz, Pipedream + extra software!

Mico Base will not be sold on its own

Mico Base

16Mb

32Mb

64Mb

10Mb Network

56k Int. Modem

Int. ISDN

£464

£ 36

£ 53

£111

£ 21

£ 66

£ 90

KINETIC
Rise PC

70Mb,
10Gb,40xCD

£1174

56Mhz ARM7500FE, 10bT, 48xCD
16Mb and 4.3Gb HD

64Mb. 10Gb HD

56MhzARM7500FE, 10bT

8Mb

16Mb, 2Gb HD

£586

£680

£469

£528

Pick your HD, CD
& extras from our

main list

UVAY

138Mb, 30Gb, 40xCD, + Internet £ 1 409

Acorn SA RiscPC 16Mb, 4Gb 939.00
Acorn SA RiscPC 16+2Mb, 40xCD, 4Gb 1033.00
Acorn SA RiscPC 32+2Mb, dvdCD, 8Gb 1092.00

RISC OS fitting requires your
machine to be situated at our

premises (not including on-
site fitting). This can be

arranged by courier for £30.

On-site fitting requires your site to be situated not
more than 50 miles from Nottingham city centre.
For sites further away, please ring.

RISC OS 4 116.33

Fitting (+Data Transfer) 35.25

On Site fitting
5-10 machines, ea. 53.00
up to 20 machines, ea. 44.00

Software
OvationPro 150.00

Site licence 300.00

HTMLPro 29.95

Site licence 49.95
Photodesk v3 299.50

site licence 699.00

Plug-in collection FX-1 24.95
Plug-in collection FX-2 24.95

TopModel 2 152.75
2-4 machines 305.00

5 to 10 machines 458.00

DataPower2 175.08

up to 10 machines 407.73

OvationPro includes HTMLPro

BfflfflHmWraK-scout.

56Mhz ARM7500FE, 10bT, 64Mb
CD-RW £904 ^jP
CD-RW + 48xCD-ROM £939

Books Modems

HTML 3.2 Quick Ref 5.00 56k External

JavaScript Primer Plus 10.00 ISDNTA

How to Program JScript 10.00 Monitors
Idiots Guide to JavaScript 10.00 15" (3 yrs on site warranty)
Tricks of the Java Prog. Gurus 15.00 17" (3 yrs on site warranty)

CD-ROM 19" (3 yrs on site warranty)
48x IDE CD-ROM drive (R4) 46.00 14" liyama colour LCD
24x IDE CD-ROM drive 35.25 Speakers

Hard Discs 160 Watt

10.2Gb IDE (R4) 83.00 340 Watt

15.0Gb IDE (R4) 91.00 680 Watt

20.0Gb IDE (R4) 99.00 800 Watt Subwoofer System
27.0Gb IDE (R4) 119.00 380 Watt 4 pt surround syste
30.0Gb IDE (R4) 128.00 Headphone/Microphone set

53.00

116.32

115.00

170.00

293.75

809.57

23.50

29.38

43.48

58.75

m 66.98

11.75

Please send cheques with orders, payable to The Levens Organisation Ltd.
The Levens Organisation Limited, Kable House, Amber Drive, l.angley Mill, Nottingham, NG16 4BE



CASTLE

site licence £199 + vat Secondary site licence £399 + vat

The

cool

way

to

surf

The new RISC OS

web browser from

CASTLE

Download a FREE trial version from

www.castle.org.uk/oregano/

or call 01728 723200

Freefax 0800 783 9638

Castle Technology Ltd, Ore Trading Estate,
SoodbridgeRoad, Framlingham, Suffolk IP13 9LL UK

email: sales@castle.org.uk www.castle.org.uk
E&OE


